NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Ridgway Planning Commission will hold a PUBLIC HEARING at
the Town Hall Community Center, 201 N. Railroad Street, Ridgway, Colorado, on Tuesday, May
28th, 2019 at 5:30 p.m., to receive and consider all evidence and reports relative to the
application described below:

Application for:

Preliminary Plat

Location:

Property at SE Corner of Sherman/Hwy 62 and S. Railroad

Address:

TBD Railroad/Hwy 23

Zoned:

Historic Business (HB)

Applicant:

Ridgway Cohousing, LLC

Property Owners:

Ridgway Cohousing, LLC

ALL INTERESTED PARTIES are invited to attend said hearing and express opinions or submit
written testimony for or against the proposal, to the Town Clerk.
FURTHER INFORMATION on the above application may be obtained or viewed at Ridgway Town
Hall, or by phoning 626-5308, Ext. 222.

DATED: May 17, 2019

Shay Coburn, Town Planner

February 22, 2019
Shay Coburn
Ridgway Town Planner
201 N. Railroad Street
Ridgway, Colorado 81432
Re: Alpenglow CoHousing Residential Subdivision, request for Preliminary Plat Review
Dear Shay:
On behalf of Ridgway Cohousing LLC (RCL), we hereby request a preliminary plat review for a subdivision map for a 4.46 acre
parcel of land located across from North Railroad Street on Highway 62 (Previous Railroad Yard) as described in Exhibit A Title Commitment. RCL has purchased this property from Railroad Street Station, Inc. The owners have given permission to
Conterra Workshop, LLCto process a Preliminary Plat as the Owner’s Agent. The property is presently undeveloped and
zoned Historic Business.
This Preliminary Plat proposal is to subdivide the property into two separate parcels, Parcel A - a commercial lot; and Parcel B
- a twenty six (26) unit residential cohousing complex. Attached herewith are various plans and support documents required
for this submittal including,








Existing Site Conditions
Site Plan and Narrative
Subdivision Lot Plan
Subdivision Calculations
Construction Cost Estimate
Civil Grading, Drainage, and Utility Plans and Profiles
Rendered Landscape Plan

We thank you in advance for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John Baskfield

970.318.0281

PO Box 401

Ridgway, CO 81432

Conterraworkshop@gmail.com

EXHIBIT A:

970.318.0281

PO Box 401

Ridgway, CO 81432

Conterraworkshop@gmail.com

Alpenglow CoHousing Community
Preliminary Plat Submittal
February 22, 2019

What is Cohousing?
“Cohousing communities are intentional, collaborative neighborhoods created with a
little ingenuity. They bring together the value of private homes with the benefits of
more sustainable living. That means residents actively participate in the design and
operation of their neighborhoods, and share common facilities and good connections
with neighbors. All in all, they stand as innovative and sustainable answers to today’s
environmental and social problems…”
-- From www.cohousing.org, The Cohousing Association of the United States
Since its inception in Denmark over 50 years ago, “Cohousing” has provided a successful
framework for intentional communities that share space and resources while forming strong
bonds between neighbors and across generations.
Alpenglow Cohousing History
Ridgway Cohousing LLC was formed in 2017 after a small group of locals discovered that
“Cohousing” was the best model for them in forming an intentional community for themselves
and others here in Ridgway. They hired Kathryn McCammant, perhaps the leading US expert on
Cohousing, to advise their team on the process of developing a Cohousing Community. After
the site was purchased in November 2017 and design was begun, Alpenglow CoHousing was
born.
Ridgway Cohousing LLC and Alpenglow CoHousing are both Non-Profit. Members are
donating their time and investing their personal savings to develop this community for
themselves and others. Like regular “for-profit” developers, they have taken on real financial
risk. However, unlike regular developers, no financial profits will be made. Their only hopedfor reward is the creation of this shared Cohousing community within the larger community of
Ridgway.

The project has been through Ridgway’s “sketch plan” review (3) times in the past two years and
received strong public support. The most recent sketch plan hearing on Oct 30, 2018 directed the
CoHousing group to work with Town staff to address:




Traffic safety at vehicular points of entry
Dedicating a wide public right-of-way at the project’s northern entry point (as proposed
this right-of-way provides public access through the overall parcel)
Provision of public sidewalks along existing rights-of-way

In the months following, the Alpenglow design team worked with Town Planners to address
these concerns. After concerns were addressed with Town Staff, the CoHousing group agreed to
invest in the design, engineering and cost-estimating necessary to prepare this proposal.
Existing Site
Ridgway Cohousing purchased the 4.46 acre parcel in 2017. The narrow lot’s long axis centers
on an old north-south length of the abandoned rail line. Since the railroad was abandoned in the
1950’s, the site has been undeveloped. The parcel is long/narrow (north-south oriented), with
the terrain generally falling from West to East.
Cottonwood Creek crosses the parcel toward the South end, providing both challenges and
amenity to the development. An intermittent drainage ditch enters the site from the south and
terminates into the creek.
Manmade wetlands, attributed to both the drainage ditch and the old railroad grade (which
obstructs the natural drainage flows from the west), are marginal in nature. The wetlands have
been assessed by the USCOE, resulting in a wetland mitigation plan, which includes developing
and protecting wetlands both on-site and off-site under a USCOE wetlands permit.
Existing vegetation on the site is sparse, with scattered cottonwoods and grasses. The site is
greatly disturbed from vehicular activity and the old railroad grade that runs through the site.
Existing access to the property is from Railroad Street and Hyde Street on the north and County
Road 23 to the south.
The property lies fully within the historic business (HB) zoning district. Surrounding land use
zoning is mostly historic business (HB), with residential (R) to the south. A mix of existing
commercial and residential buildings exists near the site. Land to the south and west is currently
vacant. Chipeta Solar Springs Lodge lies to the southwest across Cty Rd 23. An existing
residence and businesses of the Liddell Subdivision are to the East. Sherman Street (Hwy 62)
and Hartwell Park are just north of the site.
Existing utilities, including town water, sanitary sewer, and storm sewer are located near or
adjacent to the site. See attached utility plan maps.
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ALPENGLOW CoHOUSING: EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Proposed Development
The current proposal is to subdivide the property into two (3) separate parcels:




On the north, a small .35 acre commercial lot facing highway 62 (“red” on vicinity map)
On the south, a much-larger 4 acre parcel for Alpenglow CoHousing (“orange” on
vicinity map)
Between the properties, a .12 acre right-of-way to be dedicated to the Town of Ridgway
(“blue” on vicinity map)

ALPENGLOW CoHOUSING: VICINITY MAP

Commercial Lot (.35 acres, “red” on vicinity map)
On the north, a small commercial lot facing Hwy 62/Sherman street is proposed to be sold to
help make the project financially viable. The zoning of this small lot will remain historic
business (HB). The possibility of using this small lot to achieve alignment of North Railroad
Street across hwy 62 has been studied carefully with the Town of Ridgway. After abundant
discussion and engineering studies, the Town needs substantially more time to further assess
viability and potentially acquire funding for this potential connection. The proposal here has
been carefully designed to allow this street alignment to be made if the Town determines it is
viable. If so, a possible land sale to the Town could provide Ridgway the ability to rework South
Railroad Street as deemed beneficial to public interest.
The remainder of this proposal will focus on the merits of the Alpenglow Cohousing
development. It is simply understood that the 0.35 acre Commercial Lot will be subdivided and
sold (to the Town or other buyer TBD), as a separate parcel, in the future.
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Public Right-of-Way (.12 acres, “blue” on vicinity map)
Between the Commercial Lot and Alpenglow Cohousing parcels, a 40’wide public right of way
is proposed to be dedicated to the Town. An existing off-site 16’ wide Town right-of-way lies
just to the east of this proposed 40’ wide ROW. To support public east-west connection, the
Alpenglow CoHousing group is proposing to construct a gravel alley on the Town’s behalf
across the Town’s existing 16’ right-of-way, providing a public alley connection between Liddell
and South Railroad Streets.
Alpenglow CoHousing Lot (4 acres, “orange” on vicinity map)
Zoning for the Alpenglow Community will remain historic business (HB), with all uses proposed
considered “use by right.” The proposal consists of twenty-six private residential units densely
spaced around a central common space.
The site provides “walkable” convenience to Town amenities. Each private unit has its own
traditional amenities (like private kitchens), however ownership at Alpenglow also includes
shared amenities like the common spaces, gardens and pathways, the Common House (for
community meals and social gatherings) and a shared workshop.
The CoHousing neighborhood is bordered on the north by a 40’w public right-of-way (to be
dedicated to the Town, see above). On the far south, a 10’w public pedestrian easement is
planned, to provide public access across Alpenglow Cohousing’s land, from Cty Rd 23 to the
Uncompahgre River. Both the 40’w right-of-way and the 10’w public-access easement appear
“blue” on attached vicinity map.
The vast majority of parking for the community is on the north and south ends of the site.
Residents walk along the “pedestrian promenade” from their designated parking areas (north or
south). The pedestrian promenade provides pedestrian-only circulation through the neighborhood
core and also provides restricted vehicle access for heavy deliveries or emergency vehicles
through the heart of the community.
The northern vehicle access to the site is off the proposed 40’w right-of-way, which will tie into
Hyde Street and the existing alley off Liddell Street. South vehicular access to the site is from
County Road 23. A small 4-car parking lot is provided near the common house, for visitors.
Access to this small lot is from the corner of S. Railroad and Hyde Streets. Vehicular points of
access have been studied by SGM Engineering and the Town Engineer. See “line of sight”
diagrams (exhibits 1 & 2), illustrating safe safe access, prepared by SGM Engineering.
Public sidewalks: Along the existing rights-of-way bordering the project, Alpenglow CoHousing
is proposing to design and construct public sidewalks: along South Railroad/Hyde Streets; and
along Cty Rd 23.
Adhering to a strong theme in “Cohousing” design, the project is designed to bring residents
together through the movements of their daily regimens (like walking to their homes or getting
the mail) while also encouraging residents to participate in planned neighborhood functions (like
common dinners or social gatherings at the common house). The common space and common
elements are essential in the community-building theme of any “Cohousing” community.
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Site Lighting: Tight-knit neighborhoods, where residents feel closely connected to their
neighbors, help foster safety. Alpenglow CoHousing members are also proponents of “dark
sky” initiatives. Preliminary site lighting design calls for minimum outdoor lighting necessary to
provide safety from “trip/fall.” All lighting will have minimum “lumen” capacity to achieve this
and will be downcast and shielded. Parking lots will be lit by low-lumen motion-sensor lights on
buildings. Approaches and internal site lighting will be provided by downcast “bollard” lighting
fixtures, supplemented by photovoltaic landscape lighting as necessary. No overhead streetlights
are expected or desired. Final site lighting design will be provided by an electrical engineering
consultant and reviewed by the Town during the building permit submittal process.
The project is designed to accommodate snow storage at parking areas. Trash pick-up exists at
the north & south parking areas. Mail delivery and the bus stop for the neighborhood will be at
the south parking area. As proposed, water and sewer utilities have been coordinated with
existing Town infrastructure and Town Engineering. The project benefits existing Town utility
infrastructure by providing redundant “loops” for water, gas and electric services. Dry utilities
such as gas and electric have been coordinated with local providers. See attached utility plan
maps.
In addition to the twenty six (26) private residential units of various sizes proposed, common
amenities include parking/carports/garages, a 3,000 square foot common house, an 800 square
foot (future) workshop, and landscaped common areas and pathways. Off-street parking is
provided for both residents and guests: 56 total parking spaces including (3) HC parking stalls
(net result = two (2) spaces per private residence plus four (4) total guest parking spaces).
Cottonwood Creek is a strong feature of the site and lies just south of the neighborhood core.
The creek forms the southern border of the “lawn” at the common house, which is envisioned as
the “outdoor living room” for the site. Native vegetation will be planted and encouraged along
the creek drainage, and gravel paths and picnic areas are arranged along the edge of the creek.
The railroad history of the site will be memorialized at these picnic areas through plaque/s,
artwork or descriptive monument/s to be determined.
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ALPENGLOW CoHOUSING: SITE PLAN

.

Qty
6
6
4
4
6
1
20
1

Unit Matrix
Type
Size
Unit A - Duplex Unit
913 sf
Unit B - Duplex Unit
1,207 sf
Unit C - Duplex Unit
1,388 sf
Unit D - Duplex Unit
1,628 sf
Unit E - Garage Loft
728 sf
Unit F - Common House
2,989 sf
Unit G - Garage
357 sf
Unit H - Workshop
800 sf
Total
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Bdr
1
2
2
3
1
1
0
0
45

Bath
1.5
2
2.5
2.5
1
1.5
0
.5

Height
1-story
1-story
2-story
2-story
2-story
1-story
1-story
1-story

Est. Price
$389,000
$514,000
$599,000
$682,000
$310,000
INCLUDED
INCLUDED
INCLUDED

Qty
26
15
11
4
56

Parking Matrix
Type
Garage Stalls
Carports
Parking
Guest Parking (open)
Total Parking Stalls

As proposed, two (2) parking spaces are provided for each residential unit. In addition,
four (4) additional off-street (guest) parking spaces are provided for a total of 56 offstreet parking stalls.
Compliance with Town Standards
Conformance with the master plan and zoning regulations
The project is located within the Historic Business zoning district with all proposed uses
falling within a use by right. This proposal is therefore understood as a “use by right”
subdivision, not a planned unit development (PUD). The cohousing proposal provides a
mix of attainable housing units as desired under the 2009 affordable housing action plan.
Relationship of development to topography, soils, drainage, flooding, potential natural
hazard areas and other physical characteristics
The project is designed to work with the natural topography and drainage patterns. The
existing old railroad grade, which impedes the natural flow across the site, will be
removed. Storm water will be retained on-site and released in a managed flow according
to an engineered storm water plan. Proposed landscaping uses native, low water
consumption plants, and makes use of the (generally moist) storm water flow and
retention elements as “rain gardens.” These “rain gardens” are landscape focus areas,
where plants and trees benefit from soil moisture that results naturally from retaining and
managing storm water on site. Improvements to Cottonwood Creek include replacing
the damaged culvert, new trees and plantings, and paths and boulders to help establish the
creek as a natural amenity to the CoHousing community. Mature trees will remain in the
creek bed (wherever possible). The CoHousing community plans to encourage native
plants and trees within the channel, while members are also aware that occasional storm
or snowmelt surges will scour-away most plants. All proposed buildings lie outside of
the 100-year FEMA flood plain map.

Availability of water, means of sewage collection and treatment, access and other utilities
and services
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Water will be extended easterly from Hyde Street and looped centrally through the
project site southward to the existing main at the intersection of Chipeta Street and
County Road 23. Sanitary Sewer will run northward, centrally through the site, and
gravity feed east down the existing alley to the existing sewer main at Liddell Street (see
attached utility plans). A 20’wide access easement will be established within the
subdivision for future utility maintenance.
ALPENGLOW CoHOUSING
Water & sewer Demand Calculations
Units Type
26
1
1

Bdrs Persons Gal/Day TOTAL

Private Residential
Common House
Kitchen & Community Use
Workshop

44
1

2
2
10
5

75
75
10
10

45
Estimated daily demand

6600
150
100
50
6,900

Dry utilities will include electric, CATV, phone, fiber and natural gas, all of which are
stubbed to the site.
Compatibility with the natural environment, wildlife, vegetation and unique natural
features
The property encompasses the old railroad grade and is highly disturbed. The proposed
development will maintain significant landscape areas and open space. The wetlands
have been assessed by the USCOE, resulting in a wetland mitigation plan, which includes
developing and protecting wetlands both on-site and off-site under a USCOE wetlands
permit.
Public costs, inefficiencies and tax hardships
Alpenglow Cohousing is not aware of public costs, inefficiencies or tax hardships
associated with this project. The project expects to pay all Town fees requested by the
Town. Alpenglow Cohousing has already expended significant professional and
engineering fees toward providing the Town an opportunity to re-align Railroad Street
across Hwy 62, which may, in the future, add value to the Town’s efficiency of roads
infrastructure.
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Public Benefits
The town is challenged by housing availability and housing costs. This project provides
a diversity of attainable housing units that will meet the needs for a variety of user
groups. Its central location will encourage pedestrian and bicycle use and minimize its
impact on infrastructure. In the dense historic business (HB) zone, this project will
contribute to landscaping, open space and public sidewalks.








Provide sidewalk and curb/gutter along Hyde Street (off site)
Provide sidewalk and curb/gutter along South Railroad Street (off site)
Provide sidewalk along Cty Rd 23
Provide HC half-dome crosswalk traction and curb cut at Hyde and South
Railroad street (off site)
Dedicate 40’ w right-of-way between Hyde and Liddell Streets (Dedicated to
Town)
Construct gravel alley across Town alley right-of-way East of CoHousing parcel
(off site, provide physical vehicular connection between Hyde and Liddell Streets
on Town’s behalf)
Provide redundant loops for water and sewer (on-site and off-site, reinforces
Town infrastructure)
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Andrew A. Mueller
Partner

www.mountainlawfirm.com
Glenwood Springs – Main Office
201 14th Street, Suite 200
P. O. Drawer 2030
Glenwood Springs, CO 81602

Aspen
323 W. Main Street
Suite 301
Aspen, CO 81611

Montrose
1544 Oxbow Drive
Suite 224
Montrose, CO 81402

aam@mountainlawfirm.com
Office: (970) 945-2261
Fax: (970) 945-7336
*Direct Mail to Glenwood Springs
Office

November 30, 2017

Re:

Ridgway Co-Housing PUD Application

Dear Town of Ridgway Planning Department:
Applicant has provided in its Application for Preliminary Plat Approval for the Ridgway Cohousing
PUD a copy of the current title commitment for the subject property. The title commitment prepared
by Land Title Guarantee reflects that the property’s minerals have not been severed from the
surface. As such, title to the property’s mineral estate is unified with title to the property’s surface
and is vested in the surface owner, the Ridgway Cohousing, LLC who is the Applicant under the
Preliminary Plat application. No notice to the Applicant under CRS § 24-65.5-103(1) is required. To
the extent the Town requires certification in writing of Applicant’s compliance with the CRS § 2465.5-103(1) notification requirements in this scenario, this writing serve as such certification.
Very truly yours,

Andrew A. Mueller
AAM
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ALPENGLOW COHOUSING DEVELOPMENT DECLARATION
OF
COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND RESTRICTIONS (CC&Rs)
Draft: May 8, 2019

If this document contains any restriction based on race, color, religion, sex,
gender, gender identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, familial status,
marital status, disability, genetic information, national origin, source of income, or
ancestry, that restriction violates state and federal fair housing laws and is void.
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ALPENGLOW COHOUSING DEVELOPMENT
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND RESTRICTIONS (CC&Rs)
A.
The Declarant owns Property in Ridgway, Colorado on which it will build a 26unit Town Home Development, Alpenglow CoHousing (the “Development”) which will
be partly owned and managed by Alpenglow CoHousing Association (the
“Association”). The Development consists of lots 1 thru 26 and a Common Area and
Improvements thereon shown on the map attached as Exhibit A (the “Map”) to this
Declaration. Lots 1 thru 26 each has thereon one Town Home of the Development;
these 26 lots are owned by the 26 Town Home Owners (the “Owners”). The Common
Area of the Development and is owned by the Association; it includes all the land of
Parcel B of the Property that is not in any of lots 1 thru 26, and all Improvements
thereon.
B.
The Town Homes are subject to the covenants, conditions and restrictions
contained in this Declaration of Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (the
“Declaration”).
C.
The covenants, restrictions, benefits, burdens, rights and duties set forth in this
Declaration constitute equitable servitudes and covenants running with the land that
benefit and bind each Town Home and each Owner and successive Owner thereto.
THE DECLARATION IS AS FOLLOWS:
ARTICLE 1
Definitions
Unless the context indicates otherwise, the following terms shall have the following
definitions:
1.1
Applicable Laws. All federal, state and local laws, statutes, acts,
ordinances, rules, regulations, permits, licenses and requirements of all governmental
authorities (including any agency, authority, board, branch, division, department or
similar unit of any federal, state, county, town, district or other governmental entity
having jurisdiction over the Development) that now or hereafter during the term of this
Declaration may be applicable to a residential common interest development.
1.2
Architectural Committee. The Architectural Committee described in
Section 7.1.
1.3
Articles. The Articles of Incorporation of the Association and any
amendments thereto.
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1.4
Association. Alpenglow CoHousing Association, a Colorado nonprofit
corporation.
1.5

Board. The Board of Directors of the Association.

1.6

Bylaws. The Bylaws of the Association and any amendments thereto.

1.7
Common Area. The entire area of the Development shown on the Map,
excluding Lots 1 thru 26, and all Improvements on such area, including the private
roadways, walkways, parking spaces, common house, work shop, garages, carports,
and recreational facilities, if any. The Common Area is owned by the Association.
1.8

Declarant. Ridgway Cohousing LLC, a Colorado corporation.

1.9
Declaration. This Declaration of Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions
(CC&Rs) and any amendments or corrections thereto.
1.10 Development. The residential development to be constructed on Parcel
B of the Property shown on the Map and subject to all the provisions in this
Declaration, including the Town Homes and all other Improvements thereon.
1.11 Development Agreements. The agreements, rules or regulations the
Association may adopt from time to time pursuant to the authority of Section 5.5.2.
1.12 Exclusive Use Carports. There are fifteen carports in the Common Area
(see the Map of Exhibit A); each carport is assigned to, but not deeded to, one Town
Home Owner for their exclusive use. The Town Home to which a carport is assigned
may change from time to time, depending on the parking needs of Occupants of the
Development.
1.13 Exclusive Use Garage/Storage Areas. There are twenty garage/storage
areas in the Common Area (see the Map of Exhibit A); each garage/storage area is
assigned to, but not deeded to, the Owners of one of Town Homes 7 thru 26
permanently (see Exhibit B). The exclusive use of each garage/storage area moves
with its assigned Town Home to a new Owner when the Town Home is sold.
1.14 Exclusive Use Parking Spaces. Each of the twenty-six Town Homes has
a garage within it or a garage/storage area for its exclusive use. The Development has
fifteen carports assigned exclusively for the use of Occupants having more than one
vehicle kept for local use in the area. If there are not enough garages and carports to
house all of the vehicles of Occupants in the local area, up to five open parking spaces
are available for the exclusive use of Occupants having such extra vehicle(s). These
five parking spaces are shown on the Map of Exhibit A across the driveway from the
southern-most carport building.
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1.15 Governing Documents. This Declaration, the Articles of Incorporation, the
Bylaws. and the Development Agreements of the Association.
1.16

Improvements. Any property in the Development constituting a fixture.

1.17 Maintain, Maintained, Maintaining or Maintenance. Unless expressly
stated otherwise, “maintain”, “maintained”, “maintaining” or “maintenance” as used in
this Declaration includes inspection, cleaning, maintenance, repair, upgrading and/or
replacement.
1.18 Map. The subdivision map of the Final Plat of Alpenglow CoHousing
Development, recorded at reception number ___________, (Exhibit A of this
Declaration).
1.19

Member. A member of the Association.

1.20 Mortgage. A recorded mortgage or deed of trust against one or more
Town Homes in the Development.
1.21 Mortgagee. A mortgagee under a Mortgage or a beneficiary under a
deed of trust recorded against a Town Home in the Development.
1.22 Occupant(s). Any Person entitled to use and reside in a Town Home
pursuant to an ownership right or any lease, license or other similar agreement with the
Owner of the Town Home.
1.23 Owner. The record owner, whether one or more Persons, of a fee simple
or life estate to any Town Home in the Development.
1.24

Permittee(s). All Owners and Occupants and their agents and invitees.

1.25 Person. Any natural person, partnership, trust, corporation, limited
liability company, or other legal entity.
1.26 Property. Parcel B (consists of lots 1 thru 27) shown on the Map,
together with all Improvements thereon.
1.27

Town. The Town of Ridgway, Colorado.

1.28 Town Home. A fee simple or life estate to real property consisting of two
elements: (i) a Town Home Lot, and (ii) the portion of a duplex or triplex building
situated on the Lot.
1.29 Town Home Building. A duplex building containing two living Units on
two Town Home Lots; there are ten duplex buildings in the Development; or a triplex
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building containing three living Units on three Town Home Lots; there are two triplex
buildings in the Development.
1.30

Town Home Lot(s). Town Home Lots 1 thru 26 shown on the Map.

1.31

Unit. The portion of a Town Home Building that is on one Town Home

Lot.
ARTICLE 2
Property Rights and Easements
2.1
Type of Development. This Development is a town home project and
consists of 26 Town Homes and Association-owned Common Area.
2.2
Ownership Interests. Each Owner owns a fee simple or life estate to a
Town Home. In addition, each Owner is a Member of the Association. The Association
owns the fee simple estate in the Common Area.
2.3
Garages, Carports, and Open Parking Spaces. All Town Homes have at
least one exclusive parking space for its Occupants (see Exhibit B). If the Occupants
of a Town Home have more than one vehicle regularly used for transportation in the
area of the Development, they will be required to purchase from the Association the
exclusive use of a carport or parking space for their other vehicle(s), if such carport or
parking space is available.
2.3.1 Each Town Home in a triplex building has a garage within its lot for
the exclusive use of its Occupant(s). Each Town Home in a duplex building has a
garage/storage area within the Common Area assigned to the Town Home for the
exclusive use of its Occupant(s) (see Exhibits A & B). When a Town Home changes
ownership, any assigned garage/storage area assigned to the Town Home
automatically moves to the exclusive use of the new Owner, whether or not the
instrument of transfer specifically includes the exclusive use of the garage/storage area
in its description of the purchased property.
2.3.2 The Development has fifteen carports in the Common Area (see
Section 1.12). Occupant(s) having two vehicles for use in the area of the Development
must purchase the exclusive use of a carport from the Association, if such a carport is
available. If no carport is available, the Occupant(s) must purchase the exclusive use
of an open parking space from the Association, if such an open parking space is
available (see Section 1.14). Occupant(s) having three vehicles must purchase the
exclusive use of a carport and an open parking space from the Association, if such
carport and open parking space are available.
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2.4
Easements. The Development, including each Town Home and the
Common Area, is subject to the applicable easements described in this Section 2.4
and the general easement rights described in Section 2.5.
2.4.1 Common Area Easements. The Common Area as the servient
tenement is subject to an easement in favor of each Town Home as the dominant
tenement for:
(i) ingress and egress over the walkways and drive aisles within the
Association Common Area;
(ii) access to and use of (including the right to install or maintain)
any utility lines, cables, wires, pipes, meters or other equipment installed within, on or
over the Association Common Area that provides utility service to the dominant
tenement, including water, electricity, gas, telecommunications, storm drainage and
sanitary sewer services, and life safety system, if any.
2.4.2 Utility Easement. As a part of the original construction of the
Development, certain owned Town Homes may have utilities that traverse the owned
Town Home Lot or Unit that serve some or all of the other Town Home(s). Each served
Town Home has an easement over the owned Town Home Lot or Unit containing the
utilities for utility chases, shafts, vents, ducts, lines and other equipment that traverse
and provide utility service to the served Town Home (the “Utility Facilities”). The
location of the easement is the location of the Utility Facilities installed as a part of the
original construction of the owned Town Home or as subsequently installed with the
consent of the Owner of the owned Town Home. The easement right granted
hereunder includes access to the owned Town Home as may be necessary to maintain
the Utility Facilities. The Occupants of the owned Town Home shall not take any action
that would in any manner interfere with the operation of the Utility Facilities.
2.4.3 Maintenance Easement. The Association and each Town Home
Owner has an easement over each other Town Home for purposes of providing the
agents of the Association such access as may be necessary to perform the
Association’s maintenance duties as described in Section 4.2, including access to the
other Town Home.
2.4.4 Pedestrian Pathway and Surface Drainage Area Easements. As a
part of the original construction of the Development, certain Town Homes Lots may
have pedestrian pathways and/or surface drainage areas that encroach on the Town
Home Lot that serve pedestrians using the pathways and the Development in general.
Each pedestrian using the pathways and all Members and the Association have an
easement over the Town Home so that such pedestrian pathways and surface drainage
areas may be used for the purposes for which they were constructed, and may not be
altered by any action or according to any order of the Town Home Owner. In addition,
the Association shall have the authority to provide for any maintenance or modification
to such pathways and surface drainage areas that the Association determines is
desirable for its intended usage.
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2.5
General Easement Rights. Each easement described in Section 2.4 shall
be subject to, and construed in accordance with, the following provisions, except as
otherwise expressly provided for elsewhere in this Declaration:
(i) the easement shall be appurtenant to the respective Town
Homes and any transfer of a Town Home automatically transfers the easement
appurtenant thereto regardless of whether the easement is described in the instrument
of transfer;
(ii) the easement is in perpetuity unless otherwise terminated by
operation of law;
(iii) no easement may be modified or relocated except with the
written consent of the Owners of all aﬀected Town Homes;
(iv) the Owner of the Town Home benefiting from the easement
shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the easement providing Owner against any
claims, liabilities, damages, judgments or expenses, including reasonable attorneys’
fees (collectively, “Claim”), from any injury or death to any Person or damage to any
property that occurs in connection with the use or maintenance of the easement as a
result of any act or omission by the benefitting Owner, Occupant, or their Permittee,
except to the extent the Claim is a covered claim under insurance maintained by the
Association or an Owner (any deductibles or costs in excess of available coverage
amounts shall be paid by the Owner);
(v) all easement uses shall comply with the covenants, rights,
duties and restrictions set forth in this Declaration, with all Applicable Laws and with
any Development Agreements adopted by the Association under the provisions of
Section 5.5.2;
(vi) each easement granted hereunder exists by virtue of this
Declaration, without the necessity of confirmation by any other documents;
(vii) the easements are nonexclusive unless expressly provided
otherwise;
(viii) no nonexclusive easement provided or reserved under this
Declaration shall restrict the easement providing Owner from granting other easements
or interests therein as long as the other easement or interest does not unreasonably
interfere with the easement rights of the benefitting Owner; and
(ix) easement access and use rights are subject to the rights
reserved in Section 2.7.
2.6
Other Rights. Each Town Home and the Common Area benefit and are
bound by such other easements, rights-of-way, or dedications as may be granted or
reserved on the Map, any deed to the Town Home or Common Area, or in any other
appropriate public record.
2.7
Reservation of Rights. Notwithstanding any property rights, including
easements, described herein, each Town Home and the Common Area, as the case
may be, are subject to each of the following:
(i) the right of the Association's agents to enter any Town Home to
cure any violation or breach of this Declaration or the Bylaws or the Development
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Agreements, provided that at least thirty (30) days' prior written notice of such violation
or breach (except in the cases of emergency) has been given to the Owner and
provided that within the thirty (30) day period such Owner has not acted to cure such
violation or breach;
(ii) the right of the Association's agents to enter any Town Home to
perform its obligations and duties under this Declaration, including the obligations and
the duties with respect to maintenance;
(iii) the right of the Association to suspend an Owner's right to use
any recreational facilities as described in Section 5.5; limit the number of guests to use
any Common Area; adopt and enforce the Development Agreements; and assign, rent,
license or otherwise designate and control the use of any recreational facilities located
within the Common Area; and
(iv) the rights reserved in Sections 2.8 and 2.10.
2.8
Authority Over Common Area. The Association shall have the power and
the right in the name of the Association and all of the Owners as their attorney-in-fact
to grant, convey or otherwise transfer to any Owner or any other Person fee title,
easements, leasehold estates, exclusive use easements or rights, licenses, lot-line
adjustments, rights-of-way and/or dedications in, on, over or under the Common Area
in order to:
(i) construct, erect, operate, maintain or replace lines, cables,
wires, conduits or other devices for electricity, cable television, internet services, fiber
optics and other telecommunications equipment, power, telephone and other
purposes, public sewers, storm water drains and pipes, water systems, sprinkling
systems, water, heating and gas lines or pipes and any similar public or quasi-public
Improvements or facilities;
(ii) accommodate any encroachment that in the sole discretion of
the Association does not unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of the
Common Area; or
(iii) accomplish any other purpose that in the sole discretion of the
Association is in the interest of the Association and its Members and does not
unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of the Common Area.
Each Owner in accepting a deed to a Town Home expressly consents to such
action and authorizes and appoints the Association as attorney-in-fact of such Owner
to execute and deliver all documents and interests to accomplish the action, including,
but not limited to, grant deeds, easements, subdivision maps, and lot-line adjustments.
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in no event shall the Association take
any action authorized hereunder that would permanently and unreasonably interfere
with the use, occupancy and enjoyment by any Owner of his or her without the prior
written consent of that Owner. Furthermore, the conveyance of fee title to any portion
of the Common Area as authorized in this Section 2.8 (other than conveyances made
as a part of lot-line adjustments) shall require the consent of two-thirds of the total
voting power of the Association and such consent of the Mortgagees as may be
required by Article 10.
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2.9
Delegation of Use Rights. An Owner's Permittees as may be permitted
by the Development Agreements may use and enjoy any Common Area Improvements,
including any recreational facilities. All such use shall be subject to restrictions
contained in this Declaration and the Development Agreements. If an Owner leases
their Town Home, neither the Owner nor the Owner’s Permittees shall be entitled to use
any Common Area Improvements including the recreational facilities other than such
use as is directly related to the Owner’s rights and duties as a landlord. Such rights
may be enjoyed by the Occupant and Occupant’s Permittees during the term of the
rental agreement.
Any Owner who rents their Town Home must comply with the requirements of
Section 3.2.
2.10 Conveyance of Common Area. The Common Area will be conveyed to
the Association. The Association Common Area as the servient tenement is subject to
the Grant of Easement as the dominant tenement for ingress and egress over the
private streets and walkways situated on the servient tenement, for access to and use
of any recreational facilities located on the servient tenement, for access to and use of
the Exclusive Use Common Areas located therein, for access to and use of (including
the right to install, maintain, repair or replace) any utility or related lines and equipment
installed within, on or over the servient tenement in order to provide utility or related
service to the dominant tenement, including water, electricity, telephone, gas, cable
television, fiber optic cable, and sanitary sewer or storm drainage lines and equipment.
The Association may adopt Development Agreements regulating the use of the
Common Area, provided such Development Agreements do not interfere with the
exercise of the foregoing easement rights and are consistent with the restrictions
contained in this Declaration.
2.11 Noise Transmissions. The Development has been designed to meet the
acoustical building code standards in eﬀect at the time the Development was
constructed. The standards establish minimum performance criteria and do not
eliminate all noise transmissions. Occupants will hear noise from other Units and
noises from outside the Town Home Building, including, but not limited to, noise from
music, television sets, stereo and other audio equipment, foot traﬃc from other Units,
plumbing fixture operations, trash disposals, entry gate operations, truck traﬃc, sirens
and other street noises and aircraft noise.
2.12 Rental Restrictions, Requirements, and Procedures. In order to maintain
a stable housing environment, to protect the ability of the Owners and prospective
Owners to finance their Town Homes and to preserve the character of a cohousing
community, including active participation by members of the community; in addition to
Section 3.2, the Association and may adopt Development Agreements imposing
restrictions on the rights of Owners to rent their Town Homes. These restrictions may
include, but are not limited to, restrictions that limit the number of Town Homes that
may be rented at any one time and the duration of the period that a Town Home may
be rented.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, no more than eight Town Homes may be rented
at any time; all rental periods will be 32 days or more; rental periods may be for up to
one year, and renewable yearly with the approval of the Owner and the Association.
ARTICLE 3
Restrictions
3.1
Residential Use. Each Town Home shall be used for residential purposes
only; and no part of the Development shall be used or caused, allowed or authorized to
be used in any way, directly or indirectly, for any business, commercial, manufacturing,
mercantile, storing, vending or other nonresidential purpose. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, Owners or Occupants of the Town Homes may use a room or rooms in the
residence as an oﬃce, provided that the primary use of the Town Home is as a
residence, no advertising or signage is used in any manner in connection with the
oﬃce use, no customers, clients or patients enter the Town Home on any regular basis,
and the use is in compliance with all local ordinances. The Association shall have the
authority to adopt Development Agreements regarding the use of oﬃces within the
Development in order to maintain the residential characteristics of the Development.
3.2
Renting. Subject to the provisions of Section 2.12, the Owner may rent
his or her Town Home provided each of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) the rental must comply with all rental conditions imposed by
Applicable Laws.
(ii) the Owner must obtain the approval of the Association prior to
the rental, to insure that the maximum number of rentals allowed in the Development is
not exceeded.
(iii) the rental agreement must be in writing;
(iv) the rental agreement must contain a provision that the rental
agreement is subject to this Declaration, the Bylaws and the Development Agreements,
and that any violation of any of the foregoing shall be a default under the rental
agreement; and
(v) before commencement of the rental agreement, the Owner shall
provide the Association with the names of the Occupants who will reside in the
Condominium and the address, telephone number and email address of the Owner.
Any Owner that rents his or her Town Home shall keep the Association informed
at all times of the Owner's address, telephone number and email address. Any rental
agreement shall be subject to this Declaration, the Bylaws and the Development
Agreements, and any breach of any of the foregoing shall constitute a breach by the
Owner and also a default under the rental agreement, regardless of whether it so
provides in the rental agreement. If any tenant breaches any restriction contained in
this Declaration, the Bylaws or the Development Agreements, the Owner, on demand
from the Association, immediately shall take such steps as may be necessary to
correct the breach, including, if necessary, eviction of the Occupant.
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3.3
Nuisance. No activity shall be conducted in any Town Home or the
Common Area that constitutes a nuisance or unreasonably interferes with the use or
quiet enjoyment of the Town Homes or Common Area by Occupants of any other Town
Home. No use is allowed which creates conditions that are hazardous, noxious or
oﬀensive through the emission of odor, fumes, smoke, cinders, dust, gas, vibrations,
glare, refuse, water-carried waste, or excessive noise. No activity may be carried on
which causes any insurance policy to be cancelled or not renewed or which will impair
the structural integrity of any Town Home or Association Building within the
Development.
3.4
Vehicle and Parking Restrictions. All parking spaces within the Common
Area, except the Exclusive Use Common Area garage, carport and open parking
spaces, shall remain open and available to occupants of the Town Homes and their
invitees on a first-come, first-serve basis, subject to any Development Agreements the
Association may adopt from time to time regulating the parking of vehicles in the
unassigned open parking spaces, including regulations that prohibit Occupants from
parking in all or part of these spaces, so that the spaces are available exclusively for
guest parking.
3.4.1 No mobile home, camper or recreational vehicle, boat, truck or
similar equipment shall be parked anywhere within the Development except as
otherwise authorized by the Association. For purposes herein, "truck" does not include
a pickup truck that does not exceed one ton, or a sports utility vehicle.
3.4.2 Occupants of Town Homes shall park their vehicles in their
Exclusive Use Parking Spaces so that any unassigned parking spaces are available
primarily for guests, provided that if the Owner has more vehicles than Exclusive Use
Parking Spaces, the additional vehicles may be parked in the unassigned spaces not
reserved for guests or others. The Occupants of each Town Home shall have up to the
number of Exclusive Use Parking Spaces as Occupants with legal drivers licenses, if
they have as many local-use vehicles as legal drivers; however, no Town Home Owner
shall have less than one nor more than three Exclusive Use Parking Spaces.
3.4.3 No garage or carport space may be converted into any use that
would prevent its use as a garage or carport space unless authorized by the
Association.
3.5
Towing Authority. The Association may install a sign at each vehicular
entrance to the Development containing a statement that public parking is prohibited
and that all vehicles not authorized to park within the Development will be removed at
the owner's expense.
3.5.1 The Association may cause the removal of any vehicle wrongfully
parked within the Development, including vehicles owned by an Occupants. If the
identity of the registered owner of the vehicle is known or readily ascertainable, any
authorized Association Member within a reasonable time thereafter, shall notify the
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owner of the removal in writing by personal delivery or first-class mail.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Association may cause the removal, without notice,
of any vehicle parked in a marked fire lane, within 15 feet of a fire hydrant, in a parking
space designated for handicapped without proper authority, or parked in a manner
which interferes with any entrance to, or exit from, the Development or any Town
Home, parking space or carport located thereon. The Association shall not be liable
for any damages incurred by the vehicle owner because of the removal in compliance
with this section or for any damage to the vehicle caused by the removal unless such
damage resulted from the intentional act of any agent of the Association.
3.5.2 Unless the Association provides otherwise, any director or oﬃcer,
any manager or manager's agent, or any Owner authorized to do so by any director or
oﬃcer shall have the authority to act on behalf of the Association to cause the removal
of any vehicle wrongfully parked within the Development.
3.6
Animals. Animals may be maintained within the Development in
compliance with Applicable Laws and the following conditions:
(i) no animal shall be maintained for any commercial purposes;
(ii) the use of the Common Area by animals shall be subject to such
Development Agreements as may be adopted by the Association;
(iii) the animal’s owner immediately shall clean up after his or her animal;
(iv) the Town Home Owner shall be responsible for any damage to any
Common Area caused by any animal maintained by any Occupant or visitor of the
Owner's Town Home.
3.6.1 The Association, after notice and a hearing, may require the
permanent removal from the Development of any animal that the Association, in its
discretion, determines is a nuisance, a danger to the health or safety of any Occupant,
or otherwise interferes with the quiet use and enjoyment of Occupants of any Town
Home. The Association may find that an animal is a nuisance if the animal or the
animal’s owner continue to violate the Development Agreements regulating animals
after receipt of a demand from the Association to comply with the Development
Agreements.
3.7
Television or Radio Equipment. No television, video or radio poles,
antennae, satellite dishes, cables or other transmission and/or reception fixtures or
personal property (individually and collectively the “Antenna Equipment”) shall be
installed or maintained on any Town Home except as follows:
(i) Antenna Equipment that is one meter or less in length or diameter or
diagonal measurement, provided that the location, color and screening requirements
shall be in accordance with any guidelines imposed by the Association or the
Architectural Committee, which guidelines shall comply with Applicable Laws
regulating restrictions on Antenna Equipment; and
(ii) Antenna Equipment not covered under subparagraph (i) above, the
installation of which is approved in advance by the Association or the Architectural
Committee in accordance with the procedures described in Article 7.
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Under no circumstances shall any Antenna Equipment be installed within any
Association Common Area or the exterior of any Town Home Building, including any
exterior wall, railing, deck or floor without the prior written approval of the Association,
the Architectural Committee or a designated committee.
Nothing herein shall be construed to restrict in any manner the Association's
right to authorize a cable television franchisee or other provider of similar services to
provide cable television, satellite dish, radio or other similar services to the
Development.
3.8
Signs. No sign of any kind shall be displayed from any Town Home that
is visible from any other Town Home except any sign approved by the Association
either on an individual basis or pursuant to Development Agreements adopted by the
Association or as may be otherwise authorized by Applicable Laws.
3.9
Vehicle Maintenance. There shall be no major maintenance performed on
any vehicle except for any emergency repairs that are necessary in order to move the
vehicle to a proper repair facility or as authorized by the association in writing. If
necessary, the Association may adopt Development Agreements or guidelines
identifying examples of what is considered “major” maintenance or repair for purposes
of this Section 3.9.
3.10 Alterations, Modifications, Additions, or Replacements. There shall be no
alterations, modifications or additions, made to any Town Home or any Improvement
thereon, or any replacement of a partially or wholly destroyed Town Home, except in
compliance with the provisions of Article 7. In no event shall such alteration,
modification, addition, or replacement result in a Town Home that includes any portion
of the Town Home extending outside the footprint of the Town Home as originally built.
3.11 Compliance with Law. No Owner or Occupant shall permit anything to be
done or kept in his or her Town Home that violates any Applicable Laws. Nothing shall
be done or kept in any Town Home that might increase the rate of or cause the
cancellation of any insurance maintained by the Association or another Town Home
Owner.
3.12 Sound Transmissions. No Town Home shall be altered in any manner that
would increase sound transmissions, resonances, or reverberations to any adjoining or
other Town Home, including, but not limited to, the replacement, modification, or
penetration of any flooring or floor covering, or the penetration of any wall, floor or
ceiling that increases sound transmissions, resonances or reverberations to any other
Town Home except as authorized by the Architectural Committee in writing.
3.13 Fencing. Owners shall be permitted to erect fences on their respective
Lots. Materials permitted for fencing shall be approved by the Association. Fences to
the rear of the back wall of a Town Home shall be limited to a maximum of six feet in
height. Fences to the front of the back wall of a Town Home shall be limited to four
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feet in height, and shall be for the purpose of protecting plants or for other purposes
approved by the Association.
3.14 Additional Restrictions. In accordance with Applicable Laws the
Association from time to time may adopt Development Agreements regulating: (i) the
use of Town Home decks and yards, including Development Agreements regulating
clotheslines; and (ii) the color, type and/or quality of exterior window coverings.
ARTICLE 4
Maintenance and Landscaping Obligations
4.1
Owner's Maintenance and Landscaping Obligations. Each Owner shall
be responsible for maintaining his or her Town Home and any Improvements therein in
good condition and repair at all times, normal wear and tear excepted.
4.1.1 General. Each Owner's maintenance responsibilities include, but
are not limited to, interior doors and walls, floors, cabinets, appliances, and all
electrical, heating, plumbing, and other utility fixtures, such as electrical outlets and
exhaust ducting from bathrooms or kitchen range hoods. Each Owner, at that Owner’s
cost, shall periodically clean and maintain any exterior doors and windows, skylights,
and screens and screen doors that serve the Owner's Town Home. Each Owner shall
maintain its garage or garage/storage unit, and its carport (if applicable). If damage to
any of the foregoing is covered by insurance maintained by the Association, the
Association, on request from the Owner, shall submit an appropriate claim, if the claim
exceeds the deductible, and shall remit any available insurance proceeds to the Owner
on receipt of satisfactory evidence that the proceeds are or will be used for repair. Any
deductible amount shall be borne by the Owner. Each Owner shall maintain its Town
Home’s porch and/or deck and any yard areas, including any landscaping, in a neat
and clean condition at all times.
4.1.2 Trash and Recycle. Each Owner shall be responsible for the
removal of all the trash and refuse and recyclable waste from that Owner's Town Home
to the central collection points located within the Development for trash and recycle
collection. The Association may adopt Development Agreements regulating the trash
and recycle collection sites.
4.1.3 Smoke Detectors. Each Owner shall maintain any smoke
detectors located in the Owner's Town Home.
4.1.4 Failure to Maintain. If any Owner fails to maintain his or her Town
Home as required herein, the Association, after notice and hearing, may, but is not
obligated to, enter the Town Home and perform the necessary maintenance. The
Association may levy a reimbursement assessment against the Town Home in the
manner described in Section 6.5.
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4.1.5 Other Maintenance. In addition to the foregoing, each Owner shall
comply with each of the following in performing the Owner’s maintenance obligations:
(i) the Guidelines described in Section 4.5, and
(ii) commonly-accepted homeowners’ maintenance obligations.
4.1.6 Owner's Landscaping Obligations. Each Owner shall maintain the
landscaping within their lot. Maintenance shall include regular fertilization, mowing,
irrigation, pruning and other prudent landscaping practices, if applicable. All lawns
shall be kept neatly mown and bushes neatly trimmed and pruned at all times.
4.2
Association's Maintenance and Landscaping Obligations. The
Association shall maintain in good condition and repair at all times: private streets,
trash and recycle collection areas, mailboxes area, walkways, parking spaces, and
Common Area recreational facilities (if any) and landscaping.
4.2.1 Utilities. Unless otherwise maintained by a governmental entity or
public or private utility company, the Association shall maintain in good condition and
repair all utilities and sanitary sewer and storm drainage facilities situated within the
Common Area and Town Home Lots, including, but not limited to, meters, distribution
lines, catch basins, storage tanks, wires, ducts, flues, pumps, boilers, and pipes, but
excluding any utility equipment and fixtures located within a Town Home Building. The
Association shall maintain the following:
(i) electrical service up to each Town Home’s breaker panel,
(ii) water and gas lines up to each Town Home’s shut-oﬀ valves,
and
(iii) sewers below ground floors.
4.2.2 Pests. The Association shall have the Common Area and Town
Home yards periodically inspected for wood-destroying pests and organisms and shall
take appropriate corrective measures therefor.
4.2.3 Landscaping. All landscaping in the Common Area is to be
maintained by the Association in a healthy and weed-free environment. Maintenance
shall include regular fertilization, mowing, irrigation, pruning and other prudent
landscaping practices. All lawns shall be kept neatly mown at all times. All trees in the
Development (Common Area and Town Home Lots) shall be maintained by the
Association, keeping them neatly trimmed and pruned at all times. The Association
immediately shall remove and replace all dying or dead vegetation in the Common
Area, and all dying or dead trees and bushes from the entire Development (Town Home
Lots and the Common Area). The Association shall take appropriate steps to maintain
the irrigation of the landscaping in all of the Development, and to prevent damage
resulting from misdirected and/or excessive watering.
4.3
Water Leaks. Water leaks have the potential for causing costly repair
needs throughout the Development. The Association and all Owners have
responsibilities in preventing, detecting, and fixing water leaks.
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4.3.1 Association Responsibilities. In order to reduce the potential for
water damage (including mold growth), the Association shall perform each of the
following steps:
(i) periodically inspect all portions of the Common Area, Town
Home yards, and all building exteriors for water leaks, other evidence of water intrusion
(such as condensation on windows or walls, water stains or other types of water
damage) and for the presence of molds, fungi and their spores (collectively “Mold”);
(ii) if any water leaks, water intrusion and/or Mold are detected,
immediately take appropriate corrective steps to repair the leak and/or reduce water
intrusion and repair any resulting water damage (including the removal of any Mold);
(iii) maintain proper ventilation within Common Area and crawl
spaces of all Development buildings to reduce the risk of water damage (including
Mold growth);
(iv) periodically inspect any water-retaining equipment in or on all
buildings to ensure that they are properly functioning and not leaking water or
otherwise creating water damage (including Mold growth); and
(v) take such other prudent steps as may be appropriate to prevent
water leaks and water intrusion and to repair all leaks, sources of water intrusion and
water damage (including Mold growth).
4.3.2 Owner Responsibilities. In order to reduce the potential for water
damage (including mold growth) within its Town Home, Owner shall perform each of
the following steps:
(i) periodically inspect the interior of the Town Home for water
leaks, other evidence of water intrusion (such as condensation on the windows or
walls, water stains or other types of water damage) and for the presence of molds,
fungi and their spores (collectively “Mold”);
(ii) if any water leaks, water intrusion and/or Mold are detected,
immediately take appropriate corrective steps to repair the leak and/or reduce water
intrusion and repair and resulting water damage (including the removal of any Mold);
(iii) maintain proper ventilation (particularly in the bathrooms) and
humidity levels to reduce the risk of water damage (including Mold growth);
(iv) periodically inspect refrigerator condensation pans, air
conditioners (if applicable) and any other water-retaining appliances to ensure they are
properly functioning and not leaking water or otherwise creating water damage to the
Town Home (including Mold growth);
(v) periodically inspect carpeting or similar types of floor covering
in bathrooms and kitchen that may be conducive to Mold growth;
(vi) replace heating and air conditioning filters not less frequently
than quarterly or as recommended by the manufacturer; and
(vii) take such other prudent steps as may be appropriate to
prevent water leaks and water intrusion and to repair all leaks, sources of water
intrusion and water damage (including Mold growth) within the Town Home.
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4.3.3 Water Damage from Town Home Source. In the event of any
water leak or overflow from any Town Home source that damages the Common Area or
any other Town Home(s), the Owner and occupants of the Town Home that is the
source of the water leak or overflow (the “Responsible Owner”) shall cooperate with the
Association in the inspection and correction of the problem. Cooperation shall include
access to the Town Home to inspect and to correct the problem and/or repair any
damage. The Responsible Owner shall reimburse the Association or other Town Home
Owner(s) for their repair cost(s) to the extent the cost(s) are not paid through insurance
maintained by the Association or other Town Home Owner(s). The Association may
levy a reimbursement assessment to recover the cost(s). If the damage may be
covered by insurance maintained by the Association and/or other Owner(s), the
Association and/or other Owner(s) shall submit appropriate claim(s). Any deductible
amount shall be paid by the Responsible Owner.
4.3.4 Water Damage from Association Source. In the event of any water
leak or overflow from any Association source that damages any Town Home(s), the
Association shall inspect and correct the problem. The aﬀected Town Home Owner(s)
and Occupants shall provide access to their Town Home(s) by Association oﬃcials and
repair personnel to inspect and to correct the problem and/or repair any damage. The
Association shall bear all repair cost(s), to the extent the cost(s) are not paid through
insurance maintained by the Association or aﬀected Town Home Owner(s). The
Association may levy a reimbursement assessment to recover the cost(s). If the
damage may be covered by insurance maintained by the Association and/or other
Owner(s), the Association and/or other Owner(s) shall submit appropriate claim(s). Any
deductible amount shall be paid by the Association.
4.4
Maintenance Responsibility List. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit
C is a list that identifies whether the Association or the Condominium Owner is
responsible for the maintenance of certain items located in or in close proximity to a
Town Home. The purpose of this List is to identify certain items maintained either by
the Association or the Owner as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.3. It is not intended
to change the allocations. The Association from time to time may update Exhibit C by
posting an amended Exhibit C in the common house. The consent of the Members is
not required as long as the allocation of the maintenance responsibilities as reflected in
the amended Exhibit C is consistent with the allocation responsibilities described in
Sections 4.1 and 4.3.
4.5
Inspection and Maintenance Guidelines and Schedules. The Association
will provided each Owner with inspection and maintenance guidelines and schedules,
including manufacturers’ guidelines and schedules, for the inspection and maintenance
of certain Improvements and personal property situated within the Development
(collectively, the “Guidelines”). Each Owner and the Association shall retain the
Guidelines and shall take all appropriate steps to implement and comply with the
Guidelines as required herein. Each Owner, on the transfer of the Owner’s Residential
Town Home, shall deliver the Guidelines or complete copies thereof to the transferee
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on or before title is transferred. The Association periodically and at least once every
three years shall review and update the Guidelines for all Improvements maintained by
the Association and the Owners.
4.6
Cooperation and Access. Each Owner and Occupant shall fully
cooperate with the agents of the Association in the performance of the Association's
maintenance obligations described in Section 4.2 above. Such cooperation shall
include, but is not limited to, immediate notification to the Association or its managing
agent of any maintenance problems for which the Association is responsible and
access to the Owner or Occupant's Town Home as may be necessary to inspect and, if
appropriate, to perform any necessary maintenance.
4.7
Reimbursement and Indemnification. An Owner may be responsible for
damage caused by the Owner to the Association or another Owner.
4.7.1 Willfulness or Negligence. If the Association incurs any
maintenance costs because of the willful or negligent act or omission of any Owner or
Occupant or their family members, guests, agents or pets, the Association shall charge
the cost to the Owner of the Town Home responsible for the costs and may levy a
reimbursement assessment as described in Section 6.5. The Owner immediately shall
pay the charge or reimbursement assessment to the Association, together with interest
thereon at the rate of 12% per annum, but not in excess of the maximum rate
authorized by law. If the Owner disputes the charge, the Owner shall be entitled to
notice and a hearing as provided in Section 5.5.4. The Association shall not charge
the Owner to the extent that the cost is met through insurance maintained by the
Association. Any deductible amount shall be paid by the Owner.
ARTICLE 5
The Association
5.1
Governing Body. The Association is a nonprofit corporation formed under
the laws of the State of Colorado. The governing body of the Association shall be the
Board. It shall be the responsibility of the Board to ensure that the Association
exercises its rights and performs its duties as described within this Declaration, the
Articles, the Bylaws and any amendments thereto.
5.2
Membership. Each Owner who is a person shall automatically be a Board
Member of the Association. If there is more than one fee title Owner of a Town Home,
each Owner shall be a Board Member. The holder of a security interest in a Town
Home shall not be a Member of the Association except and until that holder obtains
both the legal and equitable interest in the Town Home. Membership shall be
appurtenant to the Town Home and may not be separated therefrom. Any transfer of
an Owner's interest in a Town Home (other than a security interest), by operation of law
or otherwise, automatically transfers the membership to the Owner's successor in
interest. No Owner may resign or revoke his or her membership for any reason.
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5.3
Voting Rights. Owners shall be entitled to one vote for each Town Home
in which he or she owns an interest. If more than one Owner owns an interest in a Town
Home, only one vote may be cast with respect to that Town Home. Except as
otherwise provided in this Declaration or the Bylaws, all matters requiring the approval
of the Owners shall be:
(i) approved at a duly-called regular or special meeting at which a
quorum was present, either in person or by proxy, by Owners holding at least twothirds of the total voting power of all Owners present, either in person or by proxy;
(ii) approved by written ballot by at least two-thirds of all Owners;
or
(iii) approved by unanimous written consent of all the Owners.
The vote that is attributed to each Town Home may not be cast on a fractional
basis. If a Town Home has more than one Owner and the Owners are unable to agree
as to how the vote shall be cast, the vote shall be forfeited on the matter in question.
Any vote cast by an Owner for any Town home is presumed conclusively to be the vote
cast by all the Owners of that Town Home. If more than one Owner casts a vote
attributed to a Town Home on any matter on which only one vote could be cast for that
Town Home, the votes cast by such Owners shall be counted as one vote if the votes
are the same; and if the votes are diﬀerent, the vote cast by such Owners shall not be
counted and shall be forfeited.
5.4
Quorum.
In order to conduct Association business and make
decisions at a meeting of the Board, a quorum of Members from thirteen Town Homes
must be present at the beginning of the meeting in person or by proxy. Decisions at
such meetings require approval by at least two-thirds of those Town Homes voting.
5.5
Powers of the Association. The Association shall have all the powers of a
nonprofit corporation organized under the general nonprofit corporation laws of
Colorado, subject only to such limitations on the exercise of these powers as are set
forth in the Articles, Bylaws and this Declaration. The Association shall have the power
to do any lawful thing that may be authorized, required or permitted to be done by the
Association under this Declaration, the Articles and the Bylaws and to do and perform
any act that may be necessary or proper for or incidental to the exercise of any of the
express powers of the Association, including, without limitation, each of the following:
5.5.1 Levying Assessments. The Association shall establish, fix and levy
assessments against the Town Homes and collect and enforce payment of such
assessments in accordance with the provisions of Article 6 of this Declaration.
5.5.2 Adopting Development Agreements. The Association may adopt,
amend and repeal Development Agreements as it considers appropriate. Development
Agreements shall apply generally to the management and operation of the
Development and/or the conduct of the business and aﬀairs of the Association and
may regulate the use and enjoyment of the Common Area, the use of any commonlymetered utilities that are paid by the Association and such other matters as are
authorized in this Declaration. A copy of the Development Agreements as adopted,
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amended or repealed shall be mailed or otherwise delivered to each Owner; and a
copy shall be posted in a conspicuous place within the Development. If any provision
of this Declaration, the Articles or the Bylaws is inconsistent with or materially alters
any Development Agreements, this Declaration, the Articles and the Bylaws shall
control to the extent of any such inconsistencies. Members shall have the same access
to the Development Agreements as they have to the accounting books and records of
the Association. Any Development Agreements adopted by the Association shall apply
to all Owners or Occupants in a uniform and nondiscriminatory manner. The
Association may adopt a Development Agreement as the result of an act or omission of
any Owner or Occupant or their family members or guests or a Development
Agreement that does not directly aﬀect all Owners or Occupants in the same manner,
as long as the Development Agreement applies to all Owners and Occupants.
5.5.3 Borrowing Money. The Association may borrow money to meet
any anticipated or unanticipated cost of the Association and may mortgage, encumber
or pledge Association assets (including, but not limited to, assessments) as security for
such borrowing.
5.5.4 Imposing Disciplinary Action. In addition to any other enforcement
rights described in this Declaration and the Bylaws or as may be authorized by
Applicable Laws and subject to the due process requirements imposed by this
Declaration, the Bylaws or by Applicable Laws, the Board may take any of the following
actions against any Person whose act or failure to act violates or threatens to violate
any provisions of this Declaration, the Bylaws or Development Agreements: (a) impose
monetary penalties, including late charges and interest; (b) suspend voting rights in the
Association; (c) commence any legal or equitable action for damages, injunctive relief
or both; and (d) suspend use privileges for any recreational facilities within the
Development subject to the restrictions in Section 5.10(i). Subject to the provisions of
Section 13.8, the determination of whether to impose any of the foregoing sanctions
shall be within the sole discretion of the Association. Any legal action may be brought
in the name of the Association on its own behalf and on behalf of any Owner who
consents; and, except as otherwise provided herein, the prevailing party in such action
shall be entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorneys' fees. The Association, in
its sole discretion, may resolve or settle any dispute, including any legal action in which
the Association is a party, under such terms and conditions as it considers appropriate.
(i) If the Association adopts a policy imposing monetary penalties,
including any fee on any Member for a violation of the governing documents or the
Development Agreements, including any monetary penalty relating to the activity of a
Member, or Member’s Permittee or the Member’s Occupant or their Permittee, the
Association shall adopt and distribute to each Member, by personal delivery or firstclass mail or email, a schedule of the monetary penalties that may be assessed. The
Association may change the schedule from time to time and shall distribute a notice of
such changes to the Members in the same manner as the schedule of penalties.
(ii) The imposition of any disciplinary action, including, but not limited to,
the imposition of monetary penalties or the suspension of use and/or voting privileges
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except as otherwise noted herein, shall be subject to the following procedures and
requirements:
(a) Notice of Hearing: Prior to the time the Association meets to
consider or impose discipline upon a Member, the Association shall notify the Member,
by either personal delivery or first-class mail or email, at least fifteen (15) days prior to
the meeting. The notice shall contain, at a minimum, the date, time and place of the
meeting, the nature of the alleged violation for which the Member may be disciplined,
and a statement that the Member has a right to attend and may address the
Association at the meeting.
(b) Hearing: If requested by the Member, the Association shall
conduct the disciplinary proceeding in executive session. The Member, the Member’s
legal counsel, and the Association’s legal counsel shall be entitled to attend the
executive session meeting. The Association may interview witnesses and other
interested parties in executive session.
(c) Notice of Action Taken: If the association elects to impose
discipline on the Member, the Association shall notify the Member of the disciplinary
action within ten (10) days following the election to impose the disciplinary action.
(d) No Forfeiture: Under no circumstances may the Association
cause a forfeiture or abridgment of an Owner's right to the full use and enjoyment of
the Owner's Town Home on account of the failure of the Owner to comply with the
provisions of this Declaration, Articles, Bylaws or Development Agreements, except by
judgment of a court or decision of an arbitrator or on account of a foreclosure or sale
under power of sale for failure of the Owner to pay assessments duly levied by the
Association.
(e) Assessment Charges: The provisions of this Section 5.5.4 do
not apply to charges imposed against a Member for reasonable late payment penalties
or charges to reimburse the Association for loss of interest and for costs reasonably
incurred (including attorneys’ fees) in collecting delinquent assessments.
5.5.5 Delegating Duties. Except as may be limited by the Bylaws, the
Association may delegate any of the Association's powers and duties to its employees,
committees or agents, including a professional management agent.
5.5.6 Implementing Special Fees. The Association may implement
special fees to reimburse the Association for special costs incurred as a result of
actions taken by Owners. By way of example, the Association may establish a moving
fee to reimburse the Association for excess trash collection costs resulting from such
an action. Fees not paid in a timely manner may be collected through a reimbursement
assessment levied against the Owner’s Town Home.
5.5.7 Dispute Resolution Procedures. The Association shall implement
dispute resolution procedures that comply with the requirements of the laws of
Colorado.
5.6
Duties of the Association. In addition to the duties described in the
Articles or Bylaws, or elsewhere in this Declaration, the Association shall have the duty
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to manage the Common Area, perform the maintenance as described in Section 4.2,
prepare, periodically update, and comply with the maintenance and inspection
guidelines described in Section 4.5, prepare and distribute financial statements,
reports and the other documents and notices described in Section 5.9, levy and
collect assessments as described in Article 6, prepare when required the reserve
studies described in Section 6.3 and annually review and implement adjustments as
required, and procure, maintain and review the insurance as described in Article 8.
The Association shall perform such other acts as may be reasonably necessary to
exercise its powers to perform its duties under any of the provisions of this Declaration,
the Articles, Bylaws, Development Agreements or Association resolutions.
5.7
Taxes and Assessments. The Association shall pay all real and personal
property taxes and assessments and all other taxes levied against the Association, the
Common Area or the personal property owned by the Association. Such taxes and
assessments may be contested or compromised by the Association, provided that all
pertinent legal procedures are followed.
5.8
Utility Service. The Association shall acquire, provide and pay for water,
trash collection, electrical, sewer, and other necessary utility services for the Common
Area and any utility service provided to the Town Homes but charged to the
Association.
5.9
Reporting and Notice Requirements. The Association shall prepare and
distribute the documents described in this Section 5.9. The annual budget report
required under Section 5.9.1 and the annual policy statement required under Section
5.9.3 shall be delivered to each Member by individual delivery or other appropriate
means. The Association shall deliver either a summary or the full report, if the Member
has requested to receive all reports in full.
5.9.1 Annual Budget Report. An annual budget report for each fiscal
year shall be distributed not less than thirty (30) days nor more than ninety (90) days
before the beginning of the Association’s fiscal year containing the following
information:
(1) A preliminary operating budget showing the estimated revenue
and expenses on an accrual basis.
(2) A summary of the Association's reserves.
(3) A summary of the reserve funding plan adopted by the Board.
(4) A statement as to whether the Association has determined to
defer or not undertake repairs or replacement of any major component.
(5) A statement as to whether the Association has determined or
anticipates that the levy of one or more special assessments will be required to repair,
replace or restore any major component.
(6) A statement as to whether the Association has any outstanding
loans when the loan is scheduled to be retired.
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(7) A summary of the Association's property, general liability,
earthquake, flood and fidelity insurance policies, including the policies have lapsed,
been cancelled and not immediately renewed or restored or if there is a significant
change such as a reduction in coverage or limits or an increase in the deductible for
any policy.
5.9.2 Assessment and Reserve Funding Disclosure Summary. An
Assessment and Reserve Funding Disclosure Summary shall be distributed with each
annual budget report or summary.
5.9.3 Annual Policy Statement. The association shall distribute an
annual policy statement that provides the Members with information about Association
policies, which shall include the following information:
(1) The name and address of the person designated to receive
oﬃcial notices sent to the Association.
(2) The location, if any, designated for posting of a general notice.
(3) A statement describing the Association’s policies and practices
in enforcing lien rights or other legal remedies for default in the payment of
assessments.
(4) A statement describing the Association’s discipline policy, if
any, including any schedule of penalties for violations of the Governing Documents.
(5) A summary of dispute resolution procedures.
(6) A summary of any requirements for Association approval of a
physical change to property.
(7) The mailing address for overnight payment of assessments.
(8) Any other information that is required by law or the Governing
Documents or that the Association determines to be appropriate for inclusion.
5.10 Limitations on Authority of the Association. The Association is prohibited
from taking any of the following actions:
(i) except as otherwise provided in law, or order of the court, or an order
pursuant to a final and binding arbitration decision, the Association shall not deny an
Owner or Occupant physical access to his or her Town Home;
(ii) adopt a Rule or regulation that arbitrarily or unreasonably restricts an
Owner’s ability to market the Owner’s Town Home; or
(iii) establish an exclusive relationship with a real estate broker through
which the sale or marketing of Town Homes is required to occur. This restriction does
not apply to the sale or marketing of Common Areas owned by the Association.
5.11 Access to Association Records. The Association shall provide Members
with access to the Association records.
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ARTICLE 6
Assessments
6.1
Obligations to Pay Assessments. The Owner of each Town Home is
obligated to pay any assessments levied against that Owner's Town Home on or before
the due date of the assessment. If there is more than one Owner of the Town Home,
the obligation is joint and several. Each Owner on acceptance of a deed to a Town
Home automatically personally assumes the obligation to pay any assessments against
the Owner's Town Home (including, but not limited to, any portion of the annual regular
assessment not yet due and payable) and agrees to allow the Association to enforce
any assessment lien established hereunder by nonjudicial proceedings under the
power of sale or by any other means authorized by Applicable Laws. The Owner shall
be liable for the full assessment levied against that Owner's Town Home regardless of
the Owner's possession or use of the Town Home, the Common Area or any services
rendered by the Association. The Owner has no right or power to commit or omit any
act, such as waiving the right to use the Common Area in an attempt to eliminate or
reduce the assessments against that Owner's Town Home. An assessment shall be
both a personal obligation of the Owners of the Town Home against which the
assessment is levied and, on the recordation of a notice of delinquent assessment, a
lien against the Town Home. Any Owner who transfers a Town Home shall remain
personally liable for any unpaid assessments that accrued on or before the date of the
transfer. No Owner shall be liable for any defaults of the Owner's predecessor in
interest in the payment of any assessment that has accrued prior to the Owner taking
title to the Town Home unless that Owner expressly assumes the obligation to cure the
delinquent assessments. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any Owner who takes title to
a Town Home on which a lien for a delinquent assessment has been established will
take title subject to the lien and the Association's enforcement remedies as a result
thereof unless the Owner takes title under a foreclosure or trustee sale resulting from a
foreclosure or exercise of a power of sale under a Mortgage, deed of trust, or other lien
recorded before the recordation of the notice of delinquent assessment and except as
provided in Section 10.3.
6.2
Annual Regular Assessment. Prior to the beginning of each fiscal year of
the Association, the Association shall meet for the purpose of establishing the annual
regular assessment for the forthcoming fiscal year. At such meeting, the Board shall
review the preliminary pro forma operating budget prepared for the forthcoming fiscal
year, any written comments received from Members and Mortgagees, and such other
related information that has been made available to the Association. After making any
adjustments that the Association considers appropriate and subject to such Member
approval as may be required by Section 6.6, the Association will establish an annual
regular assessment for the forthcoming fiscal year. Each annual regular assessment
may include a portion for reserves as described in Section 6.3. If the Association for
any reason fails to take the appropriate steps to establish the annual regular
assessment for the next fiscal year, the annual regular assessment for the preceding
fiscal year shall continue in eﬀect subject to the Association's right at any time during
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the next fiscal year to adjust the assessment pursuant to the procedures described
herein.
6.3
Reserves, Reserve Accounts, and Reserves Study. Each annual regular
assessment shall include a portion for reserves in such amount as the Association in its
discretion considers appropriate to meet the cost of the future repair, replacement or
additions to the major components as described in Section 5.9.1 that the Association
is obligated to maintain.
6.3.1 Reserve Funds. For all purposes in this Declaration and in the
Bylaws, reserve accounts shall mean:
(a) the funds that the Association has identified for the foregoing
purposes (“Regular Reserve Funds”); and
(b) the funds received and not yet expended or disposed from
either a compensatory damage award or settlement to the Association from any
Person for injuries to property, real or personal arising from any construction or design
defects (the “Construction Reserve Funds”).
(c) Construction Reserve Funds shall be separately itemized from
funds designated as Regular Reserve Funds.
6.3.2 Reserve Accounts. Reserve funds shall be deposited in a separate
account; and the signatures of at least two persons, who shall be Members of the
Board but Owners of diﬀerent Town Homes, shall be required to withdraw monies from
the reserve account. Reserve funds may not be expended for any purpose other than
the maintenance of, or litigation involving the maintenance of, major components that
the Association is obligated to maintain. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
Association may authorize the temporary transfer of money from a reserve fund to the
Association's general operating fund to meet short-term cash-flow requirements or
other expenses.
6.3.3 Reserves Study. At least once every three (3) years, the
Association shall cause to be conducted a reasonably competent and diligent visual
inspection of the accessible areas of the major components that the Association is
obligated to restore or maintain as a part of a study of the reserve account
requirements of the Development. The Association shall review this study annually and
shall consider and implement necessary adjustments to the Association's analysis of
the reserve account requirements as a result of that review. The study, at a minimum,
shall include:
(i) identification of the major components that the Association is
obligated to repair, replace, restore, or maintain that, as of the date of the study, have a
remaining useful life of less than thirty (30) years;
(ii) identification of the probable remaining useful life of the major
components identified in subparagraph (i) as of the date of the study;
(iii) an estimate of the cost of repair, replacement, restoration, or
maintenance of the major components identified in subparagraph (i) during and at the
end of its useful life;
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(iv) an estimate of the total annual contribution necessary to defray
the cost to repair, replace, restore, or maintain the major components during and at the
end of its useful life after subtracting total reserve funds as of the date of the study;
and
(v) a reserve funding plan that indicates how the Association plans
to fund the contribution identified in paragraph (iv) to meet the Association’s
obligations for the repair and replacement of all major components with an expected
remaining life of thirty (30) years or less, not including those components that the
Association has determined will not be replaced or repaired. The plan shall include a
schedule of the date and amount of any change in regular or special assessments that
would be needed to suﬃciently fund the reserve funding plan. The plans shall be
adopted by the Board at an open meeting before the membership of the Association.
If the Association determines that an assessment increase is necessary to fund the
reserve funding plan, any increase shall be approved in a separate action of the Board.
6.4
Special Assessments. Subject to the restrictions described in Section
6.6, the Association may levy a special assessment if the Board in its discretion
determines that the Association's available funds are or will become inadequate to
meet the estimated expenses of the Association, including, but not limited to,
expenses resulting from inadequate reserves, unanticipated delinquencies, costs of
construction, unexpected repairs or replacements of capital Improvements, inadequate
insurance proceeds, or other unanticipated expenses. The Association may levy the
entire special assessment immediately or levy it in installments over a period the
Association considers appropriate.
6.5
Reimbursement Assessments. The Association shall have the authority
to levy reimbursement assessments against one or more Town Home Owners to
reimburse the Association for any costs incurred or to be incurred by the Association
as the result of any act or omission of any Owner or Occupant or their Permittees or
pets. The levy shall not include any portion that is paid or will be paid by any insurer
under a policy maintained by the Association or an Owner. Payment of the deductible
amount shall be the responsibility of the Owner and is subject to a reimbursement
assessment. If payment is not made when due as set by the Association, the payment
shall be considered a delinquent assessment and the Association may enforce the
delinquent assessment as described in Section 6.9 subject to the non-judicial
foreclosure restrictions described in this Section 6.5.
In addition to reimbursing the Association for costs necessary to repair any
Common Area or other property that is maintained by the Association, the Association
may seek reimbursement for any costs incurred by the Association, including
attorneys' fees, to bring the Owner or Occupant or the Owner's Town House into
compliance with this Declaration, the Articles, Bylaws or Development Agreements. A
reimbursement assessment may not be levied against any Town Home until notice and
hearing have been provided the Owner as described in Section 5.5.4.
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6.6
Assessment Increase Restrictions. The Association shall provide notice
by personal delivery, e-mail or by first-class mail to the Owners of any increase in the
regular or special assessments not less than thirty (30) days nor more than sixty (60)
days prior to the due date of the increased assessment.
6.7
Due Dates of Assessments. Unless otherwise directed by the
Association, the annual regular assessment shall be collected in twelve (12) equal
monthly installments; and each installment shall be due and payable on the first day of
each month. If any monthly installment is delinquent, the Board, at its election, may
accelerate the remaining installment payments so that the entire remaining balance of
the annual regular assessment is immediately due and payable. Special assessments
and reimbursement assessments shall be due and payable on such date or dates as
selected by the Association. The notice shall be deemed received on the date
described in Section 13.11.
Any annual regular assessment installment (including any accelerated
installments), special assessment or reimbursement assessment not paid within fifteen
(15) days after the due date shall be delinquent, shall bear interest at the rate of twelve
percent (12%) per annum from thirty (30) days after the due date until paid, and shall
incur a late penalty in an amount to be set by the Association from time to time, not to
exceed the maximum amount permitted by Applicable Laws.
6.8
Allocation of Costs. All costs shall be allocated equally among the Town
Homes. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, if the use of any Town Home,
the equipment or facilities maintained in any Town Home or any related reason results
in an increase in the Association costs, including, but not limited to, increases in
maintenance costs, trash removal costs, commonly-metered utility costs or insurance
costs, the Association may allocate the amount of the increase to the Town Home(s)
responsible for the increase.
6.9
Enforcement of Delinquent Assessments. The Association may elect to
pursue one or more of the following remedies in the event of a delinquent assessment:
6.9.1 Personal Obligation. The Association may bring a legal action
directly against the Owner for breach of the Owner's personal obligation to pay the
assessment and in such action shall be entitled to recover the delinquent assessment
or assessments, accompanying late charges, interest, costs and reasonable attorneys'
fees. Commencement of a legal action shall not constitute a waiver of any lien rights as
described in Section 6.9.2.
6.9.2 Assessment Lien. Except as otherwise provided in Section 6.5,
the Association may impose a lien against the Owner’s Town Home for the amount of
the delinquent assessment or assessments, plus any costs of collection (including
attorneys’ fees), late charges and interest by taking the following steps:
(i) At least thirty (30) days prior to recording a lien upon the
Owner’s Town Home to collect a delinquent assessment, the Association shall notify
the Owner in writing by certified mail of the following (the “Delinquency Notice”):
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(a) A general description of the collection and lien
enforcement procedures of the Association and the method of calculation of the
amount.
(b) An itemized statement of the charges owed by the
Owner, including items on the statement which indicate the amount of any delinquent
assessments, the fees and reasonable costs of collection, reasonable attorneys’ fees,
any late charges, and interest, if any.
(c) The right to request a meeting with the Board as
provided by Section 6.9.2(iv).
(d) The right to dispute the assessment debt by submitting a
written request for dispute resolution to the Association.
(ii) Prior to recording a lien or commencing an action to foreclose a
lien for delinquent assessments, the Association shall oﬀer the Owner and, if so
requested by the Owner, participate in dispute resolution. The decision to pursue
dispute resolution or a particular type of alternative dispute resolution shall be the
choice of the Owner.
(iii) The decision to record a lien for delinquent assessments shall
be made only by the Board. The Board shall approve the decision by a two-thirds vote
of the Board Members in an open meeting and shall record the vote in the minutes of
that meeting.
(iv) An Owner may submit a written request to meet with the Board
to discuss a payment plan for the delinquent assessment. The Association may
designate a committee of one or more Members to meet with the Owner. Payment
plans shall not impede the Association's ability to record a lien on the Owner's Town
Home to secure payment of delinquent assessments. In the event of a default on any
payment plan, the Association may resume its eﬀorts to collect the delinquent
assessments from the time prior to entering into the payment plan.
ARTICLE 7
Architectural Review
7.1
Architectural Committee. An Architectural Committee may be established
by the Board. The Architectural Committee shall meet at such times and places as it
shall designate. Meetings of the Architectural Committee shall be open to all Members
of the Association. The Architectural Committee may adopt guidelines regarding the
type, location, quality, size, height and other matters relating to any Improvements or
landscaping to be constructed or installed in the Development and may establish a
procedure for reviewing all plans and specifications submitted to it for prior approval
and shall be responsible for periodic review and modification of the guidelines. The
guidelines shall comply with the use restrictions described in Article 3. Factors that
shall be considered in approving proposed plans and specifications shall include
without limitation:
(i) harmony of external design with other Town Homes in the
(ii) eﬀect of the proposed location on neighboring Town Homes;
(iii) relation of the topography, grade and finished ground elevation
to that of adjoining Town Homes;
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(iv) proper facing of elevations with respect to nearby streets and
adjoining Town Homes;
(v) overall conformity with the general purpose of the Development
and the restrictions in this Declaration; and
(vi) other guidelines established by the Architectural Committee.
7.2
Approval Needed. None of the following actions shall take place
anywhere within the Development without the prior written approval of the Architectural
Committee:
(i) any construction, installation, addition, repair (including exterior
painting), replacement, alteration or removal of any Town Home Improvement that is
part of a building structure (including flooring, interior and exterior walls) or any portion
of any Town Home Improvement that can be seen from the Common Area or any other
Town Home;
(ii) any planting or landscaping in the Common Area (including the
removal of any tree);
(iii) removal of any tree or any screening vegetation between Town
Homes from any Town Home Lots;
(iv) any replacement or modification to any floor coverings or wall
or ceiling materials or any penetration or other disturbance of any wall, floor, or ceiling
if the replacement, modification, penetration or disturbance could result in any increase
in the sound or impact transmission from the Town Home to any other Town Home.
(v) installation, addition, repair, replacement, alterations, or removal
of Photovoltaic Solar Equipment.
7.2.1 Submit Plan. Approval shall require the applicant to submit to the
Architectural Committee plans and specifications in a manner and form satisfactory to
the Committee.
7.2.2 Interior Work. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, any
Owner may repaint the interior of the Owner's Town Home in any color the Owner
desires or remodel the Town Home with prior written approval of the Architectural
Committee which approval shall be granted if the Committee finds the remodeling does
not in any manner remove or adversely aﬀect any bearing wall or fire rated wall, alter
the exterior appearance of any Town Home Building, or increase the sound or impact
transmissions from the Town Home to any other Town Home. It shall be the Owner’s
responsibility to comply with all building code requirements and permitting
requirements in connection with any modification to the Owner’s Town Home.
7.2.3 Committee Funds. The Architectural Committee may establish
reasonable fees to reimburse the Committee for any out-of-pocket costs incurred by
the Committee in reviewing plans and specifications. Except as paid or reimbursed by
the applicant, any costs incurred by the Committee in the performance of its duties
shall be paid by the Association.
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7.2.4 Approval Conditions. The Architectural Committee may impose
terms and conditions on any approval, including:
(i) contractor licensing and insurance requirements (including
workers compensation and liability insurance);
(ii) completion and labor and material bonds or other acceptable
collateral; and
(iii) construction regulations such as authorized hours of
construction, access restrictions, noise restrictions and clean-up requirements.
7.2.5 Inspections. Any member of the Architectural Committee or any
authorized agent of the Committee from time to time and anytime during normal
business hours may enter any Town Home for the purpose of inspecting any
construction to confirm compliance with the plans and specifications as approved by
the Committee.
7.3
Architectural Committee’s Decision. The decision on any proposed work
shall be in writing. If a proposed change is disapproved by the Committee, the written
decision shall include both an explanation of why the proposed change is disapproved.
If disapproved, the applicant is entitled to reconsideration by the Association at an
open meeting of the Board. Reconsideration by the Association does not constitute a
dispute resolution procedure described in Section 5.5.7.
7.4
Completion of Work. On receipt of approval, the Owner shall commence
the work as soon as reasonably practicable and shall diligently pursue the completion
of the work. If the work is not commenced within ninety (90) days after receipt of
approval or completed within one hundred eighty (180) days or such later date as the
Committee shall approve in writing, the approval automatically shall be deemed
revoked and no further work shall be done without again obtaining the written approval
of the Committee as described herein. The work shall be done in strict compliance
with the approved plans except for minor non-material changes as may be necessary
during the course of construction.
7.5
Non-liability. The Association, the Architectural Committee, and the other
Town Home Owners, and their respective successors or assigns, shall not be liable to
any Person submitting plans to the Committee for approval or to any other Town Home
Owners or Occupants by reason of any act or omission arising out of or in connection
with the approval or disapproval of any plans or specifications. Approval shall not
constitute any warranty or representation by the Committee or its members that the
plans satisfy Applicable Laws or that any Improvement constructed in accordance with
the plans shall be fit for the use for which it was intended and safe for use and
occupancy. Applicants shall make their own independent verifications of the foregoing
and shall not rely on the Committee or its members in any manner in this regard.
7.6
Enforcement. If any Owner or Occupant violates the provisions of this
Article 7, the Association, in addition to levying monetary fines or penalties and in
addition to any other remedy available at law or equity, may bring an action to compel
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compliance, including an action for a court order mandating the removal of any
Improvement or other property constructed or installed in violation of the provisions of
this Article 7. In such action, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover costs and
reasonable attorneys' fees.
7.7
Board's Authority. If for any reason the Architectural Committee is not
established or not active, the Board may appoint a committee to perform the duties of
the Architecture Committee, or the Board shall perform the duties itself and shall have
the rights of the Architectural Committee as described in this Article 7.
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, modifications, changes or additions to
any Common Area Improvements authorized by the Board shall not require approval
from the Architectural Committee.
7.8
Governmental Approval. Before commencement of any addition of any
Improvement or any alteration to any Improvement approved by the Architectural
Committee, the Owner shall comply with all Applicable Laws. Approval by the
Committee does not satisfy the appropriate approvals that may be required from any
governmental entity with appropriate jurisdiction.
ARTICLE 8
Insurance
8.1
Liability Insurance. The Association shall obtain and maintain the
following liability policies:
8.1.1 General Liability Policy. A general liability insurance policy insuring
the Association, any manager, the Association's directors and oﬃcers, and the Owners
and Occupants of the Town Homes and their respective family members against any
liability incident to any bodily injury or property damage from any accident or
occurrence within the Common Area. The policy shall also cover any liability incident
to any bodily injury or property damage from any accident or occurrence within any
Town Home related to any maintenance or repair work required to be performed on any
Town Home by the Association pursuant to this Declaration, including, but not limited
to, work performed in any Common Area. The policy shall include, if obtainable, a
cross liability or severability of interest endorsement insuring each insured against the
liability to each other. The limits of such insurance shall not be less than $2,000,000
covering all claims for death, personal injury and property damage arising out of a
single occurrence. Such insurance shall include coverage against water damage
liability, liability for non-owned and hired automobiles, liability for property of others,
and other liability or risk customarily covered.
8.1.2 Directors and Oﬃcers Liability Policy. A directors and oﬃcers
liability policy containing such terms and conditions as are normally and customarily
carried for directors and oﬃcers of a residential town home association.
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8.1.3 Crime Insurance. A blanket commercial crime insurance policy
covering the Association, any organization or Person who either handles or administers
or is responsible for Association funds, whether or not any Person receives
compensation for services. The policy amounts shall satisfy the Federal National
Mortgage Association (“FNMA”) and Federal Housing Administration (“FHA”)
requirements and in no event shall be less than the sum of three (3) months of
assessments on all Town Homes subject to assessments plus reserves.
8.2
Association Common Area Insurance. The Association shall obtain and
maintain a master property insurance policy that satisfies each of the following
conditions:
8.2.1 Property Covered. The policy shall cover the following real and
personal property:
(a) Common Area. All Common Area Improvements, including
Common Area Buildings and any additions or extensions thereto; all fixtures,
machinery and equipment permanently aﬃxed to the Building; windows; fences;
monuments; lighting fixtures; interior walls and doors; ceiling, floor and wall surface
materials (e.g., paint, wallpaper, mirrors, carpets, and hardwood floors); utility fixtures
(including gas, electrical and plumbing); cabinets; built-in appliances; heating and airconditioning systems; water heaters; exterior signs; and personal property owned or
maintained by the Association; and recreational facilities; but excluding land;
foundations; excavations; and other items typically excluded from property insurance
coverage;
(b) Landscaping. Lawn, trees, shrubs and plants located in the
Common Area.
8.2.2 Dollar Limit. The dollar limit of the policy shall not be less than the
full insurable replacement value of the covered property described in Section 8.2.1
above based on insurance industry standards for determination of replacement costs,
provided that there may be lower dollar limits for specified items as is customarily
provided in property insurance policies.
8.2.3 Waiver of Subrogation. The policy shall waive all subrogation
rights against any Owner or Occupant and their family members and invitees.
8.3
Association's Authority to Revise Insurance Coverage. Subject to the
provisions of Section 8.4, the Association shall have the power and right to deviate
from the insurance requirements contained in this Article 8 in any manner that the
Association, in its discretion, considers to be in the best interests of the Association.
8.3.1 Settlements. The Board is authorized to negotiate and agree on
the value and extent of any loss under any policy carried by the Association, including,
but not limited to, the right and authority to compromise and settle any claim or enforce
any claim by legal action or otherwise and to execute releases in favor of any insurer.
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8.3.2 Association is Attorney-in-Fact. Each Owner, by acceptance of a
deed to a Town Home, irrevocably appoints the Association or the Insurance Trustee,
described in Section 8.5, as that Owner's attorney-in-fact for purposes of procuring,
negotiating, accepting, compromising, releasing, settling, distributing and taking other
related actions in connection with any insurance policy maintained by the Association
and any losses or claims related thereto and agrees to be bound by the actions so
taken as if the Owner had personally taken the action.
8.4
Periodic Insurance Review. The Association periodically (and not less
than once every three years) shall review the Association's insurance policies and make
such adjustments to the policies' terms and conditions as the Board considers to be in
the best interests of the Association.
8.5
FNMA and FHLMC and FHA Requirements. Notwithstanding anything
herein to the contrary, the Association shall maintain such policies, containing such
terms, amount of coverage, endorsements, deductible amounts, named insureds, loss
payees, standard mortgage clauses, notice of changes or cancellation, and an
appropriate insurance company rating that shall satisfy the minimum requirements
imposed by the Federal National Mortgage Association ("FNMA") and the Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation ("FHLMC") and the Federal Housing Administration
(“FHA”) or any successor thereto. If the FNMA or FHLMC or FHA requirements
conflict, the more stringent requirements shall be met.
8.6
Insurance Trustee. All property insurance proceeds payable to the
Association under any property insurance policy procured by the Association as
described in Section 8.2, subject to the rights of Mortgagees under Article 10, may be
paid to a trustee as designated by the Association to be held and expended for the
benefit of the Owners and Mortgagees as their respective interests shall appear.
8.7
Other Association Insurance. In addition to the policies described in
Sections 8.1 and 8.2, the Association may obtain and maintain the following
insurance:
(i) Workers Compensation Insurance to the extent required by
Applicable Law; and
(ii) such other insurance as the Association in its discretion
considers necessary or advisable.
8.8
Owners' Property Insurance. Each Owner shall obtain and maintain
property insurance against losses to real and personal property within and on their
Town Home, and to any upgrades or additions to any fixtures or Improvements located
within or on their Town Home. Each Owner shall obtain and maintain liability insurance
against any liability resulting from any injury or damage occurring within or on their
Town Home. The Association's insurance policies will not provide coverage against
any of the foregoing. The Association has no obligation to ensure that Owners are
maintaining property insurance. Any insurance maintained by an Owner must contain
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a waiver of subrogation rights by the insurer as to the other Owners, the Association,
and any first Mortgagee of the Owner's Town Home.
8.8.1 Don’t Insure Association Property. No Owner shall separately
insure any property covered by the Association's property insurance policy as
described in Section 8.2 above. If any owner violates this provision and, as a result,
there is a diminution in insurance proceeds otherwise payable to the Association, the
Owner will be liable to the Association to the extent of the diminution. The Association
may levy a reimbursement assessment against the Owner's Town Home to collect the
amount of the diminution.
8.8.2 Consider Additional Insurance. Each Owner is strongly advised to
seek the advice of a qualified insurance consultant regarding:
(i) the amount of personal liability insurance coverage the Owner
should maintain because of the Owner's ownership interest in the Common Area and
his or her Town Home, and
(ii) the availability of loss assessment insurance coverage.
ARTICLE 9
Damage or Destruction
9.1
Restoration Defined. As used in this Article 9, the term "restore" shall
mean repairing, rebuilding or reconstructing Improvements damaged or destroyed as a
result of a fire or other casualty to substantially the same condition and appearance in
which they existed prior to fire or other casualty damage.
9.2
Insured Casualty. If any Improvement is damaged or destroyed from a
risk covered by the insurance required to be maintained by the Association and/or
Owners and the insurance proceeds are suﬃcient to cover the loss, then the
Association and all aﬀected Owners, to the extent permitted under Applicable Laws
and except as otherwise authorized under this Article 9, shall restore the Improvement
subject to such change as may be approved by the Architectural Committee or
required by Applicable Laws. The Association and all aﬀected Owners shall proceed
with the filing and adjustment of all claims arising under the existing insurance policies.
The insurance proceeds shall be paid to and held by the Association or an insurance
trustee selected under the provisions of Section 8.6. If the insurance proceeds exceed
the costs of restoration, the excess proceeds shall be paid into reserves and held for
the benefit of the Association. If an aﬀected Owner does not receive suﬃcient
insurance proceeds to restore the Owner’s Town Home, the Owner shall pay the
additional sum needed to the Association to restore the Owner’s Town Home.
9.3
Inadequate Insurance Proceeds or Uninsured Loss. If the insurance
proceeds are insuﬃcient to restore the damaged Improvement or the loss is uninsured,
the Association shall add to any available insurance proceeds all reserve account funds
designated for the repair or replacement of the damaged Improvement.
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9.4
Additional Special Assessment. If the total funds available to restore the
damaged Improvement as provided in Section 9.3 are insuﬃcient, then a meeting of
the Members shall be called for the purpose of approving a special assessment to
make up all or a part of the deficiency ("Additional Special Assessment").
9.5
Association Leads Restoration. Each Owner irrevocably appoints the
Association as that Owner's attorney-in-fact and irrevocably grants to the Association
the full power in the name of the Owner to eﬀect any alteration to any Town Home or
Association Common Area as authorized above, including, but not limited to, the
execution, delivery and recordation of any Town Home Plans, amendments, deeds or
other instruments.
ARTICLE 10
Rights of Mortgagees
10.1 Lender Definitions. Unless the context indicates otherwise, the following
terms as used in this Article 10 shall have the definitions contained in this Section
10.1. An "institutional" Mortgagee is a first Mortgagee that is:
(i) a federally or state chartered or licensed bank or savings and
loan association;
(ii) a mortgage company or other entity chartered or licensed under
federal or state laws whose principal business is lending money on the security of real
property or investing in such loans;
(iii) an insurance company;
(iv) a federal or State agency or instrumentality including, without
limitation, the Federal National Mortgage Association and the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation; or
(v) an insurer or governmental guarantor of a first Mortgage
including the Federal Housing Authority and the Veterans Administration.
A "first Mortgage" or "first Mortgagee" is one having a priority as to all other
Mortgages encumbering the same Town Home or other portions of the Development.
An "eligible Mortgage holder" shall mean a first Mortgagee who has requested the
Association to notify the first Mortgagee of any proposed action that requires the
consent of a specified percentage of eligible Mortgage holders.
10.2 Encumbrance. Any Owner may encumber his or her Town Home with a
Mortgage or Mortgages.
10.3 Rights of Institutional Mortgagees. Any institutional Mortgagee who
obtains title to a Town Home pursuant to the remedies provided in the first Mortgage,
including judicial foreclosure or nonjudicial foreclosure under a power of sale (but
excluding voluntary conveyance to the first Mortgagee), shall take the Town Home free
of any obligation to pay any assessments that were delinquent as of the date the
institutional Mortgagee acquired title to the Town Home, including any interest,
penalties or late charges in connection therewith. The institutional Mortgagee as
Owner of the Town Home shall be obligated to pay any assessments that were not
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delinquent as of the date the institutional Mortgagee took title to the Town Home and
all future assessments levied against the Town Home as long as the institutional
Mortgagee remains in title, including any special assessments levied by the
Association to raise operating or reserve funds needed because of uncollected
delinquent assessments, as long as the special assessment is allocated among all the
Town Homes as provided in Section 6.8.
10.4 Subordination. Any assessment lien established under the provisions of
this Declaration is expressly made subject to and subordinate to the rights of any
Mortgage that encumbers all or any portion of the Development or any Town Home
made in good faith and for value and recorded before the recordation of a notice of
delinquent assessment. No assessment lien shall in any way defeat, invalidate or
impair the obligation or priority of such Mortgage unless the Mortgagee expressly
subordinates in writing its interest to such lien. If any Town Home is encumbered by a
Mortgage made in good faith and for value, the foreclosure of any assessment lien
cannot operate to eﬀect or impair the lien of any Mortgage recorded prior to the
recordation of the notice of delinquent assessment. Upon the foreclosure of any priorrecorded Mortgage, any lien for delinquent assessment shall be subordinate to the
Mortgage lien; and the purchaser at the foreclosure sale shall take title free of the
assessment lien. By taking title, the purchaser shall be obligated to pay only
assessments or other charges that were not delinquent at the time the purchaser
acquired title or that were levied by the Association on or after the date the purchaser
acquired title to the Town Home. Any subsequently-levied assessments or other
charges may include previously-unpaid assessments, provided all Owners, including
the purchaser and its successors and assigns, are required to pay their proportionate
share of such unpaid assessments.
10.5 Breaches. No breach of any provision of this Declaration shall invalidate
the lien of any Mortgage made in good faith or for value; but all of the covenants,
conditions and restrictions shall be binding on any Owner whose title is derived
through foreclosure sale, trustee sale or otherwise.
ARTICLE 11
Amendments
11.1 Amendment of Declaration. This Declaration may be corrected as
described in Section 11.3 or amended or rescinded in any respect with the vote or
written consent of the holders of not less than two-thirds of the voting rights of the total
voting power of the Association. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the
easements appurtenant to any Town Home as described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 may
not be modified or terminated without the prior written consent of the Owner of the
Town Home.
11.2 Special Amendment Requirements. Notwithstanding anything herein to
the contrary, no amendment aﬀecting the dimensions of any Town Home or the
interests in the Common Area shall be eﬀective without the consent of all Owners
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whose Town Homes or Common Area interests rights are aﬀected by the amendment,
except as authorized in Section 2.7. The provisions of this Section 11.2 may not be
amended without the consent of two-thirds of the total voting power of the
Association.
11.3 Corrections. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the
Association reserves the right as the attorney-in-fact for each Town Home Owner to
record an amendment or appropriate instrument of correction to correct any errors in
this Declaration, or any exhibits thereto, including any Town Home plans, and the
consent of any Town home Owner shall not be required provided that if the correction
aﬀects the size, location or access or use rights to any Town Home appurtenant to that
Unit, the consent of that Town Home Owner shall be required. The amendment shall
be eﬀective when signed by an authorized agent of the Association.
11.4 Mortgagee Reserved Amendment Rights. Notwithstanding anything
herein to the contrary, the Association reserves the right to amend this Declaration as
may be necessary or advisable in order to include provisions that satisfy the
requirements of the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA), the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC), the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and/or
the U.S. Department of Veterans Aﬀairs (VA). The Association and each Owner shall
fully cooperate in the delivery, execution and recordation of any documents necessary
to eﬀect the amendments.
ARTICLE 12
Declarant Disputes
12.1
between:

Claims Against Declarant. Any claim, dispute or other controversy

(i) the Association and/or any Owner(s) and
(ii) the Declarant or any aﬃliated general contractor or aﬃliated contractor
who is a builder, or any director, oﬃcer, member, shareholder, partner, employee or
agent thereof (individually and collectively the “Declarant” for purposes of this Article
12), and/or any non-aﬃliated general contractor, non-aﬃliated contractor,
subcontractor, material supplier, individual product manufacturer, design professional
or any other Person that provided materials or services to the Development on behalf
of the Declarant, relating to this Declaration, the use, condition, design, specifications,
surveying, grading, construction, installation and/or operation of any Improvements or
landscaping located within the Development (individually and collectively the “Claim”),
shall be subject to claims procedures set by the Association.
12.2 Association Claims. The claims procedures referred to in Section 12.1
do not apply to any action taken by the Association to enforce delinquent assessments
against the Declarant, which shall be governed by Section 6.9 of this Declaration.
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ARTICLE 13
Miscellaneous Provisions
13.1 Headings. With the exception of Article 1, the headings used in this
Declaration are for convenience only and are not to be used to interpret the meaning of
any of the provisions of this Declaration.
13.2 Severability. The provisions of this Declaration shall be deemed
independent and severable, and the invalidity or partial invalidity or unenforceability of
any provision or provisions or any portion thereof shall not invalidate any other
provision or any portion of the provisions not found invalid or unenforceable.
13.3 Cumulative Remedies. Each remedy provided for in this Declaration shall
be cumulative and nonexclusive. Failure to exercise any remedy provided for in this
Declaration shall not, under any circumstances, be construed as a waiver of the
remedy.
13.4 Discrimination. No Owner shall execute or cause to be recorded any
instrument that imposes a restriction on the sale, leasing or occupancy of the Owner's
Town Home on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, gender, gender identity, gender
expression, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status, disability, genetic
information, national origin, source of income, or ancestry.
13.5 Notification of Sale. No later than five (5) days after the closing of the
sale of any Town Home, the new Owner shall notify the Association of such sale. Such
notification shall be in writing and shall set forth the name and address of the new
Owner and the date of sale.
13.6 Reservation or Grant of Easements. Any easements referred to in this
Declaration shall be deemed reserved or granted, or both reserved and granted, by
reference to this Declaration in any deed to any Town Home.
13.7 Incorporation of Exhibits. All exhibits referred to herein and attached to
this Declaration are incorporated herein by reference as fully set forth herein.
13.8 Enforcement Rights and Remedies. The covenants, restrictions, rights
and duties contained in this Declaration constitute covenants running with the land and
equitable servitudes that benefit and bind each Town Home in the Development, each
Owner, and each successive Owner thereto, and may be enforced by the Association
or any Owner in any legal or equitable action pursuant to the procedures described
herein.
13.8.1 Equitable Relief. Each Owner acknowledges and agrees that if any
Person breaches any of the restrictions contained herein, money damages may not be
adequate compensation. As a result, each Owner agrees that in the event of a breach,
the non-breaching party, in addition to any other remedy available at law or equity, shall
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be entitled to equitable relief, including, but not limited to, an order compelling the
breaching party to perform an act which the party is required to perform under this
Declaration or which is necessary to bring the breaching party or the breaching party's
Town Home into compliance with restrictions contained herein or prohibiting the
breaching party from performing any act that violates the restrictions.
13.8.2 Assessments. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary,
the Association shall have the exclusive right to levy assessments and to take
appropriate action to enforce delinquent assessments, including imposition of an
assessment lien and the foreclosure of the lien. Furthermore, the Association shall
have the primary responsibility for enforcing the restrictions contained in Article 3 and
the architectural provisions contained in Article 7. If any Owner or Occupant desires
the Association to take any enforcement action, the Owner or Occupant shall notify the
Association in writing of the alleged violation. On receipt, the Board shall review the
matter and shall determine what action, if any, to take. Neither the Board nor the
Association or any director, oﬃcer or agent thereof shall be liable if the Board in the
exercise of its judgment elects not to take any action. To the extent applicable, the
Board shall comply with the due process requirements described in this Declaration. If
within ninety (90) days after receipt of the notice, the Board has failed to take any
corrective action and the alleged violation has not been cured and is continuing, any
Owner may bring an action on the Owner's behalf for appropriate legal and/or
equitable relief. In such action, the Owner shall bear his or her own costs and
attorneys' fees, provided that the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to
recovery of such costs and fees.
13.9 Assignment By Declarant. The Declarant may assign all or any portion of
its rights and delegate all or any portion of its duties to any other Person; and from and
after the date of such assignment and/or delegation, the Declarant shall have no further
rights and/or duties hereunder with respect to the rights assigned and duties
delegated. The Association shall execute an instrument assuming the rights and duties
of the Declarant assigned and delegated hereunder and thereafter shall be entitled to
exercise all the rights of the Declarant so assigned and shall be obligated to perform all
the Declarant's duties so delegated, provided the Association shall not be liable in any
manner for any act or omission committed or omitted by the Declarant before the date
the Association succeeded to the rights of the Declarant hereunder.
13.10 Attorneys' Fees. Except as otherwise provided herein, in the event of any
litigation or alternative dispute resolution procedure arbitration regarding the rights or
duties under the Governing Documents of the Association or any Member, the
prevailing party in such proceeding, in the discretion of the judge or decision-maker,
shall be entitled to recover costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
13.11 Notices. Any notice permitted or required by this Declaration, the
Articles, Bylaws or Development Agreements shall be considered received on the date
the notice is personally delivered to the recipient or forty-eight (48) hours after the
notice is deposited in the United States mail, first-class, registered or certified, postage
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fee prepaid, and addressed to the recipient at the address that the recipient has
provided the Association for receipt of notice or, if no such address was provided, at
the recipient's Town Home address in the Development.
13.12 No Enforcement Waiver. Failure to enforce a restriction in the past in and
of itself shall not constitute a defense to any action brought against any Owner for
violation of any restriction contained herein. Each Owner, by acceptance of a deed to a
Town Home in the Development, acknowledges that the enforcement of these
restrictions may vary as a result of diﬀerent Owners, Boards or Architectural
Committees, changing conditions, or other reasons, and agrees that the failure of any
Owner, Board or Committee to enforce any particular restriction, even if such failure is
for an extended period of time, shall not in any manner restrict or estop the right of any
Owner, Board or Committee to enforce these restrictions at any future time.
The Association has executed this Declaration as of ___________________, 2019.
ALPENGLOW COHOUSING DEVELOPMENT
a Colorado nonprofit corporation

By: _________________________________________
Print Name: _________________________________
Title: ________________________________________
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Exhibit A - Site Plan
Exhibit B - Garage/Storage Units Assigned to Town Homes
Exhibit C - Maintenance Responsibilities
Note: This Exhibit is not intended to be an all-inclusive list of the items
maintained either by the Owner or the Association. Its purpose is to describe
maintenance responsibilities over certain items where there may be some uncertainty
as to the responsible maintaining party. Unless otherwise limited, maintenance means
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Official Use Only
Date Received: ________
Initials: ______

Flood Plain Development Permit Pursuant to RMC § 6.2.2
General Information
Applicant

Property Owner
Phone

Address of Proposed Development

Email

mickgraff4@gmail.com

TBD, Intersection of Hyde and S. Railroad Sts.

Alpenglow Cohousing Community

Type
Development

03/22/2019

Same

970-325-0405

Subdivision

Application Date

Ridgway Co-Housing, LLC

of

Project Description
(select all that
apply)

Residential Construction
New Construction
Manufactured Home
Fill

Filing

1

Lot

Block

Non-Residential Construction
Addition or Improvements
Watercourse alteration

Subdivision

On a single lot

Bridge (Culvert) Installation
Other _____________________________

Required Documentation
Attach to the application the following information where applicable. Plans in duplicate, drawn to scale showing the nature, dimensions,
and elevations of the areas in question; existing or proposed structures, fill, storage of materials, drainage facilities; and the location of the
foregoing.
1.
2.
3.

Mean Sea Level (MSL) elevation of the lowest floor (including basement) of all structures
MSL elevation to which any structure is floodproofed
Certification by a registered professional engineer or architect that the floodproofing methods meet the community floodproofing
criteria
4. A description of the extent to which any watercourse will be altered or relocated
5. Base (100-year) flood elevation data for a development or subdivision greater than 50 lots or 5 acres
6. Copies of: 404 permit, Mined Land Reclamation Permit, discharge permit, air pollution control permit and other necessary state
and federal permits
7. Certification by a registered professional engineer that development in the flood way will not result in the increase of flood levels
during the occurrence of the base flood discharge
8. Any other information and plans necessary to show compliance with flood plain management regulations
9. Name, address and telephone number of the owner of the property affected
10. Legal description of the affected property

1

Applicant and owner agree that as a condition of permit approval, applicant and owner will provide maintenance within an altered or relocated
portion of any watercourse so that flood-carrying capacity will not be diminished.

Applicant Signature

Date

Property Owner Signature

Date

Official Use Only
The proposed development is located in the

Flood Way

Flood Fringe

The Base Food Elevation or depth at the development site is _________________________
Source Documents ___________________________________________________________________________

Plan Review
•
•
•

MSL Elevation or depth number to which the structure is to be elevated: ___________ feet.
MSL Elevation or depth number to which the structure is to be proofed: ___________ feet.
All necessary information and certificates are attached
Yes
No
Permit is approved (subject to the conditions below). I have reviewed the plans and materials submitted in support of the
proposed development and find them in compliance with applicable Flood Plain Management standards.
Referral to the Board of Adjustment for Variance. The proposal is not in conformance with applicable Flood Plain
Management Standards (explanation attached).
Permit is denied. The proposed development is not in conformance with applicable Floodplain Management Standards
(explanation attached)

Approved by (Building Official)

Date

Building Construction Documentation
•
•
•

The certified as-built MSL elevation of the lowest floor of the structure is: ___________ feet.
The certified as-built MSL flood proofed elevation of the structure is: ___________ feet.
Certificates of a registered professional engineer or land surveyor documenting these elevations are attached.

Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance Issued: _____________

Approved by (Building Official)

Date

2

Conditions of the Permit
1. This permit is issued only pursuant to the Flood Plain Management Regulation requirements. All other applicable requirements of
ordinances, regulations, statutes and laws of the town, county, state and federal governments shall apply in accordance with
their terms.

2. This permit does not grant any authority to enter upon the property of another.
3. This permit may be revoked for failure to comply with the conditions hereof, misrepresentation of any of the information
required in the application, or failure to comply in all respects with the Flood Plain Management Regulations.

4. Applicant shall supply the Town with the necessary engineering information to obtain a FEMA map.
5. Revision and assumption of all costs associated therewith.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Shay Coburn, Town of Ridgway
Diana Rooney, P.E.
April 22, 2019
Alpenglow Cohousing Floodplain Development Permit
Project narrative

The Alpenglow Cohousing Subdivision (Alpenglow Property) proposes to construct a 26-unit
residential community with additional community buildings. The property is bisected by Cottonwood
Creek, a tributary of the Uncompahgre River.
The most recent updates to Cottonwood Creek flood plain were done by a LOMR filed for Lot 11 of
the Liddell Drive subdivision. This LOMR study, directly downstream of the Alpenglow property,
identifies the 100-year flow of Cottonwood creek as 346 cfs. The FEMA Flood Plain Map
(FIRM#080138 0001D) showing the Alpenglow property identifies an area of 100-year floodplain
surrounding the creek.
The project proposes to reconstruct the culvert which crossed the property, and to perform minor regrading of the stream channel in accordance with a Nationwide 29 Army Corps 404 Permit. The
proposed buildings are located outside of the 100-year floodplain. The permit also allows up to 300
feet of stream channel re-grading, which the project intends to use to widen the stream bank slopes in
areas where the slope is over 1H:1V and repair a large deep scour hole. These proposed
improvements will not negatively affect the hydraulic capacity of the creek, as soil will be removed
from the stream channel.
During the development process, areas of wetlands were identified on the property, and
approximately 0.32 acres of wetlands are proposed to be disturbed due to the proposed development.
The Applicant has included mitigation of these wetlands in their draft Army Corps PCN application and
is considering using a wetlands mitigation bank to compensate for the disturbed wetlands.
A draft copy of the Preliminary Construction Notice (PCN) with the Army Corps, including all figures
and attachments, will be provided to the Town for review upon completion of the draft.
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Grand Junction, CO 81501
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FOR
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1.0 REPORT INTRODUCTION
This report presents our geotechnical engineering recommendations for the Alpenglow
Multi- Family Residential Project site. This report was requested by Ridgeway Consulting, LLC,
c/o Mick Graff, client’s representative. The field study was completed on January 19, 2018.
The laboratory study was completed on February 10, 2018.
Geotechnical engineering is a discipline which provides insight into natural conditions and site
characteristics such as; subsurface soil and water conditions, soil strength, swell (expansion)
potential, consolidation (settlement) potential, and often slope stability considerations (when
needed). The information provided by the geotechnical engineer is utilized by many people
including the project owner, architect or designer, structural engineer, civil engineer, the project
builder and others. The information is used to help develop a design and subsequently
implement construction strategies that are appropriate for the subsurface soil and water
conditions, and slope stability considerations. It is important that the geotechnical engineer be
consulted throughout the design and construction process to verify the implementation of the
geotechnical engineering recommendations provided in this report. The recommendations and
technical aspects of this report are intended for design and construction personnel who are
familiar with construction concepts and techniques, and understand the terminology presented
below.
The geotechnical engineering report is the beginning of a process involving the geotechnical
engineering consultant on any project. It is common for unforeseen, or otherwise variable
subsurface soil and water conditions to be encountered during construction. As discussed in our
proposal for our services, it is imperative that we be contacted during the foundation excavation
stage of the project to verify that the conditions encountered in our field exploration were
representative of those encountered during construction. Compaction testing of fill material and
testing of foundation concrete are equally important tasks that should be performed by the
geotechnical engineering consultant during construction. We should be contacted during the
construction phase of the project and/or if any questions or comments arise as a result of the
information presented below.
The following outline provides a synopsis of the various portions of this report;
 Sections 1.0 and 2.0 provide an introduction and an establishment of our scope of
service.
 Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of this report present our geotechnical engineering field and
laboratory studies
 Sections 5.0 through 8.0 presents our geotechnical engineering design parameters and
recommendations which are based on our engineering analysis of the data obtained.
 Section 9.0 provides a brief discussion of construction sequencing and strategies which
may influence the geotechnical engineering characteristics of the site.
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The discussion and construction recommendations presented in Section 9.0 are intended to
help develop site soil conditions that are consistent with the geotechnical engineering
recommendations presented previously in the report. Ancillary information such as some
background information regarding soil corrosion and radon considerations is presented as
general reference. The construction considerations section is not intended to address all of the
construction planning and needs for the project site, but is intended to provide an overview to
aid the owner, design team, and contractor in understanding some construction concepts that
may influence some of the geotechnical engineering aspects of the site and proposed
development.
The data used to generate our recommendations are presented throughout this report and in the
attached figures.
1.1 Scope of Project
We understand that the proposed project will consist of the design and construction of a 4.48
acre parcel into a 20 unit multi-family housing development with associated parking and
infrastructure. Based on a review of the preliminary site plan, the residential structures are
attached 1- and 2-story duplexes than range in size from about 900 to 1500 square feet per unit.
Other structures include a 2-story, 4,000 square foot common house, workshop, and garage units.

2.0 GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING STUDY
This section of this report presents the results of our field and laboratory study and our
geotechnical engineering recommendations based on the data obtained.
Our services include a geotechnical engineering study of the subsurface soil and water
conditions for development of this site for multi-family residential use.
2.1 Geotechnical Engineering Study Scope of Service
The scope of our study which was delineated in our proposal for services, and the order of
presentation of the information within this report, is outlined below.
Field Study
•

We advanced eight (8) continuous flight test borings at the project within the areas we
understand are planned for construction of the proposed structures and paved parking
areas.
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•

Select driven sleeve and bulk soil samples were obtained from the test borings and
returned to our laboratory for testing.
Laboratory Study

•

The laboratory testing and analysis of the samples obtained included;









Moisture content and dry density,
Estimates of soil strength parameters, partially based on direct shear strength
tests, to help establish a basis for development of soil bearing capacity and lateral
earth pressure values,
Soil unconfined compressive strength tests,
Swell/consolidation tests to help assess the expansion and consolidation potential
of the support soils on this site to help estimate potential uplift associated with
expansive soils and to help estimate settlement of the foundation system, and,
Plastic and liquid limit tests to determine the Plasticity Index of the soil,
Sieve analysis tests,
Moisture content/dry density relationship (Proctor) test, and,
California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test.

Geotechnical Engineering Recommendations
•

This report addresses the geotechnical engineering aspects of the site and provides
recommendations including;
Geotechnical Engineering Section(s)



Subsurface soil and water conditions that may influence the project design
and construction considerations
Geotechnical engineering design parameters including;
 Viable foundation system concepts including soil bearing capacity
values,
 settlement considerations for the foundation system concepts that are
viable for this project, and,
 Lateral Earth Pressure values for design of retaining structures,
 Flexible asphalt concrete pavement thickness considerations



Soil support considerations for interior and exterior concrete flatwork,
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Construction Consideration Section






Fill placement considerations including cursory comments regarding site
preparation and grubbing operations,
Considerations for excavation cut slopes,
Natural soil preparation considerations for use as backfill on the site,
Compaction recommendations for various types of backfill proposed at the
site.
Cursory exterior grading considerations

•

This report provides design parameters, but does not provide foundation design or
design of structure components. The project architect, designer, structural engineer or
builder may be contacted to provide a design based on the information presented in
this report.

•

Our subsurface exploration, laboratory study and engineering analysis do not address
environmental or geologic hazard issues

3.0 FIELD STUDY
3.1 Project location
The project is located on 2 parcels which total 4.46 acres within the historic business zone in
Ridgeway, Colorado.
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Figure 1. Project location, Ridgeway, Colorado

3.2 Site Description and Geomorphology
The site is generally flat with a slight average inclination down to the east. Slope inclinations on
the lot are generally less than ten to one (10:1, horizonal to vertical). The north side of the lot is
bounded by US Highway 62 (Sherman Street) and the in the southern portion of the lot the
western boundary if formed by CR 23 as it approaches the lot from the west and forms an
approximate 90 degree curve toward the south. An abandoned north-south trending railroad
grade roughly bisects the lot.
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We understand that the project site was utilized as a rail road yard in the past. Other historic
uses of the project area are not known at this time. It is evident that some placement of fill and
general alteration of the natural topography on the project site has occurred in the past. The
degree to which the original undisturbed site was altered for past uses is unclear. Variable
depths and quality of previously placed fill materials should be expected during the project
excavation process.
Cottonwood Creek enters the southwestern area of the project site and generally flows to the
east. We understand the creek historically turned to the northeast towards the Uncompagre River
at a point east of the project area. We understand that at some time in the past the stream
channel was rerouted to the present configuration, trending south along the eastern side of the
interior of the project site. The current stream channel exits the southeast corner of the project
site.
3.3 Subsurface Soil and Water Conditions
The approximate locations of our test borings are shown on Figures 2 and 3 below. Figure 2
indicates our test boring locations relative to the preliminary project layout. Figure 3 indicates
our test boring locations relative to Google Earth imagery. The logs of the soils encountered in
our test borings are presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 2. Approximate test boring locations relative to proposed site plan.
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Figure 3. Approximate test boring locations relative to aerial imagery.

The approximate locations of our test borings shown on the figures presented above were
prepared using notes taken during the field work and are intended to show the approximate test
boring locations for reference purposes only.
We advanced eight test borings in the vicinity of the proposed structures. Test Boring 1 was
advanced in the central portion of the lot with our 3 ¼’’ inside diameter hollow stem auger to a
depth of seventy-one feet with in-situ sampling at regular intervals in order to develop a more
detailed subsurface profile. Test Borings 2 through 8 were advanced with 4’’outside diameter
solid stem auger to depths ranging from nine to twenty-nine feet.
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We encountered variable subsurface conditions across relatively short horizontal distances
throughout the project site. Although the upper twenty to thirty-five feet of soils mainly
consisted of clay soils (CL), the consistency, moisture content, groundwater elevation, and many
of the associated engineering properties of the soils varied considerably with test boring location.
We advanced Test Boring 1 through about four feet of gravel and cobble railroad embankment
fill. Below the fill material, we encountered clay (CL) soils that transitioned from very moist to
wet where, we encountered the water table at about fourteen feet below the existing surface.
Based on standard penetration tests, the soils were in a medium stiff to soft condition. At about
thirty-five feet we encountered medium dense to loose gravel and sand (GC-SC) soils until the
bottom of the test boring at seventy-one feet.
The following table presents a summary of the some of the laboratory data that we collected
from test boring 1.
Depth (ft)
7.5
8.5 – 14.5
14.5
19
29.5
49.5
69

Moisture Content
31.6
30.4
26.5
28.3
35.9
14.3
28.8

Notes
Saturation ≈ 95%, Cc≈.15
USCS Classification: CL
Saturation≈100%
Cc≈.09
USCS Classification: CH
6.5% fines

We encountered subsurface conditions similar to Test Boring 1 in Test Borings 2,3,7 and 8.
Typical conditions included very moist to saturated clays in a soft to medium stiff condition. In
place samples from an approximate four foot depth contained organic material, and we
encountered groundwater at depths ranging from about seven to seventeen feet.
The clay soils described above classify as having moderate to high swell (expansion) potential
based on correlated index properties, however, in-place samples did not exhibit significant
laboratory swell pressures due to their high natural water content and associated degree of
saturation.
In Test Borings 4,5, and 6 we encountered sandy clay (CL) soils in a stiff to very stiff
condition. The soils generally had a higher sand content and much lower moisture content than
the soils described above. In Test Boring 5, we encountered a medium dense gravel (GC) layer
at about twenty-two feet.
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An in-place sample from the approximate shallow foundation elevation from Test Boring 4
exhibited a swell pressure of about 2,000 pounds per square foot (psf) and expansion of 3.0%
when saturated under a 100 psf vertical surcharge load. We estimate an expansion potential of
about 1.5% under typical building loads.
The logs of the subsurface soil conditions encountered in our test borings are presented in
Appendix A. The logs present our interpretation of the subsurface conditions encountered
exposed in the test borings at the time of our field work. Subsurface soil and water conditions
are often variable across relatively short distances. It is likely that variable subsurface soil and
water conditions will be encountered during construction. Laboratory soil classifications of
samples obtained may differ from field classifications.
3.4 Site Seismic Classification
The seismic site class as defined by the 2009 International Building Code is based on some
average values of select soil characteristics such as shear wave velocity, standard penetration test
result values, undrained shear strength, and plasticity index.
We encountered soft, saturated clay soils in our test borings. Based on our standard penetration
field tests and laboratory test results we feel that the subsurface conditions for the project are
consistent with the criteria for Site Class E as outlined in the 2009 International Building Code,
Table 1613.5.2
The table below presents seismic site coefficients for the project site based on a Site Class _
designation in conjunction with the mapped short period acceleration and long period
acceleration. The spectral response maps and subsequent seismic site coefficients were
obtained from the 2009 International Building Code Specifications.
Mapped
Spectral Short
Period
Acceleration Ss
(Figure
1613.5(1))

Mapped Spectral
1-second
Acceleration S1
(Figure 1613.5(2))

Short Term Period Site
Coefficient Fa
(Table 1613.5.3 (1))

Long Term Period Site
Coefficient Fv
(Table 1613.5.3 (2))

35%g

9%g

2.2

3.5
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4.0 LABORATORY STUDY
The laboratory study included tests to estimate the strength, swell and consolidation potential of
the soils tested. We performed the following tests on select samples obtained from the test
borings.
Moisture content and dry density; the moisture content and in-situ dry density of some of the
soil samples were assessed in general accordance with ASTM D2216
Atterberg Limits; the plastic limit, liquid limit and plasticity index of some of the soil samples
was determined in general accordance with ASTM D4318.
Sieve Analysis Tests; We performed sieve analysis tests on select samples of soil in general
accordance with ASTM D422 and/or ASTM C136, depending upon the nature of the materials
sampled and tested. The primary use of the sieve analysis test, in conjunction with the Atterberg
Limits is for classification and characterization of the materials tested.
Direct Shear Strength tests; Direct shear strength tests were performed on select remolded clay
sample to estimate the soil strength characteristics in general accordance with ASTM D3080.
The failure envelope exhibited some curvature, which is typical of softened, remolded clays. We
used an average angle of internal friction (phi) of 23 degrees and a cohesion of about 250
pounds per square foot in our analysis of bearing capacity for unsaturated soils.
Unconfined Compressive Strength of Cohesive Soils; the unconfined compressive strength of
in-situ liner from TB -2 at 8.5’ was obtained in general accordance with ASTM D2166. The test
was performed on 1.94 inch diameter by approximate four (4) inch long “in-situ” extracted liner
sample. Based on the results of the test, we used a value of 700 psf for the intact cohesion of the
clay soils. For our bearing capacity analysis of the saturated clay soils, we used an internal
friction angle of phi=0.
Swell-Consolidation Tests; the one dimensional swell-consolidation potential of some of the
soil samples obtained was determined in general accordance with constant volume methodology.
The soil sample tested is exposed to varying loads and usually the addition of water. The onedimensional swell-consolidation response of the soil sample to the loads and/or water is
represented graphically in Appendix B.
Moisture content-dry density relationship (Proctor) tests; We performed laboratory moisture
content-dry density tests to assess the relationship between the soil moisture content and dry
density. The Proctor tests were performed in general accordance with ASTM D1557. The
results of the laboratory Proctor tests are presented in Appendix B.
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California Bearing Ratio (CBR) Tests; We assessed the pavement section support characteristics
of select composite soil samples in general accordance with ASTM D1883. The results of the
CBR tests are presented in Appendix B.
A synopsis of some of our laboratory data for some of the samples tested is tabulated below.
Sample
Designation

Moisture
Content
(percent)

Dry Density
(PCF)

TB – 1@ 7.5’

31.6

88.9

TB – 1 @ 14.5

26.5

98.6

TB – 1 @ 19.5

28.3

95.3

TB – 2 @ 3’

27.0

97.7

Consolidated

N/A

TB – 3 @ 4’

23.3

101.0

Consolidated

N/A

TB – 4 @ 4’

10.7

111.6

2000

3.0

TB – 6 @ 5.5’

7.6

110.2

900

1.0

TB – 7 @ 4’

15.6

103.7

800

0.5

Measured Swell
Pressure*
(PSF)
Consolidated
Consolidated
Consolidated

Swell Potential
(% under 100 psf
load)

N/A
N/A
N/A

*NOTE: We determine the swell pressure as measured in our laboratory using the constant volume method. The graphically
determined swell pressure may be different from that measured in the laboratory.

5.0 FOUNDATION RECOMMENDATIONS
There are two general types of foundation system concepts, “shallow” and “deep”, with the
designation being based on the depth of support of the system. More common deep foundation
system concepts include driven piles, drilled piers and steel helical piers. Shallow foundation
system concepts include mats or rafts, and conventional spread footings with stem walls. There
are numerous similar foundation design concepts, but the concepts listed above are of the more
common types used in western Colorado.
Deep foundation system design concepts which include isolation of shallow components
including floor systems from shallow soils are less likely to experience post-construction
movement due to volume changes in the site soil.
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Shallow Foundation System Considerations
There are numerous types of shallow foundation systems and variants of each type. Generally
the most common shallow foundation design concepts which have been used in western
Colorado include spread footings, and mat (or raft) foundation systems. Based on phone
conversations, we understand that the shallow foundation types currently under consideration
include spread footings, mat/raft, and post tensioned slab.
The integrity and long-term performance of each type of system is influenced by the quality of
workmanship which is implemented during construction. It is imperative that all excavation and
fill placement operations be conducted by qualified personnel using appropriate equipment and
techniques to provide suitable support conditions for the foundation system.
5.1 Spread Footings
Conventional spread footing and stem wall foundation systems have been used successfully in
western Colorado for most residential and many commercial applications. The spread footing
foundation system consists of a footing which dissipates, or spreads, the loads imposed from the
stem wall (or beam) from the structure above.
Some of the site soils are prone to long term consolidation and associated settlement of
structures under additional loading, while others soils exhibit the potential to swell if they are
exposed to additional moisture. Since these different soil characteristics will affect the design
considerations of the shallow footings, we suspect that if shallow footings are utilized, their
designed may need to be implemented on a structure by structure basis depending on its location.
This option may require additional drilling in order to more precisely locate the transitional
boundaries between the different subsurface conditions.
The following design parameters are provided for the two general soil conditions that we
encountered at the site which include the generally soft saturated conditions encountered in
Test Borings 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and the generally stiff unsaturated conditions encountered in Test
Borings 4, 5, and 6.
5.1.1 Site clay soils under saturated conditions
Continuous spread footings located away from sloped areas may be designed using a maximum
net allowable bearing capacity of 1,300 psf. This bearing capacity provides for the undrained
loading condition that will tend to occur with these soil types. Wider spread footing will allow
for lower designed soil pressure for a given building load, however the increased width will tend
to influence a larger volume of soil and may increase settlement for a given design pressure. The
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following figure presents a preliminary estimate of soil settlement vs. continuous footing width
for a bearing pressure of 1,300 psf. Development of the final footing design width is usually an
iterative process based on evaluation of design pressures, footing widths and the thickness of
compacted structural fill beneath the footings. We should be contacted as the design process
continues to re-evaluate the design capacities above based on the actual proposed footing
geometry.
Footing Width
(feet)

Settlement (in)
Footing placed on native clay

2
4
6
8

1
1.5
2.25
2.75

Settlement (in)
Footing Placed on one (1) Foot of
Compacted Structural Fill
0.75
1
2
2.25

Table 1. Estimated settlement of shallow continuous footings placed on saturated clay. Settlement values are based on 1,300 psf
vertical footing load.

We recommend that the footings be designed with a low dead load and supported by a layer of
moisture conditioned and compacted natural soil which is overlain by a layer of compacted
structural fill material. This concept is outlined below;
•
•
•
•
•

The foundation excavation should be excavated to at least one (1) foot below the
proposed footing support elevation.
The natural soils exposed in the bottom of the excavation should be scarified to a depth of
about six (6) to eight (8) inches
The scarified soil should be thoroughly moisture conditioned to about two (2) percent
above the laboratory determined optimum moisture content and then compacted.
After completion of the compaction of the moisture conditioned natural soil a one (1) foot
thick layer of granular aggregate base course structural fill material should be placed,
moisture conditioned and compacted.
The moisture conditioned natural soil material and the granular soils should be
compacted as discussed under the Compaction Recommendations portion of this report,
below.

A stabilized structural fill section with fabric will likely be required due to yielding of the
underlying clay soils. Section 9.1.0 of this report outlines our recommendations for mechanically
stabilizing soft or yielding subgrade materials.
Due to the potential for differential settlement we recommend that if possible isolated footings
for support of interior column loads be avoided. A more rigid structure consisting of interior
continuous footings and grade beams will help reduce the potential for damage.
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Additional risks to consider include the potential for differential settlement to occur if the
footings of a single structure are partially supported by soils with variable consolidation or swell
characteristics.
5.1.2 Site clay soils under unsaturated conditions
Spread footings located away from sloped areas may be designed using the allowable bearing
capacity information tabulated below. The bearing capacities provided were estimated from the
laboratory direct shear data and assuming drained loading conditions.
Minimum Depth of
Embedment (Feet)
1
2
3

Continuous Footing Design
Capacity (psf)
1,500
1,900
2,300

Isolated Footing Design
Capacity (psf)
Not Recommended
Not Recommended
Not Recommended

The bearing capacity values above were based on footing placed directly on the natural soils
and on a continuous spread footing width of one and one-half (1.5) feet. Larger footings and/or
footings placed on a blanket of compacted structural fill will have a higher design soil bearing
capacity. Development of the final footing design width is usually an iterative process based on
evaluation of design pressures, footing widths and the thickness of compacted structural fill
beneath the footings. We should be contacted as the design process continues to re-evaluate the
design capacities above based on the actual proposed footing geometry.
Due to the swell pressure of the soils tested and potential for differential movement we
recommend that if possible isolated footings for support of interior column loads be avoided. A
more rigid structure consisting of interior continuous footings and grade beams will help reduce
the potential for damage due to swelling soils.
The soil samples tested from the anticipated support elevations in our test borings had a
maximum measured swell pressure of about 2,000 pounds per square foot and a swell potential
magnitude of about 3.0 percent under a 100 pound per square foot surcharge load, and we
estimate an expansion potential of about 1.5% under typical building loads.
The owner must understand that regardless of the expansive soil mitigation design concepts
presented above, if the swell pressure generated by the expansive soil on this site exceeds the
minimum dead load which is imposed by the spread footing or other structural components, and
the expansive site soils become wetted, uplift of the foundation system and other structural
components is highly likely. Drilled piers, or other deep foundation system design will provide
the least likelihood of post construction movement associated with soil volume changes.
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The actual magnitude of the potential uplift of the foundation system depends on the volume (or
depth) of the support soils which become moistened after construction. It is difficult to predict
the amount of soil which will become moistened after construction, some theories suggest that
with time the entire soil mantle may become moistened. Based on our experience in the area we
feel that it is possible for at least two (2) to three (3) feet of soil below the footings to be
influenced by subsurface moisture. Based on the assumed depth of moistened soil, laboratory
test data, and the soil characteristics we estimate that the magnitude of the potential uplift
associated with swelling of the expansive support soil materials may be in the range of about
1/2 inch. If the entire soil mantle becomes moistened the total potential uplift may be
considerably higher.
Typically uplift associated with swelling soils occurs only where the foundation support soils
have been exposed to water; therefore the uplift may impose shear stresses in the foundation
system. The magnitude of the imposed shear stress is related to the swell pressure of the support
soil, but is difficult to estimate. Properly designed and constructed continuous spread footings
with stem walls (or beams) have the ability to distribute the forces associated with swelling of
the support soil. The rigidity of the system helps reduce differential movement and associated
damage to the overlying structure. Swelling of the soil supporting isolated pad footings will
result in direct uplift of the columns and structural components supported by the columns.
Damage to the structure due to this type of movement can be severe. If possible, we recommend
that isolated pad footings be avoided and that the foundation system be designed as rigid as is
reasonably possible.
High foundation dead load, careful preparation of the support soils, placement of granular
compacted structural fill, careful placement and compaction of stem wall backfill and positive
surface drainage adjacent to the foundation system all help reduce the influence of swelling soils
on the performance of the spread footing foundation system.
We recommend that the footings be designed with a high dead load and supported by a layer of
moisture conditioned and compacted natural soil which is overlain by a layer of compacted
structural fill material. This concept is outlined below;
•
•
•
•

The foundation excavation should be excavated to at least one (1) foot below the
proposed footing support elevation.
The natural soils exposed in the bottom of the excavation should be scarified to a depth of
about six (6) to eight (8) inches
The scarified soil should be thoroughly moisture conditioned to about two (2) percent
above the laboratory determined optimum moisture content and then compacted.
After completion of the compaction of the moisture conditioned natural soil a one (1) foot
thick layer of granular aggregate base course structural fill material should be placed,
moisture conditioned and compacted.
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•

The moisture conditioned natural soil material and the granular soils should be
compacted as discussed under the Compaction Recommendations portion of this report,
below.

The settlement of the spread footing foundation system will be influenced by the footing size
and the imposed loads. We estimated the total post construction settlement of the footings based
on our laboratory consolidation data, the type and size of the footing. Our analysis below
assumed that the highest bearing capacity value tabulated above was used in the design of the
footings. The amount of post construction settlement may be reduced by placing the footings on
a blanket of compacted structural fill material.
Due to the potential for differential settlement we recommend that if possible isolated footings
for support of interior column loads be avoided. A more rigid structure consisting of interior
continuous footings and grade beams will help reduce the potential for damage.
The estimated settlement for continuous footing with a nominal width of about one and one-half
(1½) to two and one-half (2½) are tabulated below
Thickness of Compacted
Structural Fill (feet)
0
B/4
B/2
B is the footing width

Estimated Settlement
(inches)
½ - 3/4
1/3 - 1/2
1/3

5.1.3 General Comments for Shallow Foundations
We recommend that a subsurface drain system be considered behind foundation walls where
expansive soils have been identified. Topographic conditions on the site may influence the
ability to install a subsurface drain system which promotes water flow away from the foundation
system. The subsurface drain system concept is discussed under the Subsurface Drain System
section of this report, below.
The footing embedment is a relatively critical, yet often overlooked, aspect of foundation
construction. The embedment helps develop the soil bearing capacity, increases resistance of the
footing to lateral movement and decreases the potential for rapid moisture changes in the footing
support soils, particularly in crawl space areas. Interior footing embedment reduces the exposure
of the crawl space support soils to dry crawl space air. Reduction in drying of the support soil
helps reduce downward movement of interior footings due to soil shrinkage.
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All footings should have a minimum depth of embedment of at least one (1) foot. The
embedment concept is shown below.

Minimum depth
of embedment

Footing
Footing Embedment Concept
No Scale

All footings should be supported at an elevation deeper than the maximum depth of frost
penetration for the area. This recommendation includes exterior isolated footings and column
supports. Please contact the local building department for specific frost depth requirements.
The post construction differential settlement may be reduced by designing footings that will
apply relatively uniform loads on the support soils. Concentrated loads should be supported by
footings that have been designed to impose similar loads as those imposed by adjacent footings.
The compacted structural fill should be placed and compacted as discussed in the Construction
Considerations, “Fill Placement Recommendations” section of this report, below. The zone of
influence of the footing (at elevations close to the bottom of the footing) is often approximated as
being between two (2) lines subtended at 45 degree angles from each bottom corner of the
footing. The compacted structural fill should extend beyond the zone of influence of the footing
as shown in the sketch below.
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Footing Zone of Influence Concept

Footing
45 degrees

45 degrees
Footing Zone of Influence

No Scale

A general and simple rule to apply to the geometry of the compacted structural fill blanket is
that it should extend beyond each edge of the footing a distance which is equal to the fill
thickness.
Under no circumstances should any footing be supported by more than three (3) feet of
compacted structural fill material unless we are contacted to review the specific conditions
supporting these footing locations.
The design concepts and parameters presented above are based on the soil conditions
encountered in our test borings. We should be contacted during the initial phases of the
foundation excavation at the site to assess the soil support conditions and to verify our
recommendations.
5.2 Mat Foundations
Mat or raft foundations are commonly used to support structures on sites with soft and/or wet
soil conditions. The design concepts of either system are similar, but their configurations are
slightly different. This is shown in the sketch below.
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Mat Foundation

Raft Foundation

Depending on the subsurface conditions, the depth of the support elevation of a raft foundation
may be varied as needed to improve the support characteristics for the raft.
The discussion presented below is appropriate for either concept. For purposes of clarity we
will use the term “mat” for the remainder of our discussion below.
Mat foundations must not be confused with slab-on-grade floors with a turned down edge.
Slabs with turned down edges are generally thinner components that do not have the rigidity
necessary to distribute loads from the structure. Mat foundations are typically lightly loaded
members with limited rigidity; therefore they are often not considered as suitable for use on sites
with expansive soil conditions. Since they are lightly loaded they particularly prone to
movement and uplift associated with swelling of the support soils.
As described above, we encountered saturated clay soils in portions of the project site that did
not exhibit expansion potential due to their high natural water content. However, we obtained a
maximum measured swell pressure of about 2,000 pounds per square foot with a swell potential
magnitude of about 3.0 percent under a 100 pound per square foot load for the soils
representative of the conditions that we encountered in Test Borings 4, 5, and 6. Mat
foundations which impose loads lighter than the measured swell pressure may experience
movement and damage if the support soils swell. Since these different soil characteristics will
affect the design considerations and feasibility of the mat foundation, we suspect that if this
foundation type is utilized, its designed may need to be implemented on a structure by structure
basis depending on its location. This option may require additional drilling in order to more
precisely locate the transitional boundaries between the different subsurface conditions.
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We calculated a net allowable bearing capacity of 1,300 psf for the clay soils under saturated
conditions, however we suspect that the design load of a mat foundation will be limited by the
allowable settlement of the structure rather than the soil bearing capacity. The following table
shows the estimated settlement of a 40’ x 40’mat foundation vs. the design load of the mat. The
load is assumed to be evenly distributed across the entire mat area. If the mat is designed with
sufficient rigidity, the total settlement will tend to equal the difference between the maximum
and minimum settlement values. However, damage to the structure is likely if the mat foundation
cannot resist the differential settlement.
Design Load (psf)

800
600
400

Maximum Settlement
(in)
Under Center of Mat
4.5
3.5
2.4

Minimum Settlement
(in)
Under Corner of Mat
2
1
.7

Estimated Total
Settlement (in)
2.5
2.5
1.7

In order to for the mat foundation to provide sufficient rigidity, we recommend that a modulus
of subgrade reaction of 50 pounds per cubic inch (pci) is used for the design.
If a raft foundation system is being considered, we should be provided with the dimensions of
the raft and an estimate of the average design pressure which will be imposed by the soil. Based
on this information and depending on the final grades of the lot, we can analyze the system and
provide recommendations for a support elevation, or depth of embedment, for the bottom of the
raft. The only way to ensure negligible theoretical settlement of the structure is to design a fully
compensated raft foundation in which the design foundation load is equal to the weight of the
soil excavated for the foundation.
Please refer to portions of the construction considerations portion of this report for site
preparation and soil stabilization considerations for areas supporting the mat foundation systems.
5.2.1 Post-Tensioned Mat Foundation Comments
We have provided general geotechnical engineering parameters that are typically included
format foundation design as well as information obtained from “Design and Construction of
Post-Tensioned Slabs-on-Ground”, 1996, Second Edition, Post-Tensioning Institute (PTI) for
design of post-tensioned slabs below. It should be noted that there are later versions of this
design manual, but since this empirical information, while useful, is of dubious merit given the
multitude of potential variables at the site, we feel is appropriate for inclusion for the proposed
design. We utilized our soil test results and followed the procedures contained within the manual
to develop the PTI parameters for estimated differential swell and edge moisture variation
distance, and estimated depth to constant soil suction.
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It should be noted that the information provided from the PTI manual is useful, however there
are numerous site specific conditions and characteristics that cannot be predicted within a
general manual of design procedures. For example, there are two distinct conditions identified
within the manual including “Edge Lift”, or Center Lift” conditions. These conditions are
influenced not only by the loading regime, but are influenced by moisture changes that may
occur on sites with expansive, or “shrink-swell”, conditions. On a site with an expansive soil
that is in an arid climate, but the in-situ soil conditions are moist, the most likely conditions is
shrinkage of the soils around the slab perimeter after construction. Conversely, if postconstruction capillary moisture rise under the slab causes accumulation under the mat
foundations in an expansive soil with an initial medium moist to dry condition, the end result
would be swelling of the soil under the center of the slab. Both of these conditions effectively
result in a center lift condition. A similar dialogue could be developed for an edge lift scenario if
the expansive soils are dry initially, and become wetted due to irrigation, or other influences after
construction which would cause swelling of the soil supporting the edge. Given that the current
moisture of the soil mantle within about 3-4 feet of the ground surface will be different now than
when our samples were taken, and given that the moisture content during the future construction
will also be different than either now, or during our geotechnical engineering exploration and
testing, the PTI parameters provided may need to be verified if these are a critical component of
the design. Furthermore, the scope of service of our geotechnical engineering study did not
include hydrometer analyses of the soils, therefore the parameters provided are based on our
estimates of the percentage of clay rather than on hydrometer analyses test results.
Mat Foundation Design Parameters
We calculated a net allowable bearing capacity of 1,300 psf for the clay soils under saturated
conditions, however we suspect that the design load of a mat foundation will be limited by the
allowable settlement of the structure rather than the soil bearing capacity. The table presented
above shows the estimated settlement of a 40’ x 40’mat foundation vs. the design load of the
mat.
From the PTI Manual
The Thornthwaite moisture index obtained from Figure A.3.2, (PTI Manual) for the Ridgeway
area is nominally 0. Correspondingly the Edge moisture Variation Distance (em) for and Edge
Lift Condition is nominally 3 to 4 feet and for a Center Lift nominally 3½ to 5 feet.
Center Lift Condition
Given that the soils generally ranged from about 62 to 98 percent passing the #200 sieve
(accounting for both silt and clay) we estimate that the highest estimated montmorillonite
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component of the soil is nominally about 60%. Using the estimated depth to constant suction of
5 feet, an em = 4 feet the estimate differential swell range of 0.217 to 0.485 inch (using soil
suction of 3.2 – 3.4 pF respectively) for a center lift scenario is estimated. (From Table A.3.14)
Edge Lift Condition
For an Edge Lift condition and the same general parameters discussed above the estimated
differential swell ranges from about 0.202 to 0.415 inch (using soil suction of 3.2 – 3.4 pF
respectively) for an edge lift scenario is estimated. (From Table A.3.29)
We do not know if a center lift or edge lift condition is more likely to occur than the other
without additional data, including a moisture condition analysis of the site soil conducted
immediately prior to construction.
5.3 General Shallow Foundation Considerations
Some movement and settlement of any shallow foundation system will occur after construction.
Movement associated with swelling soils also occurs occasionally. Utility line connections
through and foundation or structural component should be appropriately sleeved to reduce the
potential for damage to the utility line. Flexible utility line connections will further reduce the
potential for damage associated with movement of the structure.
Deep Foundation Design Considerations
Since the support elevation of any deep foundation system is at depths where the support
materials are not typically influenced by climatic conditions, deep foundation systems are less
susceptible to movement associated with either the swelling of expansive support materials, or
consolidation of soft, wet materials. Deep foundation systems with structurally supported floors
provide the best protection of the structure from post construction volume changes (either
consolidation or expansion) and are therefore the design with the least likelihood of postconstruction movement of the foundation that could result in cosmetic or structural damage to
the proposed building.
We feel two viable deep foundation design concepts for this project include driven piles and
helical piers. Piles are typically driven into the ground until the appropriate set criteria or end
bearing elevation is attained. Steel “H-Piles” and steel “Pipe Piles” are common pile types
which have been installed in western Colorado. A helical pier is a foundation element consisting
of a central shaft with at least one helix plate located on the shaft with its axis positioned parallel
to the shaft’s length. The helical pier is rotated while being advanced to the proper bearing
stratum. In either case the deep foundation system is often capped with a grade beam or similar
structural component which is intended to distribute the imposed structural loads to each deep
foundation system component.
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In a Helical Pier system, the correct rotational rate versus advancement rate is critical for proper
performance of the pier. Typically, the installation torque is monitored during installation and
utilized to assess the load carrying capacity of the pier. The torque verse load carrying capacity
relationship is established by the pier manufacturer.
There are many types and brands of helical piers available. Since there are numerous
proprietary helical pier suppliers, each manufacturer has different techniques to estimate the load
carrying capacity of their product. Helical piers which are not installed to appropriate bearing
elevations may not provide sufficient support for the proposed structure.
We encountered relatively loose to medium dense sand and gravel starting at a depth of
approximately 40 feet to the bottom of our test boring at 71 feet. We feel that there may be a
potential for a helical pier to achieve the proper torque and provide an adequate load carrying
capacity for the pier in the site sand and gravels. If a helical pier foundation system is being
considered as a foundation system alternative, we recommend contacting a helical pier contractor
to provide additional information after review of our study. In addition, we recommend
advancement of a test helical pier(s) and load testing be performed. We are available to provide
assistance or further information to the helical pier contractor if desired.

6.0 RETAINING STRUCTURES
We understand that laterally loaded walls may be constructed as part of this site development.
Lateral loads will be imposed on the retaining structures by the adjacent soils and, in some cases,
surcharge loads on the retained soils. The loads imposed by the soil are commonly referred to as
lateral earth pressures. The magnitude of the lateral earth pressure forces is partially dependent
on the soil strength characteristics, the geometry of the ground surface adjacent to the retaining
structure, the subsurface water conditions and on surcharge loads.
The site soils generally have a poor suitability as retaining wall backfill. The retaining walls
may be designed using the lateral earth pressure values for imported granular soil that are
tabulated below.
Type of Lateral Earth Pressure
Active
At-rest
Passive
Allowable Coefficient of Friction
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The granular soil that is used for the retaining wall backfill may be permeable and may allow
water migration to the foundation support soils. There are several options available to help
reduce water migration to the foundation soils, two of which are discussed here. An impervious
geotextile layer and shallow drain system may be incorporated into the backfill, as discussed in
Section 9.5, Landscaping Considerations, below. A second option is to place a geotextile filter
material on top of the granular soils and above that place about one and one-half (1½) to two (2)
feet of moisture conditioned and compacted site clay soils. It should be noted that if the site clay
soils are used volume changes may occur which will influence the performance of overlying
concrete flatwork or structural components.
The values tabulated above are for well drained backfill soils. The values provided above do
not include any forces due to adjacent surcharge loads or sloped soils. If the backfill soils
become saturated the imposed lateral earth pressures will be significantly higher than those
tabulated above.
The granular imported soil backfill values tabulated above are appropriate for material with an
angle of internal friction of thirty-five (35) degrees, or greater. The granular backfill must be
placed within the retaining structure zone of influence as shown below in order for the lateral
earth pressure values tabulated above for the granular material to be appropriate.

Retaining wall zone
of influence
Retaining
Structure

Impervious soil
backfill for
upper 2 feet
55 Degrees

Retaining Structure Zone of
Influence Concept, No Scale
If a granular backfill is chosen it should not extend to the ground surface. Some granular soils
allow ready water migration which may result in increased water access to the foundation soils.
The upper few feet of the backfill should be constructed using an impervious soil such as siltyclay and clay soils from the project site, if these soils are available.
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Backfill should not be placed and compacted behind the retaining structure unless approved by
the project structural engineer. Backfill placed prior to construction of all appropriate structural
members such as floors, or prior to appropriate curing of the retaining wall concrete (if used)
may result in severe damage and/or failure of the retaining structure.

7.0 SUBSURFACE DRAIN SYSTEM
A subsurface drain system and/or weep holes should be included in the retaining structure
design. Exterior retaining structures may be constructed with weep holes to allow subsurface
water migration through the retaining structures. A drain system constructed with a free draining
aggregate material and a perforated pipe should be constructed adjacent to retaining structures or
adjacent to foundation walls on sites with expansive soil conditions. We suggest that the system
consist of a fabric-wrapped aggregate, or a sand material (some sands may not need fabric, we
are available to discuss this with you) which surrounds a rigid perforated pipe. We typically do
not recommend use of flexible corrugated perforated pipe since it is not readily possible to
establish a uniform gradient of the flexible pipe throughout the drain system alignment.
Corrugated drain tile is perforated throughout the entire circumference of the pipe and therefore
water can escape from the perforations at undesirable locations after being collected. The nature
of the perforations of the corrugated material further decreases its effectiveness as a subsurface
drain conduit.
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The drain system pipe should be graded to surface outlets or a sump vault. Typically a
minimum gradient of about two (2) percent is preferred for subsurface drain systems, but site
geometry and topography may influence the actual installed pipe gradient. Water must not be
allowed to pool along any portion of the subsurface drain system. An improperly constructed
subsurface drain system may actually promote water access to undesirable locations. The drain
system pipe should be surrounded by about two (2) to four (4) cubic feet per lineal foot of free
draining aggregate or sand. If a sump vault and pump are incorporated into the subsurface drain
system, care should be taken so that the water pumped from the vault does not recirculate
through pervious soils and obtain access to the basement or crawl space areas. A generalized

Geotextile filter fabric, if appropriate
Retaining or
foundation wall
Impervious backfill for upper 2
feet, or landscape drain. See
Section 9.5 more information

Water proof
membrane or
similar placed on
the foundation wall
and extending
below outer face of
footing and below
drain pipe*

Compacted backfill that
meets lateral earth pressure
design criteria.

Pervious drain board or
fabric (optional)

Perforated pipe surrounded by
fabric wrapped free-draining
material. Note: The elevation
of the pipe will depend on the
location in the system at
which the cross section is
considered.

Footing

Subsurface Drain System Concept

No Scale

*Note: The use of and placement of an impervious membrane as shown is not recommended where very moist soil conditions exist
below the drain system because the membrane may inhibit vapor rise of the soil resulting in increased soil moisture content of the
footing support materials. Please contact us if additional information is needed regarding drain system concepts.

subsurface drain system concept is shown below.
There are often aspects of each site and structure which require some tailoring of the subsurface
drain system to meet the needs of individual projects. We are available to provide consultation
for the subsurface drain system for this project, if desired.
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8.0 CONCRETE FLATWORK
We understand that both interior and exterior concrete flatwork will be included in the project
design. Concrete flatwork is typically lightly loaded and has a limited capability to resist shear
forces associated with uplift from swelling soils and/or frost heave. It is prudent for the design
and construction of concrete flatwork on this project to be able to accommodate some movement
associated with swelling soil conditions, if possible.
The soil samples tested have maximum a measured swell pressure of 2,000 pounds per square
foot and a magnitude swell potential of about 3.0 percent under a 100 pound per square foot
surcharge load.
Due to the measured swell potential and swell pressure we feel that interior floors supported
over a crawl space are less likely to experience movement than are concrete slabs support on
grade. The following recommendations are appropriate for garage floor slabs and for interior
floor slabs if the owner is willing to accept the risk of potential movement of interior floor slabs
supported on grade.
8.1 Interior Concrete Slab-on-Grade Floors
A primary goal in the design and construction of interior concrete slab-on-grade floors is to
reduce the amount of post construction uplift associated with swelling soils, or downward
movement due to consolidation of soft soils. A parallel goal is to reduce the potential for
damage to the structure associated with any movement of the slab-on-grade which may occur.
There are limited options available to help mitigate the influence of volume changes in the
support soil for concrete slab-on-grade floors, these include;
•
•

Preconstruction scarification, moisture conditioning and re-compaction of the natural
soils in areas proposed for support of concrete flatwork, and/or,
Placement and compaction of granular compacted structural fill material.

Damage associated with movement of interior concrete slab-on-grade floor can be reduced by
designing the floors as “floating” slabs. The concrete slabs should not be structurally tied to the
foundations or the overlying structure. Interior walls or columns should not be supported on the
interior floor slabs. Movement of interior walls or columns due to uplift of the floor slab can
cause severe damage throughout the structure. Interior walls may be structurally supported from
framing above the floor, or interior walls and support columns may be supported on interior
portions of the foundation system.
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The only means to completely mitigate the influence of volume changes on the performance of
interior floors is to structurally support the floors. Floors that are suspended by the foundation
system will not be influenced by volume changes in the site soils. The suggestions and
recommendations presented below are intended to help reduce the influence of swelling soils on
the performance of the concrete slab-on-grade floors.
Interior concrete slab-on-grade floors may be supported by a composite fill blanket which is
composed of a six (6) inch thick lower layer of scarified, moisture conditioned natural soil that is
overlain by a twelve (12) inch thick blanket of compacted structural fill. The scarified fill
material and the compacted structural fill material should be constructed as discussed under the
Construction Considerations, “Fill Placement Considerations” section of this report below.”
Capillary and vapor moisture rise through the slab support soil may provide a source for
moisture in the concrete slab-on-grade floor. This moisture may promote development of mold
or mildew in poorly ventilated areas and may influence the performance of floor coverings and
mastic placed directly on the floor slabs. The type of floor covering, adhesives used, and other
considerations that are not related to the geotechnical engineering practice will influence the
design. The architect, builder and particularly the floor covering/adhesive manufacturer should
be contacted regarding the appropriate level of protection required for their products.
Comments for Reduction of Capillary Rise
One option to stop capillary rise through the floor slab is to place a layer of clean aggregate
material, such as washed concrete aggregate for the upper four (4) to six (6) inches of fill
material supporting the concrete slabs.
Comments for Reduction of Vapor Rise
To reduce vapor rise through the floors slab a moisture barrier such as a 6 mil (or thicker)
plastic, or similar impervious geotextile material is often be placed below the floor slab. The
material used should be protected from punctures that will occur during the construction process.
There are proprietary barriers that are puncture resistant that may not need the underlying layer
of protective material. Some of these barriers are robust material that may be placed below the
compacted structural fill layer. We do not recommend placement of the concrete directly on a
moisture barrier unless the concrete contractor has had previous experience with curing of
concrete placed in this manner. As mentioned above, the architect, builder and particularly the
floor covering/adhesive manufacturer should be contacted regarding the appropriate level of
moisture and vapor protection required for their products.
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The project structural engineer should be contacted to provide steel reinforcement design
considerations for the proposed floor slabs. Any steel reinforcement placed in the slab should be
placed at the appropriate elevations to allow for proper interaction of the reinforcement with
tensile stresses in the slab. Reinforcement steel that is allowed to cure at the bottom of the slab
will not provide adequate reinforcement.
8.2 Exterior Concrete Flatwork Considerations
Exterior concrete flatwork includes concrete driveway slabs, aprons, patios, and walkways.
The desired performance of exterior flatwork typically varies depending on the proposed use of
the site and each owner’s individual expectations. As with interior flatwork, exterior flatwork is
particularly prone to movement and potential damage due to movement of the support soils.
This movement and associated damage may be reduced by following the recommendations
discussed under interior flatwork, above. Unlike interior flatwork, exterior flatwork may be
exposed to frost heave, particularly on sites with high silt-content soils. It may be prudent to
remove silt soils from exterior flatwork support areas where movement of exterior flatwork will
adversely affect the project, such as near the interface between the driveway and the interior
garage floor slab. If silt soils are encountered, they should be removed to the maximum depth of
frost penetration for the area where movement of exterior flatwork is undesirable.
If some movement of exterior flatwork is acceptable, we suggest that the support areas be
prepared by scarification, moisture conditioning and re-compaction of about four (4) inches of
the natural soils followed by placement of about four (4) to six (6) inches of compacted granular
fill material. The scarified material and granular fill materials should be placed as discussed
under the Construction Considerations, “Fill Placement Recommendations” section of this
report, below.
It is important that exterior flatwork be separated from exterior column supports, masonry
veneer, finishes and siding. No support columns, for the structure or exterior decks, should be
placed on exterior concrete unless movement of the columns will not adversely affect the
supported structural components. Movement of exterior flatwork may cause damage if it is in
contact with portions of the structure exterior.
It should be noted that silt and silty sand soils located near the ground surface are particularly
prone to frost heave. Soils with an appreciable silt content have the ability to retain significant
moisture. The ability for the soils to accumulate moisture combined with a relatively shallow
source of subsurface water and the fact that the winter temperatures in the area often very cold
all contribute to a high potential for frost heave of exterior structural components. We
recommend that the silt soils be removed from the support areas of exterior components that are
sensitive to movement associated with frost heave. These soils should be replaced with a
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material that is not susceptible to frost heave. Aggregate road base and similar materials retain
less water than fine-grained soils and are therefore less prone to frost heave. We are available to
discuss this concept with you as the plans progress.
Exterior flatwork should not be placed on soils prepared for support of landscaping vegetation.
Cultivated soils will not provide suitable support for concrete flatwork.
8.3 General Concrete Flatwork Comments
It is relatively common that both interior and exterior concrete flatwork is supported by areas of
fill adjacent to either shallow foundation walls or basement retaining walls. A typical sketch of
this condition is shown below.
Concrete Slab-on-grade
Foundation or
retaining wall
Limit of construction
excavation

Wall backfill area

Wall Backfill and Slab Support
Sketch

No Scale

Settlement of the backfill shown above will create a void and lack of soil support for the
portions of the slab over the backfill. Settlement of the fill supporting the concrete flatwork is
likely to cause damage to the slab-on-grade. Settlement and associated damage to the concrete
flatwork may occur when the backfill is relatively deep, even if the backfill is compacted.
If this condition is likely to exist on this site it may be prudent to design the slab to be
structurally supported on the retaining or foundation wall and designed to span to areas away
from the backfill area as designed by the project structural engineer. We are available to discuss
this with you.
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9.0 CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS
This section of the report provides comments, considerations and recommendations for aspects
of the site construction which may influence, or be influenced by the geotechnical engineering
considerations discussed above. The information presented below is not intended to discuss all
aspects of the site construction conditions and considerations that may be encountered as the
project progresses. If any questions arise as a result of our recommendations presented above, or
if unexpected subsurface conditions are encountered during construction we should be contacted
immediately.
9.1 Fill Placement Recommendations
There are several references throughout this report regarding both natural soil and compacted
structural fill recommendations. The recommendations presented below are appropriate for the
fill placement considerations discussed throughout the report above.
All areas to receive fill, structural components, or other site improvements should be properly
prepared and grubbed at the initiation of the project construction. The grubbing operations
should include scarification and removal of organic material and soil. No fill material or
concrete should be placed in areas where existing vegetation or fill material exist.
We observed evidence of previous site use and existing man-placed fill during our field work
and we encountered some man-placed fill in our test borings. We suspect that man-placed fill
and subterranean structures may be encountered as the project construction progresses. All
existing fill material should be removed from areas planned for support of structural components.
Excavated areas and subterranean voids should be backfilled with properly compacted fill
material as discussed below.
9.1.1 Subgrade Soil Stabilization
We encountered subsurface water within our test borings above the elevation of some of the
anticipated footing support elevations. We suspect that soft, yielding soil conditions may be
encountered at various locations on the project site during construction. This material may be
challenging to compact in preparation for placement of overlying fill material. We have
provided two (2) general categories of concepts to stabilize these soils to provide a suitable
substrate for placement and compaction of overlying compacted fill. These include:
1.) Mechanical Stabilization; using soil and/or geotextile materials, and,
2.) Chemical Stabilization; using dry Portland cement.
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Mechanical stabilization of soil often includes placement of aggregate material and/or larger
cobbles (3-4 inch size) into an area where the soils are yielding. The most predictable technique
is to over-excavate these soft areas by about 8 to 12 inches, (or more, if needed) lightly proof
compact the exposed soil, place a layer of geogrid-type material, such as Tensar TX-140 (or BX1100 if available), or similar material, followed by placement of a “clean crushed aggregate”
material with a nominal maximum size of one (1) inch and not more than about five (5) percent
passing the #4 sieve. This clean crushed aggregate material should then be consolidated with a
plate-type compactor. A less robust fabric, such as a spun filter fabric, or a woven geotextile,
(such as Mirafi rs280i, or less desirable, but often suitable, Mirafi 500X) is placed on top of this
aggregate layer followed by placement and compaction of the overlying fill material. For sites
with extremely soft conditions it may be necessary to increase the clean aggregate layer to about
18 inches and place an intermediate layer of geogrid (or fabric) at mid-height of this layer.
Chemical stabilization using Portland cement is effective for most soils. Generally this
technique is more suitable for isolated soft areas. Generally dry Portland cement powder may be
placed on the surface of the soft yielding material and subsequently mixed into the soil. The
effectiveness of this technique is partially dependent upon the thoroughness of the mixing. If it
can be thoroughly mixed the application rate of the Portland cement need not be more than 10
percent, and often an application of 5 to 7 percent will provide a significant decrease in free
water and stabilize the material. After mixing, the material should be allowed to “rest” for about
two of more hours prior to compaction. The treated material will often yield some during initial
compaction, but will generally increase in rigidity as the process of hydration begins takes place.
If yielding under compaction is excessive, the material should be allowed “cure” additionally
prior to continued compaction effort being applied. Often it takes more time, such as overnight,
to allow the cement to fully stabilize the material so this strategy is often implement in an area at
the end of a work day and allowed to cure overnight followed by subsequent fill placement on
the following day.
9.1.2 Natural Soil Fill
Any natural soil used for any fill purpose should be free of all deleterious material, such as
organic material and construction debris. Natural soil fill includes excavated and replaced
material or in-place scarified material.
Due to low strength and potentially expansive characteristics of the natural soil we do not
recommend that it be used as fill material for direct support of structural components. The
natural soils may be used to establish general site elevation.
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The natural soils should be moisture conditioned, either by addition of water to dry soils, or by
processing to allow drying of wet soils. The proposed fill materials should be moisture
conditioned to between about optimum and about two (2) percent above optimum soil moisture
content. This moisture content can be estimated in the field by squeezing a sample of the soil in
the palm of the hand. If the material easily makes a cast of soil which remains in-tact, and a
minor amount of surface moisture develops on the cast, the material is close to the desired
moisture content. Material testing during construction is the best means to assess the soil
moisture content.
Moisture conditioning of clay or silt soils may require many hours of processing. If possible,
water should be added and thoroughly mixed into fine grained soil such as clay or silt the day
prior to use of the material. This technique will allow for development of a more uniform
moisture content and will allow for better compaction of the moisture conditioned materials.
The moisture conditioned soil should be placed in lifts that do not exceed the capabilities of the
compaction equipment used and compacted to at least ninety (90) percent of maximum dry
density as defined by ASTM D1557, modified Proctor test. We typically recommend a
maximum fill lift thickness of six (6) inches for hand operated equipment and eight (8) to ten
(10) inches for larger equipment. Care should be exercised in placement of utility trench backfill
so that the compaction operations do not damage the underlying utilities.
Typically the maximum lift thickness is about six (6) to eight (8) inches, therefore the
maximum allowable rock size for natural soil fill is about six (6) inches. If smaller compaction
equipment is being used, such as walk behind compactors in trenches, the maximum rock size
should be less than about three (3) inches.
9.1.3 Granular Compacted Structural Fill
Granular compacted structural fill is referenced in numerous locations throughout the text of
this report. Granular compacted structural fill should be constructed using an imported
commercially produced rock product such as aggregate road base. Many products other than
road base, such as clean aggregate or select crusher fines may be suitable, depending on the
intended use. If a specification is needed by the design professional for development of project
specifications, a material conforming to the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
“Class 6” aggregate road base material can be specified. This specification can include an option
for testing and approval in the event the contractor’s desired material does not conform to the
Class 6 aggregate specifications. We have provided the CDOT Specifications for Class 6
material below:
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Grading of CDOT Class 6 Aggregate Base-Course Material
Sieve Size
Percent Passing Each Sieve
¾ inch
100
#4
30 – 65
#8
25 – 55
#200
3 – 12
Liquid Limit less than 30
All compacted structural fill should be moisture conditioned and compacted to at least ninety
(90) percent of maximum dry density as defined by ASTM D1557, modified Proctor test. Areas
where the structural fill will support traffic loads under concrete slabs or asphalt concrete should
be compacted to at least ninety-five (95) percent of maximum dry density as defined by ASTM
D1557, modified Proctor test.
Although clean-screened or washed aggregate may be suitable for use as structural fill on sites
with sand or non-expansive silt soils, or on sites where shallow subsurface water is present, clean
aggregate materials must not be used on any site where expansive soils exist due to the potential
for water to accumulate in the voids of the clean aggregate materials.
Clean aggregate fill, if appropriate for the site soil conditions, must not be placed in lifts
exceeding eight (8) inches and each lift should be thoroughly vibrated, preferably with a platetype vibratory compactor prior to placing overlying lifts of material or structural components.
We should be contacted prior to the use of clean aggregate fill materials to evaluate their
suitability for use on this project.
9.2 Excavation Considerations
Unless a specific classification is performed, the site soils should be considered as an
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Type C soil and should be sloped
and/or benched according to the current OSHA regulations. Excavations should be sloped and
benched to prevent wall collapse. Any soil can release suddenly and cave unexpectedly from
excavation walls, particularly if the soils is very moist, or if fractures within the soil are present.
Daily observations of the excavations should be conducted by OSHA competent site personnel to
assess safety considerations.
We encountered free subsurface water in our test borings. If water is encountered during
construction, it may be necessary to dewater excavations to provide for suitable working
conditions.
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If possible excavations should be constructed to allow for water flow from the excavation the
event of precipitation during construction. If this is not possible it may be necessary to remove
water from snowmelt or precipitation from the foundation excavations to help reduce the
influence of this water on the soil support conditions and the site construction characteristics.
9.2.1 Excavation Cut Slopes
We anticipate that some permanent excavation cut slopes may be included in the site
development. Temporary cut slopes should not exceed five (5) feet in height and should not be
steeper than about one to one (1:1, horizontal to vertical) for most soils. Permanent cut slopes of
greater than five (5) feet or steeper than two and one-half to one (2½:1, h:v) must be analyzed on
a site specific basis.
We did not observe evidence of existing unstable slope areas influencing the site, but due to the
steepness and extent of the slopes in the area we suggest that the magnitude of the proposed
excavation slopes be minimized and/or supported by retaining structures.
9.3 Utility Considerations
Subsurface utility trenches will be constructed as part of the site development. Utility line
backfill often becomes a conduit for post construction water migration. If utility line trenches
approach the proposed project site from above, water migrating along the utility line and/or
backfill may have direct access to the portions of the proposed structure where the utility line
penetrations are made through the foundation system. The foundation soils in the vicinity of the
utility line penetration may be influenced by the additional subsurface water. There are a few
options to help mitigate water migration along utility line backfill. Backfill bulkheads
constructed with high clay content soils and/or placement of subsurface drains to promote utility
line water discharge through the foundation drain system.
Some movement of all structural components is normal and expected. The amount of
movement may be greater on sites with problematic soil conditions. Utility line penetrations
through any walls or floor slabs should be sleeved so that movement of the walls or slabs does
not induce movement or stress in the utility line. Utility connections should be flexible to allow
for some movement of the floor slab.
9.4 Exterior Grading and Drainage Comments
The ground surface adjacent to the structure should be sloped to promote water flow away from
the foundation system and flatwork. Snow storage areas should not be located in areas which
will allow for snowmelt water access to support soils for the foundation system or flatwork.
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Water flow from the roof of the structure should be captured and directed away from the
structure. If the roof water is collected in an eave gutter system, or similar, the discharge points
of the system must be located away from areas where the water will have access to the
foundation backfill or any structure support soils. If downspouts are used, provisions should be
made to either collect or direct the water away from the structure.
The project civil engineering consultant or builder should develop a drainage scheme for the
site. We typically suggest a minimum fall of about eight (8) to ten (10) percent away from the
structure, in the absence of design criteria from others. Care should be taken to not direct water
onto adjacent property or to areas that would negatively influence existing structures or
improvements.
9.5 Landscaping Considerations
We recommend against construction of landscaping which requires excessive irrigation.
Generally landscaping which uses abundant water requires that the landscaping contractor install
topsoil which will retain moisture. The topsoil is often placed in flattened areas near the
structure to further trap water and reduce water migration from away from the landscaped areas.
Unfortunately almost all aspects of landscape construction and development of lush vegetation
are contrary to the establishment of a relatively dry area adjacent to the foundation walls. Excess
water from landscaped areas near the structure can migrate to the foundation system or flatwork
support soils, which can result in volume changes in these soils.
A relatively common concept used to collect and subsequently reduce the amount of excess
irrigation water is to glue or attach an impermeable geotextile fabric or heavy mill plastic to the
foundation wall and extend it below the topsoil which is used to establish the landscape
vegetation. A thin layer of sand can be placed on top of the geotextile material to both protect
the geotextile from punctures and to serve as a medium to promote water migration to the
collection trench and perforated pipe. The landscape architect or contractor should be contacted
for additional information regarding specific construction considerations for this concept which
is shown in the sketch below.
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Perforated pipe
surrounded by freedraining material

Foundation Wall

Impermeable geotextile
material, lapped and
glued to the foundation
wall above grade

Approximate
limit
foundation
excavation
backfill

Filter Fabric

Shallow Landscaping Drain Concept

No Scale

A free draining aggregate or sand may be placed in the collection trench around the perforated
pipe. The perforated pipe should be graded to allow for positive flow of excess irrigation water
away from the structure or other area where additional subsurface water is undesired. Preferably
the geotextile material should extend at least ten (10) or more feet from the foundation system.
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Care should be taken to not place exterior flatwork such as sidewalks or driveways on soils that
have been tilled and prepared for landscaping. Tilled soils will settle which can cause damage to
the overlying flatwork. Tilled soils placed on sloped areas often “creep” down-slope. Any
structure or structural component placed on this material will move down-slope with the tilled
soil and may become damaged.
9.6 Soil Sulfate Content, Corrosion Issues
The requested scope of our services did not include assessment of the chemical constituents of
corrosion potential of the site soils. Most soils in southwest Colorado are not typically corrosive
to concrete. There has not been a history of damage to concrete due to sulfate corrosion in the
area.
We are available to perform soluble sulfate content tests to assess the corrosion potential of the
soils on concrete if desired.
9.7 Radon Issues
The requested scope of service of this report did not include assessment of the site soils for
radon production. Many soils and formational materials in western Colorado produce Radon
gas. The structure should be appropriately ventilated to reduce the accumulation of Radon gas in
the structure. Several Federal Government agencies including the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) have information and guidelines available for Radon considerations and home
construction. If a radon survey of the site soils is desired, please contact us.

10.0 PAVEMENT SECTION THICKNESS DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
10.1 Flexible Pavement
We performed a California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test on a composite sample of soil obtained
from shallow depth of our test borings. Based on the results of the CBR test, we used a
correlated subgrade resilient modulus (Mr )equal to 2,900 psi for the following pavement section
thickness design.
Due to the presence of existing man placed fill at the site as well as the saturated conditions of
portions of the site, we anticipate there may be soft/yielding areas that will need to be addressed
during subgrade preparation and proof rolling operations.
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We recommend that the subgrade soils be proof-rolled prior to the scarification and processing
operations. Any soft areas observed during the proof-rolling operations should be removed and
replaced with properly processed materials and/or granular aggregate materials as part of the
subgrade preparation.
The site subgrade pavement section support soils must be scarified to a depth of twelve (12)
inches, moisture conditioned and compacted prior to placement of the overlying aggregate
pavement section materials. The material should be moisture conditioned to within about two
(2) percent of the optimum moisture content and compacted to at least ninety (90) percent of
maximum dry density as determined by the modified Proctor test, ASTM D1557.
The surface of the subgrade soil should be graded and contoured to be approximately parallel to
the finished grade of the asphalt surface.
The aggregate materials used within the pavement section should conform to the requirements
outlined in the current Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction, Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT). The aggregate base material should be a three-quarter (3/4) inch minus
material that conforms to the CDOT Class 6 aggregate base course specifications and have an Rvalue of at least 78. The aggregate sub-base course should conform to the CDOT specifications
for Class 2 material and should have a minimum R-value 70. Other material may be suitable for
use in the pavement section, but materials different than those listed above should be tested and
observed by us prior to inclusion in the project design or construction. Aggregate sub-base and
base-course materials should be compacted to at least ninety-five (95) percent of maximum dry
density as defined by the modified Proctor test, ASTM D1557.
We recommend that the asphalt concrete used on this project be mixed in accordance with a
design prepared by a licensed professional engineer, or an asphalt concrete specialist. We should
be contacted to review the mix design prior to placement at the project site. We recommend that
the asphalt concrete be compacted to between ninety-two (92) and ninety-six (96) percent of the
maximum theoretical density.
The CBR test was performed on a composite of soil materials obtained from shallow depths of
our test borings. The value that we used for the design is based on ninety (90) percent relative
compaction of the maximum dry density as obtained from ASTM D1557/AASHTO T-180
(Modified Proctor) for the samples tested. A CBR correlated subgrade resilient modulus
Mr equal to 2,900 psi was used for our pavement section thickness design recommendations
provided below. Other assumptions made for our analysis are listed below.
•
•
•

Reliability Factor R(%)=75%
Overall Standard Deviation, So=.44
Estimated Total 18-kpe ESAL value=50,000 and 100,000
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective Roadbed Soils Resilient Modulus (psi), Mr=2,900
Change is serviceability index, Δ PSI=2.5
Structural Coefficient of Asphalt Pavement = 0.44
Structural Coefficient of Aggregate Base Course=0.11
Structural Coefficient of Aggregate Sub-Base Course=0.09
Modifying Structural Layer Coefficients for aggregate base course and aggregate subbase course layers, mi=1.0 (fair drainage conditions with 5%-25% saturation frequency)

Based on the above assumptions and laboratory test data obtained for the native on-site soil
materials, we obtained a structure number (SN) of 2.63 for 50,000 18K ESAL, and 2.92 for
100,000 18K ESAL.
We have provided pavement section thicknesses for both 50,000 and 100,000 - 18,000 pound
equivalent single axle loads (18k ESAL). We are available to provide additional design sections
based on alternative traffic loads and design parameters, if these are desired. The project civil
engineer, or contractor can evaluate the best combination of materials for economic
considerations.
Pavement Section Design Thickness
50,000 18k ESAL
Pavement Section Component
Asphalt Concrete
Class 6
Class 2
Reconditioned Subgrade

Alternative Thicknesses of Each Component
(inches)
4
4
4
3
8
4
3
4
0
5
6
10
12
12
12
12

Pavement Section Design Thickness
100,000 18k ESAL
Pavement Section Component
Asphalt Concrete
Class 6
Class 2
Reconditioned Subgrade

Alternative Thicknesses of Each Component
(inches)
5
5
4
4
4
7
3
11
6
4
0
5
0
6
8
12
12
12
12
12
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The pavement section thicknesses tabulated above are appropriate for the post-construction
residential traffic use. Heavy construction equipment traffic will have a significant influence on
the quality, character, and design life of the pavement sections tabulated above. If possible we
recommend that a partial section be constructed followed by construction of an overlay after
completion of the construction operations. We are available to discuss this with you as the
project progresses.
10.2 General Parking Area Considerations
Water intrusion into the pavement section support materials will negatively influence the
performance of the parking lot surface. Water from irrigation, water from natural sources that
migrates into the soils beneath landscapes surface, and water from any source that gains access to
the support materials can all decrease the life of the parking lot surface. Care should be taken
along curbs and any edge of the parking lot to develop an interface between the material that will
reduce subsurface and surface water migration into the support soil and pavement section
materials. Landscape islands and other irrigated features often promote water migration since
no surface flow from these features typically occurs. The same can occur along perimeter cub
areas.
Water will often migrate along the interface of concrete curbs and gutter areas early in the life
of any parking area. The tendency for this type of migration often decreases with time, but can
be reduced by compaction of materials along the outside base of curb areas adjacent to the
interface of the concrete curb and the underlying soil prior to placement of landscaping soil
above this interface.
10.3 Rigid Pavement
Our pavement thickness recommendations for rigid Portland Cement Concrete pavements are
based on an assumed traffic volume and a modulus of subgrade reaction obtained from the
California Bearing Ratio test performed on the composite subgrade soil sample obtained during
our field study. A modulus of subgrade reaction of 50 pounds per cubic inch was used in our
rigid pavement section analysis. The thickness of the proposed Portland Cement Concrete
Pavement is dependent on traffic loading, the strength of the concrete, and the type of material
supporting the concrete. We recommend the rigid concrete pavement be supported by at least a
six (6) inch thick blanket of compacted Class 6 road base aggregate compacted to ninety (90)
percent of maximum dry density as defined by ASTM D1557. The thickness of the concrete
pavement and the strength of the concrete are presented below.
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28-Day Concrete
Compressive Strength
(PSI)
3,200
3,650
4,150
4,750

Concrete Thickness Based on the
Type of Support Material*
A
B
C
7
6½
6
5½

6
6
5½
5

5½
5
5
4½

*the type of support materials are listed below
A

- Twelve (12) inch thick layer of natural soil scarified, moisture conditioned and
compacted top ninety (90) percent of maximum dry density as defined by ASTM
D1557, modified Proctor test

B

- Six (6) inch thick blanket of compacted Class 6 road base aggregate compacted
to ninety (90) percent of maximum dry density as defined by ASTM D1557

C

- Six (6) inch thick blanket of compacted cement treated Class 6 road base
aggregate compacted to ninety (90) percent of maximum dry density as defined
by ASTM D1557.

Concrete sidewalks should have a nominal thickness of four (4) inches in areas where no
vehicle traffic will be allowed and at least five (5) inches where traffic will be allowed on or
across the sidewalks.
All concrete or compacted road base aggregate materials should be supported on prepared
subgrade which is at least six (6) inches thick. The prepared subgrade should consist of either
compacted structural fill to establish subgrade elevation or natural soils which are scarified to a
depth of six (6) inches, moisture conditioned to near optimum moisture content, and
recompacted to at least ninety 90 percent of the maximum dry density as defined by ASTM
D1557, modified moisture content-dry density relationship (proctor) test. If during subgrade
preparation any loose or yielding area or any areas of poorly constructed man-placed fill are
encountered they should be removed and replaced with compacted structural fill. Suggestions
for constructing compacted structural fill are presented below.
The Portland cement concrete should be from an approved concrete mix design stating the
proportions and mixtures of the mix. We recommend verification of the mix design prior to
paving. The coarse and fine aggregate used in the concrete mix should be tested for their
suitability for use as concrete aggregate.
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The concrete pavement should be appropriately jointed and structurally reinforced to help
control the location of cracking. The structural engineer should be contacted to provide
structural design recommendations or structural reinforcement and joint design of the concrete
pavement.

11.0 CONSTRUCTION MONITORING AND TESTING
Construction monitoring including engineering observations and materials testing during
construction is a critical aspect of the geotechnical engineering contribution to any project.
Unexpected subsurface conditions are often encountered during construction. The site foundation
excavation should be observed by the geotechnical engineer or a representative during the early
stages of the site construction to verify that the actual subsurface soil and water conditions were
properly characterized as part of field exploration, laboratory testing and engineering analysis. If
the subsurface conditions encountered during construction are different than those that were the
basis of the geotechnical engineering report then modifications to the design may be
implemented prior to placement of fill materials or foundation concrete.
Compaction testing of fill material should be performed throughout the project construction so
that the engineer and contractor may monitor the quality of the fill placement techniques being
used at the site. Generally we recommend that compaction testing be performed for any fill
material that is placed as part of the site development. Compaction tests should be performed on
each lift of material placed in areas proposed for support of structural components. In addition to
compaction testing we recommend that the grain size distribution, clay content and swell
potential be evaluated for any imported materials that are planned for use on the site. Concrete
tests should be performed on foundation concrete and flatwork. If asphaltic concrete is placed
for driveways or aprons near the structure we are available to provide testing of these materials
during placement. We are available to develop a testing program for soil, aggregate materials,
concrete and asphaltic concrete for this project.

12.0 CONCLUSIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
This site has shallow subsurface water, and associated soft low-strength soil conditions in some
portions of the site. Other portions of the site contain stiff, potentially expansive clay soils.
While we feel that it is feasible to develop this site as planned using relatively conventional
techniques we feel that it is prudent for us to be part of the continuing design of this project to
review and provide consultation in regard to the proposed development scheme as the project
progresses to aid in the proper interpretation and implementation of the recommendations
presented in this report. This consultation should be incorporated in the project development
prior to construction at the site. As described in Section 4, we feel that many of our
recommendations may need to be implemented on a structure by structure basis, especially those
pertaining to shallow foundations.
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The recommendations presented above are intended to be used only for this project site and the
proposed construction which was provided to us. The recommendations presented above are not
suitable for adjacent project sites, or for proposed construction that is different than that outlined
for this study.
Our recommendations are based on limited field and laboratory sampling and testing.
Unexpected subsurface conditions encountered during construction may alter our
recommendations. We should be contacted during construction to observe the exposed
subsurface soil conditions to provide comments and verification of our recommendations.
We are available to review and tailor our recommendations as the project progresses and
additional information which may influence our recommendations becomes available.

Please contact us if you have any questions, or if we may be of additional service.
Respectfully,
TRAUTNER GEOTECH LLC

Reviewed

03-12-18

Jordan Townsend, E.I.,
Engineer Intern

Tom R. Harrison, P.E.
Geotechnical Engineer
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APPENDIX A
Field Study Results

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: T.Harrison
: 3.25" I.D. Hollow
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/18/2018
: 71 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-1
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

01-23-2018 T:\Current GE\55000GE thru 55099GE\55042GE, Alpenglow Co-Housing, Ridgeway\Logs of Test Borings\Alpenglow TB-1.bor
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
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DESCRIPTION
Man Placed Fill - GRAVEL and COBBLES, slightly clayey,
sandy, dense, moist, brown
CLAY, medium stiff to stiff, very moist, gray

USCS

Depth
in
feet

GP-GC
CL

40/6
13/6
7/6
3/6
12/6

CLAY, medium stiff, very moist to wet, gray
CL
CLAY, medium stiff to soft, wet, gray

5/6
4/6

CL

1/6
3/6
3/6

GRAVEL, clayey, sandy, few cobbles, loose to medium
dense, wet, brown

8/6
9/6
11/6

SC-GC

Bottom of test boring at seventy one (71) feet

3/6
3/6
4/6

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

REMARKS

water level measured about 12 hours
after drilling

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: T.Harrison
: 4" Solid
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/18/2018
: 9 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-2
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

0

DESCRIPTION

USCS

Depth
in
feet

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

REMARKS

CLAY, soft, very moist, brown to gray

1

Set monitoring well to nine (9) feet
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2

3
2/6

organics in sampler

CL
2/6

4

water level measured about 12 hours
after drilling

5

6

7

CLAY, soft, wet, brown to gray

8

CL
1/6
3/6

9

10

Bottom of test boring at nine (9) feet

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: J.Townsend
: 4" Solid
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/18/2018
: 14 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-3
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

0

DESCRIPTION

USCS

Depth
in
feet

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

REMARKS

CLAY, few gravels, few cobbles, soft, very moist, dark
brown

1

2
water level measured about 12 hours
after drilling
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3

4

2/6
4/6

5

6

CL

7

8

9
push/12

10

3/4
4/6

11

12

CLAY, soft, wet, brown to gray

13

14

15

CL

Bottom of test boring at fourteen (14) feet

organics in sampler

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: J.Townsend
: 4" Solid
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/19/2018
: 19 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-4
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

0
1

DESCRIPTION

USCS

Depth
in
feet

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

REMARKS

CLAY, sandy, few gravels, few cobbles, stiff to very stiff,
slightly moist, brown

2
3
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4

12/6
12/6

5
6
CL
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

CLAY, medium stiff to soft, slightly moist to moist, brown

14

6/6
8/6

15

11/6

16

CL

17
18
19
20

Bottom of test boring at nineteen (19) feet

clay soils similar to soils encountered
in TB-2

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: J.Townsend
: 4" solid
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/19/2018
: 29 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-5
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

0
1

DESCRIPTION

USCS

Depth
in
feet

GP-GC

Old raildoad embankment

3

5

CLAY, sandy, few gravels, stiff to very stiff, slightly moist,
brown
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6
7
8
9

34/12

10
11
12
CL

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

GRAVEL and CLAY, sandy, medium dense, slightly moist to
dry, brown

24
25

GC-CL

26
27
28
29
30

REMARKS

Man Placed Fill - GRAVEL and COBBLES, slightly clayey,
sandy, dense, moist, brown

2

4

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

Bottom of test boring at twenty nine (29) feet

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: J.Townsend
: 4" solid
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/19/2018
: 9 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-6
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

0

DESCRIPTION

USCS

Depth
in
feet

Set monitoring well to nine (9) Feet

2
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REMARKS

CLAY, sandy, few gravels, stiff to very stiff, slightly moist,
brown

1

3

4

5
CL
10/6

6
11/6

7

8

9
8/6
8/6

10
9/6

Bottom of test boring at ten and one-half (10.5) feet
11

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: J.Townsend
: 4" solid
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/19/2018
: 19 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-7
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

0
1

DESCRIPTION

USCS

Depth
in
feet

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

REMARKS

Man Placed Fill - GRAVEL and COBBLES, slightly clayey,
sandy, dense, moist, brown
GP-GC

2
3

Old raildoad embankment

CLAY, sandy, gravelly, stiff, slightly moist, brown

4
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CL
5
6

9/6
7/6

CLAY, soft to medium stiff, very moist, gray

7
8
9

1/6
2/6

10

4/6

11
CL
12
13
14
15
16
17

CLAY, soft , wet, gray

18
19
20

CL
Bottom of test boring at nineteen (19) feet

hole collapsed, no water
measurement after drilling

Field Engineer
Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: J.Townsend
: 4" solid
: Continuous Flight Auger
: Mod. California Sampler
: 11/19/2018
: 19 feet
: See Figure in Report

LOG OF BORING TB-8
Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Ridgeway CoHousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff
Ridgeway, Colorado
Project Number: 55042GE

0
1

DESCRIPTION

USCS

Depth
in
feet

Man Placed Fill - GRAVEL and COBBLES, slightly clayey,
sandy, dense, moist, brown

Water Level

Water Level After Drilling

Standard Split Spoon

Blow Count

Water Level During Drilling

Bag Sample

Samples

Water Level

Mod. California Sampler

GRAPHIC

Sample Type

REMARKS

Existing roadway shoulder
embankment

GP-GC

2
3

CLAY, medium stiff, slightly moist to moist, brown to gray
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4

4/6

CL

5

7/6

6
7

CLAY, soft to medium stiff, very moist, brown to gray

8
9
10
11
CL

12
13
14
15
16
17

CLAY, soft , wet, gray

18
19
20

5/6

CL
Bottom of test boring at nineteen (19) feet

hole collapsed, no water
measurement after drilling

APPENDIX B
Laboratory Test Results
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3/8 in.

½ in.

¾ in.
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2 in.
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3 in.

6 in.

Particle Size Distribution Report
90
80

PERCENT FINER

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

100
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1

0.1

0.01

0.001

GRAIN SIZE - mm.
% +3"

% Gravel

0

2

% Sand
Coarse

Fine

4

11

% Fines
Silt

Clay

83

TEST RESULTS

Material Description

Opening

Percent

Spec.*

Pass?

Size

Finer

(Percent)

(X=Fail)

.375
#4
#10
#40
#200

100
100
98
94
83

CL-Lean Clay with Sand

Atterberg Limits (ASTM D 4318)
LL= 39
PI=

18

PL=

21

Classification
USCS (D 2487)=
D90=
D50=
D10=

CL

0.2004

D85=
D30=
Cu=

A-6(17)

AASHTO (M 145)=

Coefficients
0.1016

D60=
D15=
C c=

Remarks

Date Received: 1-23-18
Date Tested:
Tested By: C. Campbell & G. Jadrych

1-26-18

Checked By: J. Townsend
Title: EI
* (no specification provided)
Location: Bulk
Sample Number: 12049-AH

Date Sampled:
Client:
Project:

Ridgeway CoHousing LLC/Mick Graff
Alpenglow Co-Housing, Ridgeway

Project No:

Tested By:

Checked By:

55042GE

Figure

1-23-18
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Particle Size Distribution Report
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PERCENT FINER
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0.001

GRAIN SIZE - mm.
% +3"

% Gravel

0

1

% Sand
Coarse

Fine

3

8

TEST RESULTS

% Fines
Silt

Clay

88
Material Description

Opening

Percent

Spec.*

Pass?

Size

Finer

(Percent)

(X=Fail)

.50
.375
#4
#10
#40
#200

100
100
100
99
96
88

CL-Lean Clay

Atterberg Limits (ASTM D 4318)
LL= 44
PI=

20

PL=

24

Classification
USCS (D 2487)=

CL

A-7-6(22)

AASHTO (M 145)=

Coefficients
D90=
D50=
D10=

0.1024

D85=
D30=
Cu=

D60=
D15=
C c=
Remarks

Date Received: 1-24-18
Date Tested:
Tested By: J. Townsend & G. Jadrych

1-25-18

Checked By: J. Townsend
Title: EI
* (no specification provided)
Location: Test Boring 1
Sample Number: 12049-E

Date Sampled:

Depth: 8 1/2'-14 1/2'
Client:
Project:

Ridgeway CoHousing LLC/Mick Graff
Alpenglow Co-Housing, Ridgeway

Project No:

Tested By:

Checked By:

55042GE

Figure

1-24-18
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PERCENT FINER
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0.001

GRAIN SIZE - mm.
% +3"

% Gravel

0

0

% Sand
Coarse

Fine

0

2

TEST RESULTS

% Fines
Silt

Clay

98
Material Description

Opening

Percent

Spec.*

Pass?

Size

Finer

(Percent)

(X=Fail)

.50
.375
#4
#10
#40
#200

100
100
100
100
100
98

CH-Fat Clay

Atterberg Limits (ASTM D 4318)
LL= 61
PI=

22

PL=

39

Classification
USCS (D 2487)=

CH

A-7-6(43)

AASHTO (M 145)=

Coefficients
D90=
D50=
D10=

D85=
D30=
Cu=

D60=
D15=
C c=
Remarks

Date Received: 1-24-18
Date Tested:
Tested By: G. Jadrych & J. Townsend

1-25-18

Checked By: J. Townsend
Title: EI
* (no specification provided)
Location: Test Boring 1
Sample Number: 12049-I

Date Sampled:

Depth: 29 1/2'
Client:
Project:

Ridgeway CoHousing LLC/Mick Graff
Alpenglow Co-Housing, Ridgeway

Project No:

Tested By:

Checked By:

55042GE

Figure

1-24-18
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PERCENT FINER
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GRAIN SIZE - mm.
% +3"

% Gravel

0
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9
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TEST RESULTS

% Fines
Silt

Clay

62
Material Description

Opening

Percent

Spec.*

Pass?

Size

Finer

(Percent)

(X=Fail)

.75
.50
.375
#4
#10
#40
#200

100
100
99
91
81
72
62

CL-Sandy Lean Clay

Atterberg Limits (ASTM D 4318)
LL= 41
PI=

17

PL=

24

Classification
USCS (D 2487)=
D90=
D50=
D10=

CL

4.3135

D85=
D30=
Cu=

A-7-6(12)

AASHTO (M 145)=

Coefficients
2.8650

D60=
D15=
C c=

Remarks

Date Received: 1-24-18
Tested By: G. Jadrych

Date Tested:

1-26-18

Checked By: J. Townsend
Title: EI
* (no specification provided)
Location: Test Boring 4
Sample Number: 12049-V

Date Sampled:

Depth: 5'-14'
Client:
Project:

Ridgeway CoHousing LLC/Mick Graff
Alpenglow Co-Housing, Ridgeway

Project No:

Tested By:

Checked By:

55042GE

Figure

1-24-18
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GRAIN SIZE - mm.
% +3"

% Gravel

0
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13

% Fines
Silt

Clay

74

TEST RESULTS

Material Description

Opening

Percent

Spec.*

Pass?

Size

Finer

(Percent)

(X=Fail)

.75
.50
.375
#4
#10
#40
#200

100
99
98
96
93
87
74

CL-Lean Clay with Sand

Atterberg Limits (ASTM D 4318)
LL= 37
PI=

18

PL=

19

Classification
USCS (D 2487)=
D90=
D50=
D10=

CL

0.7407

D85=
D30=
Cu=

A-6(13)

AASHTO (M 145)=

Coefficients
0.2983

D60=
D15=
C c=

Remarks

Date Received: 1-24-18
Date Tested:
Tested By: C. Campbell & G. Jadrych

1-26-18

Checked By: J. Townsend
Title: EI
* (no specification provided)
Location: Test Boring 5
Sample Number: 12049-X

Date Sampled:

Depth: 0'-9'
Client:
Project:

Ridgeway CoHousing LLC/Mick Graff
Alpenglow Co-Housing, Ridgeway

Project No:

Tested By:

Checked By:

55042GE

Figure

1-24-18

SWELL - CONSOLIDATION

ASTM D-4546
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SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

Sample Source:
TB - 1 @ 7.5'
Soil Description:
CL
Constant Volume Swell Pressure (P.S.F):
Consolidated
Graphical Swell Pressure (P.S.F):
Consolidated
Initial
Final
Moisture Content (%):
31.6
28.4
Dry Density (P.C.F):
88.9
96.8
Height (in.):
1.000
0.904
Diameter (in.):
1.94
1.94
Project Number:
Date:
Figure:

55042GE
1/24/2018
4.1

SWELL - CONSOLIDATION

ASTM D-4546

Pressure (Pounds per Square Foot)
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SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

Sample Source:
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September 7, 2018
Ridgway Cohousing, LLC
c/o Mick Graff, Client’s representative:
mickgraff4@gmail.com
(970) 325-0405
2490 County Rd 17
Ridgway, Colorado 81432

Subject:

PN:55042GE

Alpenglow CoHousing Project
Addendum of Geotechnical Engineering Recommendations
Ridgeway, Colorado

Mr. Graff,
This letter presents additional geotechnical engineering recommendations for the Alpenglow CoHousing
project based on our observations of the additional test holes advanced on August 31, 2018 at the project
site. This letter is an addendum to our March 12, 2018 report presenting our Geotechnical Engineering
Recommendations for the subject project.
We observed the soil conditions exposed in five (5) additional test holes excavated with a rubber-tired
backhoe at the project site to supplement the subsurface soil and water information from our original
report. We obtained hand drive samples and performed Torvane Shear tests on the soils exposed in some
of the test holes. The Torvane shear tests resulted in an average maximum shear value of 9 ksf (kips per
square foot) in the unsaturated clay soils and 2.6 ksf in the saturated clay soils.
We have not performed any additional laboratory testing at this time; however, we are available to
perform additional laboratory tests, if desired. The approximate locations of the additional test holes are
presented in Figure 2 at the end of this letter after the signature. The logs of the test holes are presented at
the end of this letter.
We observed previously placed fill material, likely associated with the old railroad yard, from the
existing ground surface to depths of 2 to 4 feet in Test Holes 9, 10, and 13. The fill material consisted of
pit run type material overlying a layer of gravel to cobble sized lump coal material. Below the fill and
from the ground surface in the Test Holes 11 and 12, we observed sandy clay soil material to the bottom
of the test holes. Organics were observed in the upper 1 to 2 feet. The moisture content of the clay soils
increased significantly in Test Holes 9, 10, 12, and 13 at depths of 4, 5, 3, 6 feet, respectively. We
observed a transition of moisture content in Test Hole 13 between depth of 6 feet to 8 feet, where half of
the soils exposed in the test hole were very moist and the other half was only slightly moist. We feel this
test hole was advanced along the line from where the soils transition from slightly moist to very moist.
Based on the information obtained in the test holes and observations of the vegetation changes on the
ground surface, we have a drawn an approximate transition line in Figure 1 below where we feel the
shallow site soils had a significant increase in moisture content. We suspect this increase in moisture is
related to Cottonwood Creek and existing site drainage.
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Area with slightly moist, unsaturated soil
conditions
Area with very moist, saturated soil
conditions

Approximate Soil Moisture Transition Line

Figure 1; Approximate moisture content transition line
We observed free subsurface water at depths between 8 and 9 feet directly after the test holes where
advanced. We allowed the water to rise in Test Hole 10 during our field visit and the subsurface water
elevation rose from 8.5 feet to 7 feet after approximately 2 hours on-site. We measured water level in the
stand pipe piezometers we installed during our original field study in Test Borings 2 and 6. We measured
water in Test Boring 2 at 7.3’ during our August 31, 2018 site visit. Test Boring 6 piezometer was dry.
Based on the additional subsurface soil and water information obtained, we feel in the areas with slightly
moist, unsaturated shallow soil conditions, the recommendations provided in Section 5.1.2 in our March
12, 2018 report are appropriate for the site conditions observed.
In the areas where very moist, saturated, shallow soils we observed, the recommendations presented in
Section 5.1.1 of our March 12, 2018 report should be modified to include the following;
•

•
•

•

The bearing capacity of the foundation systems in the saturated soil area may be designed using a
net allowable bearing capacity of 1,300 psf, with 3 feet of footing embedment. The bearing
capacity will be lower if the embedment depth of the footing is less than 3 feet. All footings
should have a minimum depth of embedment of at least 1 foot. We should be contacted for
additional recommendations if the footings will be embedded less than 3 feet.
The foundation excavation should be excavated to at least two (2) feet below the bottom of
footing support elevation.
The natural soils should be proof compacted followed by placement of a geogrid material, such
as Tensar’s TriAx TX140.

A two (2) foot layer of clean screened aggregate material should be placed in 6 to 8-inch
lifts and vibratory plate compacted. The clean screened aggregate material should have
a nominal maximum aggregate size of one (1) inch with no more than 5% passing the #4
sieve.
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•
•

•

The lateral extent of the geogrid and structural fill should extend a minimum horizontally at least
equal to the thickness of the structural fill.
If organics or existing fill material is encountered at the bottom of the excavation, then the
excavation should be extended down through these materials, and replaced with compacted
structural fill material. No more than three (3) feet of structural fill should be placed under
structural components.
We should be contacted to observe the conditions exposed in the foundation excavation prior to
placement of the clean screened aggregate fill material.

In areas where a building is located along the soil moisture transition line, then these foundation designs
should follow the design recommendations for saturated soil conditions.
The recommendations contained in this letter are based on our field observations, our previous
Geotechnical Engineering Study and our experience in the area. We make no warranty as to these
recommendations, either expressed or implied. All other recommendations from our previous report
should be followed unless otherwise noted. We should provide continued consultation as the design
process progresses. We are also available to provide additional laboratory/field testing for the subject
project at your request.
Please contact us if you have any questions or desire additional information.
Respectfully,
Trautner Geotech LLC

09/07/2018
Tom R. Harrison, PE
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Figure 2; Approximate Test Hole location map
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Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
Sampling Method
Date Drilled
Total Depth (approx.)
Location

: J.Townsend
: 4" solid
: Backhoe
: Hand Sampler
: 08/31/2018
: 10 feet
: See Figure 2 in Letter
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Hole Diameter
Drilling Method
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Date Drilled
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: J.Townsend
: 4" solid
: Backhoe
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: See Figure 2 in Letter
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SGM performed an in-depth drainage analysis for the proposed residential Ridgway Cohousing Project.
This development is on a 4.5 acre parcel in the Town of Ridgway, south of Sherman Street, west of the
Uncompahgre River, with Cottonwood Creek running through the middle of it. The drainage is split to the
north and south by the creek. The site is sloped west to east towards the Uncompahgre River. Current
runoff from the north drainage area flows to the northeast corner of the property, passes through a culvert
under Sherman Street, and is retained by the ditch with no downstream outfall. Runoff from the south
drainage area flows into Cottonwood Creek.
The proposed development is a dense arrangement of townhomes, garages, and common areas. The
onsite drainage plan consists of multiple distributed small detention ponds, swales, an underground
detention chamber, and a storm drain collection system. The proposed runoff from the north drainage areas
will be collected in the Town’s existing storm sewer system in Sherman Street. Runoff from the south
drainage areas are routed to the creek, same as existing. The surface drainage features will provide
additional benefit as landscaping features and rain gardens for the Cohousing community.
The Town of Ridgway requires drainage conditions of proposed developments to match existing conditions
for the 10 year and 100 year precipitation events. The proposed routing and detention facilities reduce the
10- and 100-year peak flows as compared to the existing condition. However, due to shorter flow paths and
channelized flows, time to peak flow decreases. This is mitigated by the the smaller peak flow rates and the
improved stormwater management at the proposed outfall of the north drainage area. Overall, the proposed
plan improves drainage for the site because runoff is directed into the storm sewer system or Cottonwood
Creek as opposed to flowing unmanaged into adjacent properties as it does in the existing condition.

For full Drainage Report, contact Town Hall.
744 Horizon Court, Suite 250
Grand Junction, CO 81501

www.sgm-inc.com
(970) 245-2571
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PROPOSED
DECIDUOUS TREES

3. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SHALL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MEANS, METHODS OR
APPROPRIATENESS OF CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY PROCEDURES CHOSEN BY ANY CONTRACTOR.
4. PROVIDE MATCHING SIZES AND FORMS FOR EACH SPECIES OF TREE INSTALLED AS SHOWN ON
DRAWINGS. ALIGN TREES ACROSS WALKS. ADJUST SPACING AS NECESSARY.
5. INSTALL TREES A MINIMUM OF FOUR (4) FEET FROM BACK OF CURB, EDGE OF WALL, OR PAVING.
6. FORM 30 INCH WATERING BASIN AROUND ALL TREES. FILL BASIN WITH 1-1/2 INCH LAYER OF WOOD CHIPS
OR MESA MAGIC COMPOST.
7. PLANT NAMES ARE ABBREVIATED ON THE DRAWINGS. SEE PLANT SCHEDULE FOR KEY AND
CLASSIFICATION.

AVOID WIND TUNNELS
NO PLANTS TOO CLOSE TO STRUCTURES OR UTILITY LINES (CONSIDER THE EXPECTED SIZE OF
THE TREE AT MATURITY)
DO NOT PLANT WITHOUT A RELIABLE WATER SOURCE
PROTECT THE TREE FROM ANIMAL BROWSING OR RUBBING AFTER PLANTING
KEEP THE SOIL MOIST, BUT NOT WATERLOGGED. CONTINUE UNTIL MID-FALL, TAPERING OFF TO AN
OCCASIONAL WATERING IN THE WINTER IF CONDITIONS ARE DRY.
REMOVE ALL TREE STAKES AND STRAPS AFTER THE 1ST YEAR OF GROWTH TO PREVENT
STRANGLING THE TREE.
AS THE TREE GROWS, ENSURE THAT ANY PROTECTIVE WIRE CAGING EXPANDS WITH IT. THE CAGE
SHOULD BE AT LEAST 6” AWAY FROM BRANCH TIPS TO PREVENT DAMAGE FROM BRUISING OR
ANIMAL BROWSING.
RIDGWAY DEER WILL EAT ANY TREE—MUST PROVIDE PROTECTION.

8. ALL PLANT MATERIAL OUTSIDE OF THE LIMIT OF CONSTRUCTION LINE MUST REMAIN UNDISTURBED.
9. ALL MATERIALS NOT TO BE REMOVED WILL BE MARKED CLEARLY WITH FLAGGING TAPE, PROTECTIVE
FENCING, OR OTHER APPROVED BARRIER PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
10.IDENTIFY LOCATIONS OF ALL UNDERGROUND UTILITIES THAT MIGHT BE DISTURBED BY LANDSCAPE
ELEMENTS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
11.SOD SHALL BE 50% RYE / 50% KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS MIX (OR APPROVED EQUAL).
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Master Landscape Plan

·

TILL AND INCORPORATE AMENDMENT TO A MIN. DEPTH OF 6 INCHES.

(970) 626-4471
PO BOX 401
RIDGWAY, CO
81432

·
·
·

MATTER. FIRST, DECOMPACT ALL PLANTING AREA SOILS TO A MIN. DEPTH OF 6 INCHES PRIOR TO TILLING.

PROPOSED
EVERGREEN TREES

conterraworkshop.com

·
·

2. PREP ALL PLANTING AREAS WITH MIN. 4 CU YDS PER 1,000 SF WITH GOOD QUALITY COMPOSTED ORGANIC

RIDGWAY CoHOUSING, LLC
2490 CR 17
OURAY COUNTY
81432

•
•

TOPDRESS WITH MULCH MATERIAL TO MIN. 3 INCH DEPTH.

EX. TREE TO
KEEP

CONTERRA WORKSHOP

FOOTBRIDGES OVER RIVER COBBLE DRAINAGE SWALES
SMALL SEATING AREA IN QUADS WITH PERENNIALS AND BOULDERS
BOULDERS FOR RETAINING SLOPES WHEN NECESSARY
BY-OWNER LANDSCAPE AREAS AT RESIDENTIAL ENTRANCES
BERMS FOR DRY TREES-AUSTRIAN, PONDEROSA, PINYON PINE AND UPRIGHT JUNIPER
LOW AREAS WOULD BE MEADOW GRASSES AND VARIOUS NATIVE FLOWERING PERENNIALS
DECIDUAOUS TREES: ASPEN, WINTER KING HAWTHORNE, CRABAPPLE, LANCELEAF
COTTONWOOD
VARIOUS DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS AND PERENNIALS
ALL PLANTS TO BE DROUGHT TOLERANT

1. INSTALL ROCK MULCH IN ALL SHRUB BEDS. INSTALL WEED BARRIER UNDERLAYMENT MATERIAL AND

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BENEFITS OF TREES:
·
TREES COOL BUILDINGS IN THE SUMMER AND BLOCK WIND IN THE WINTER, THUS SAVING
ENERGY.
·
TREES STRENGTHEN THE QUALITY OF PLACE.
·
TREES BOOST THE LOCAL ECONOMY AND PROPERTY VALUES.
·
TREES CREATE WALKABLE COMMUNITIES.
·
TREES IMPROVE AIR QUALITY.
·
IF PLANTING SEVERAL TREES, CONSIDER DIVERSIFYING THE SPECIES. NOT ONLY WILL THE
LANDSCAPE LOOK MORE INTERESTING, BUT ALSO BE CREATING RESILIENCY TO INSECTS AND
DISEASE.

ALPENGLOW CO-HOUSING

THE LANDSCAPE CONCEPT FOR THIS PROJECT IS BASED PRIMARILY ON DIRECTING SITE DRAINAGE
INTO SWALES AND MICRO-BASINS IN ORDER TO CREATE LOW AREAS WHERE WATER CAN SETTLE TO
RE-HYDRATE THE EARTH BUT AT THE SAME TIME MOVING THE SITE WATER AWAY FROM BUILDINGS
AND PAVEMENT.

Landscape Notes

No reproduction of this sheet in whole or part, for this or any other project, shall be done without authorization from Nvision Design Studio, Inc.

MONTANE SEED MIXES
for mixed conifer forest openings elevation range 6,000' - 9,000'
15-30 inches precipitation and winter snow, summer rain

2. PREP ALL PLANTING AREAS WITH MIN. 4 CU YDS PER 1,000 SF WITH GOOD QUALITY COMPOSTED ORGANIC MATTER.
Montane Meadow Mix
(a blend of 70% Montane grasses and 30% Montane wildflowers)
seeding rate: 1 pound per 1,000
sq.ft.w.westernnativeseed.com/highdesertwildflowermix.html

FIRST, DECOMPACT ALL PLANTING AREA SOILS TO A MIN. DEPTH OF 6 INCHES PRIOR TO TILLING. TILL AND
INCORPORATE AMENDMENT TO A MIN. DEPTH OF 6 INCHES.
3. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SHALL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MEANS, METHODS OR APPROPRIATENESS OF

Montane Wildflowers
seeding rate: 8oz per 1,000 sq.ft.
12 % Cleome serrulata (Rocky Mt Beeplant)
12 % Gaillardia aristata (Perennial Blanketflower)
12 % Linum perenne lewisii (Blue Flax)
12 % Lupinus sericeus (Silky Lupine)
12 % Oxytropis sericea (Perennial Blanketflower)
12 % Penstemon strictus (Rocky Mt Penstemon)
10 % Dalea purpurea (Purple Prairie Clover)
5 % Rudebckia hirta (Black-eyed Susan)
4 % Symphiotrichum laeve (Smooth Blue Aster)
2 % Achillea millefolium occidentalis (Western Yarrow)
2 % Erigeron speciosus (Aspen Daisy)
2 % Penstemon secundiflorus (Orchid Beardongue)
1 % Aquilegia coerulea (Blue Columbine)
1 % Eriogonum umbellatum (Sulfurflower)
1 % Heliomeris multiflora (Showy Goldeneye)

CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY PROCEDURES CHOSEN BY ANY CONTRACTOR.
4. PROVIDE MATCHING SIZES AND FORMS FOR EACH SPECIES OF TREE INSTALLED AS SHOWN ON DRAWINGS. ALIGN
TREES ACROSS WALKS. ADJUST SPACING AS NECESSARY.
5. INSTALL TREES A MINIMUM OF FOUR (4) FEET FROM BACK OF CURB, EDGE OF WALL, OR PAVING.
6. FORM 30 INCH WATERING BASIN AROUND ALL TREES. FILL BASIN WITH 1-1/2 INCH LAYER OF WOOD CHIPS OR
BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE COMPOST.
7. PLANT NAMES ARE ABBREVIATED ON THE DRAWINGS. SEE PLANT SCHEDULE FOR KEY AND CLASSIFICATION.
8. ALL PLANT MATERIAL OUTSIDE OF THE LIMIT OF CONSTRUCTION LINE MUST REMAIN UNDISTURBED.
9. ALL MATERIALS NOT TO BE REMOVED WILL BE MARKED CLEARLY WITH FLAGGING TAPE, PROTECTIVE FENCING, OR
OTHER APPROVED BARRIER PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
11.SOD SHALL BE 50% RYE / 50% KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS MIX (OR APPROVED EQUAL).
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Montane Erosion Control Grasses
seeding rate: 2 lbs per 1,000 sq.ft. or 25 lbs per acre
45 % Bromus marginatus (Mt Brome)
45 % Elymus trachycaulus (Slender Wheatgrass)
10 % Pascopyrum smithii (Western Wheatgrass)

4

Q Q

2

EX. TREE TO
KEEP
EX. TREE TO BE
REMOVED

Montane Short Grasses
seeding rate: 2 lbs per 1,000 sq.ft. or 25 lbs per acre
40 % Bouteloua gracilis (Blue Grama)
25 % Poa secunda (Sandberg Bluegrass)
20 % Koeleria macrantha (Junegrass)
14 % Festuca saximontana (Rocky Mt Fescue)
1 % Poa fendleriana (Mutton Grass)

NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFYING ALL PLANT QUANTITIES LISTED ABOVE AND SHALL NOTIFY LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT OF ANY DISCREPANCIES OR SUBSTITUTIONS.

M
M
M

RAIN GARDEN

Montane Grasses
seeding rate: 2 lbs per 1,000 sq.ft. or 25 lbs per acre
25 % Elymus trachycaulus (Slender Wheatgrass)
25 % Pascopyrum smithii (Western Wheatgrass)
14 % Bouteloua gracilis (Blue Grama)
12 % Bromus ciliatus (Fringed Brome)
10 % Festuca arizonica (Arizona Fescue)
8 % Poa secunda (Sandberg Bluegrass)
3 % Schizachyrium scoparium (Little Bluestem)
2 % Koeleria macrantha (Junegrass)
0.5 % Muhlenbergia montana (Mt Muhly)
0.5 % Poa fendleriana (Mutton Grass)

10.IDENTIFY LOCATIONS OF ALL UNDERGROUND UTILITIES THAT MIGHT BE DISTURBED BY LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS
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WITH MULCH MATERIAL TO MIN. 3 INCH DEPTH.

conterraworkshop.com

1. INSTALL ROCK MULCH IN ALL SHRUB BEDS. INSTALL WEED BARRIER UNDERLAYMENT MATERIAL AND TOPDRESS
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Plan Key Notes

Seed Specifications

RIDGWAY CoHOUSING, LLC
2490 CR 17
OURAY COUNTY
81432

GENERAL PLANTING INSTRUCTIONS - WESTERN NATIVE SEED
WE RECOMMEND A FALL PLANTING (AFTER THE FIRST FROST, BUT BEFORE THE
GROUND IS FROZEN), FOR OUR WILDFLOWERS MIXES AND A SPRING PLANTING (APRIL
TO JUNE DEPENDING ON ELEVATION) FOR OUR GRASS MIXES. FOR MIXES WITH BOTH
WILDFLOWERS AND GRASSES, WE RECOMMEND A FALL PLANTING. PREPARE THE SEED
BED BY ROUGHENING THE SURFACE WITH A RAKE IN ORDER TO CREATE FURROWS
APPROXIMATELY 1/8 - 1/4 INCH DEEP. MANY OF OUR SEEDS ARE HAIRY AND ARE
EASIEST TO HAND BROADCAST RATHER THAN USING A TYPICAL LAWN SEEDER. HAND
BROADCAST HALF OF THE SEED WHILE WALKING IN ONE DIRECTION (E.G. NORTH TO
SOUTH) AND THE OTHER HALF IN A PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION (E.G. EAST TO WEST).
AFTER HAND BROADCASTING, RAKE THE AREA AGAIN AND GENTLY COMPACT THE SOIL
USING A LAWN ROLLER OR SIMILAR DEVICE. LIGHT COMPACTION WILL GREATLY
IMPROVE GERMINATION BY PROVIDING SEED-TO-SOIL CONTACT AND IMPROVED
MOISTURE ABSORPTION. MULCH MAY BE USED AND CAN GREATLY IMPROVE
GERMINATION FOR PLANTINGS ON DRY SITES. USE MULCH THAT IS WEED FREE AND
USE SPARINGLY. IN THE SPRING, WATER THE SOIL LIGHTLY (THE SOIL SHOULD BE KEPT
MOIST BUT NOT SOAKED) AT REGULAR INTERVALS UNTIL THE SEEDLINGS HAVE AT
LEAST 2 SETS OF LEAVES. YOU MAY NEED TO DO THIS FOR 4-6 WEEKS. NEXT, WATER
DEEPLY AND LESS FREQUENTLY TO PROMOTE DEEP ROOT GROWTH, APPROXIMATELY
1-2 INCHES EVERY WEEK OR TWO. SANDY SOIL SHOULD BE WATERED MORE
FREQUENTLY THAN CLAYEY SOIL. PLEASE REMEMBER THAT A GARDEN OF NATIVE
PERENNIALS MAY TAKE A WHILE TO FULLY MATURE (UP TO 3 YEARS) BUT IS WELL
WORTH THE WAIT! PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US WITH ANY QUESTIONS.
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PLANT SO THAT TOP OF ROOT
BALL IS 2"-3" ABOVE FINISHED
GRADE

MONTANE SEED MIXES
for mixed conifer forest openings elevation range 6,000' - 9,000'
15-30 inches precipitation and winter snow, summer rain

PAINT ALL CUTS OVER I" DIA.

PLANTING MIX:
1/3 SUNSHINE PEAT MOSS
2/3 NATIVE SOIL
WATER & TAMP TO REMOVE AIR POCKETS

PLANTING MIX:
1/3 SUNSHINE PEAT MOSS
2/3 GARDEN SOIL
WATER & TAMP TO REMOVE AIR POCKETS
NOTE:
STAKING AS REQUIRED

3" MIN. MULCH TO EDGE
OF ROOTBALL ONLY - DO
NOT COVER TOP OF
ROOT BALL

2 X BALL DIA.

Deciduous Tree Planting (typ.)

1

PLANTING HOLE SHALL BE
TWO TO FOUR INCHES
SHALLOWER THAN DEPTH
OF ROOT BALL

NTS

2

Evergreen Tree Planting (typ.)
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REMOVE ALL BURLAP
AND/OR CONTAINER
(IF APPLICABLE)
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Shrub & Ornamental Grass Planting (typ.)
TOP OF BOULDER
SHOULD BE RELATIVELY
FLAT FOR SEATING SEATING HEIGHT SHALL
BE APPROXIMATELY 16"
FROM FIN. GRADE

UPRIGHT
JUNIPER

THE PRESERVE
P.U.D.

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC
WEED BARRIER

3

5

PROPOSED
TREES

Montane Erosion Control Grasses
seeding rate: 2 lbs per 1,000 sq.ft. or 25 lbs per acre
45 % Bromus marginatus (Mt Brome)
45 % Elymus trachycaulus (Slender Wheatgrass)
10 % Pascopyrum smithii (Western Wheatgrass)

NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR VERIFYING ALL PLANT QUANTITIES LISTED ABOVE AND SHALL NOTIFY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT OF ANY
DISCREPANCIES OR SUBSTITUTIONS.

3" MIN. MULCH TO EDGE
OF ROOTBALL ONLY - DO
NOT COVER TOP OF
ROOT BALL

FORM SAUCER WITH
4" CONTINUOUS RIM

PRIVATE LANDSCAPING BY
FUTURE OWNER

Montane Short Grasses
seeding rate: 2 lbs per 1,000 sq.ft. or 25 lbs per acre
40 % Bouteloua gracilis (Blue Grama)
25 % Poa secunda (Sandberg Bluegrass)
20 % Koeleria macrantha (Junegrass)
14 % Festuca saximontana (Rocky Mt Fescue)
1 % Poa fendleriana (Mutton Grass)

TOP OF ROOT
BALL 10%
ABOVE FIN.
GRADE OF
TOPSOIL

SMALL SHRUBS MIN. 1 GAL.
CONT.
LARGE SHRUBS MIN 5 GAL.
CONT.

4

PERENNIALS

Montane Grasses
seeding rate: 2 lbs per 1,000 sq.ft. or 25 lbs per acre
25 % Elymus trachycaulus (Slender Wheatgrass)
25 % Pascopyrum smithii (Western Wheatgrass)
14 % Bouteloua gracilis (Blue Grama)
12 % Bromus ciliatus (Fringed Brome)
10 % Festuca arizonica (Arizona Fescue)
8 % Poa secunda (Sandberg Bluegrass)
3 % Schizachyrium scoparium (Little Bluestem)
2 % Koeleria macrantha (Junegrass)
0.5 % Muhlenbergia montana (Mt Muhly)
0.5 % Poa fendleriana (Mutton Grass)

2 X BALL DIA.

STEEL EDGER

1" ACTUAL

IF THE ABOVE DIMENSION DOES
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South Planting Plan

STAKE ABOVE FIRST BRANCHES
OR AS NECESSARY FOR FIRM
FORM 4" MIN.
SUPPORT
SAUCER

FORM 4" MIN.
SAUCER

3

EX. TREE TO
KEEP
EX. TREE TO BE
REMOVED

(970) 626-4471
PO BOX 401
RIDGWAY, CO
81432

TOP OF ROOT
BALL 10%
ABOVE FIN.
GRADE OF
TOPSOIL

2

TURF GRASS LAWN AREA

conterraworkshop.com

TREE WRAP

STAKE ABOVE FIRST BRANCHES
OR AS NECESSARY FOR FIRM
SUPPORT

RAIN GARDEN

RIDGWAY CoHOUSING, LLC
2490 CR 17
OURAY COUNTY
81432

REMOVE ALL
BURLAP (IF
APPLICABLE)

Montane Wildflowers
seeding rate: 8oz per 1,000 sq.ft.
12 % Cleome serrulata (Rocky Mt Beeplant)
12 % Gaillardia aristata (Perennial Blanketflower)
12 % Linum perenne lewisii (Blue Flax)
12 % Lupinus sericeus (Silky Lupine)
12 % Oxytropis sericea (Perennial Blanketflower)
12 % Penstemon strictus (Rocky Mt Penstemon)
10 % Dalea purpurea (Purple Prairie Clover)
5 % Rudebckia hirta (Black-eyed Susan)
4 % Symphiotrichum laeve (Smooth Blue Aster)
2 % Achillea millefolium occidentalis (Western Yarrow)
2 % Erigeron speciosus (Aspen Daisy)
2 % Penstemon secundiflorus (Orchid Beardongue)
1 % Aquilegia coerulea (Blue Columbine)
1 % Eriogonum umbellatum (Sulfurflower)
1 % Heliomeris multiflora (Showy Goldeneye)

1

CONTERRA WORKSHOP

METAL T-POST STAKES
2 STAKES PER TREE
DRIVEN (MIN. 18") FIRMLY
INTO SUBGRADE PRIOR
TO BACKFILLING

METAL T-POST STAKES
2-3 STAKES PER TREE
DRIVEN (MIN. 18") FIRMLY
INTO SUBGRADE PRIOR
TO BACKFILLING

TRUNK HT.

2 STRAND TWISTED 12 GAUGE
GALV. WIRE ATTACHED TO NYLON
STRAPS (OR APPVD EQUAL)

Montane Meadow Mix
(a blend of 70% Montane grasses and 30% Montane wildflowers)
seeding rate: 1 pound per 1,000
sq.ft.w.westernnativeseed.com/highdesertwildflowermix.html

Legend

ALPENGLOW CO-HOUSING

PAINT ALL CUTS OVER I" DIA.

2 STRAND TWISTED 12 GAUGE
GALV. WIRE ATTACHED TO NYLON
STRAPS (OR APPVD EQUAL)
OVERALL HT.

CANOPY HT.

PLANT SO THAT TOP OF ROOT
BALL IS 1"-2" ABOVE FINISHED
GRADE

Plan Key Notes

Seed Specifications

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

Understory Planting Schedule (This Sheet Only)

SPREAD
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Irrigation Notes
9.

INSTALL FLOOD BUBBLERS ON UP HILL SIDE OF PLANT AND/OR WITHIN PLANT WELL.

14. ALL PIPES SHALL BE TESTED AT 125% OF DESIGN PRESSURE FOR 1 HOUR. ADD WATER SLOWLY
TO PIPES TO AVOID WATER HAMMER DAMAGE, BLEED SYSTEM TO INSURE ALL AIR IS OUT OF PIPES
AND PRESSURIZE SYSTEM TO LEVELS STATED ABOVE. VISUALLY INSPECT FOR LEAKS WHILE SYSTEM
IS HOLDING PRESSURE CONSTANT.

10. POLYETHYLENE PIPE (IF APPLICABLE) INSTALLED SHALL BE PRODUCED FROM ALL VIRGIN UNION
CARBIDE RESIN.
11. MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS:
A. FILTER CLEANING AND FLUSHING SHOULD START OUT AS A MONTHLY PROCEDURE AND
CONTINUE AS NEEDED AFTER SIX (6) MONTHS.
B. VISUALLY CHECK FOR INDICATIONS OF PIPE BREAKS OR CLOGGED EMITTERS OR OUTLETS.
C. WATER QUALITY SHOULD BE MEASURED ON A QUARTERLY BASIS AND AMENDMENTS ADDED AS
NECESSARY TO ENSURE THE SURVIVAL RATE OF THE PLANT MATERIAL.

2. NOTIFY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SIX (6) DAYS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION FOR A PRE-INSTALLATION CONFERENCE
AND FIELD REVIEW COORDINATION FOR TRENCH DEPTHS, ASSEMBLY REVIEW, PRESSURE TESTS, COVERAGE TESTS,
PRE-MAINTENANCE AND FINAL REVIEWS.
3. A CONTINUITY TEST WILL BE REQUIRED FOR CONTROL WIRE STUBOUTS. NO SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE ALLOWED
WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM THE PLAN PREPARER.
4. INSTALL ALL EQUIPMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL CODES, MANUFACTURERS AND INSTRUCTIONS. AVOID ANY
CONFLICTS BETWEEN SPRINKLER SYSTEM, PLANTING, AND ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES. NOTIFY PLAN PREPARER,
PRIOR TO INSTALLATION, OF ANY AREA OF GRADE DIFFERENCES OR OBSTRUCTIONS NOT INDICATED ON THE PLANS.

15. ALL BACKFILL MATERIAL SHALL BE FREE OF ROCKS, CLODS, AND OTHER EXTRANEOUS
MATERIALS. COMPACT BACKFILL TO ORIGINAL DENSITY OF SOIL.
16. AT JOB COMPLETION, SUPPLY OWNER WITH TWO (2) KEYS FOR EACH CONTROLLER.

12. ALL WIRING UNDER PAVEMENT SHALL BE INSTALLED IN PVC SCHEDULE 40 ELECTRICAL CONDUIT.
ELECTRICAL CONDUIT SHALL EXTEND TWELVE INCHES (12") BEYOND EDGE OF PAVEMENT OR CURB.
CONTRACTOR HAS THE OPTION TO INSTALL PVC SCHEDULE 40 SLEEVING FOR ALL PIPING UNDER
ASPHALT AND CONCRETE PAVEMENTS AT HIS OWN EXPENSE. INSTALL SAND FOR BACKFILL IN
ASPHALT PAVEMENT AREAS TO 6" COVER ABOVE PIPE. SURROUND PIPE WITH SAND IN AREAS
WHERE ROCKY TERRAIN IS ENCOUNTERED.

17. GUARANTEE THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM AGAINST DEFECTIVE MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP FOR
A PERIOD OF ONE (1) YEAR FROM THE DATE OF FINAL ACCEPTANCE.

5. PRIOR TO CUTTING INTO SOIL, LOCATE ALL CABLES, CONDUITS, SEWERS, AND OTHER UTILITIES OR
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES THAT ARE COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED UNDERGROUND AND TAKE PROPER PRECAUTIONS
NOT TO DAMAGE OR DISTURB SUCH IMPROVEMENTS. ANY DAMAGE MADE DURING THE INSTALLATION OF THE
IRRIGATION SYSTEM OF THE AFOREMENTIONED ITEMS SHALL BE REPAIRED AND/OR REPLACED AT THE
CONTRACTOR'S EXPENSE TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE OWNER AT NO ADDITIONAL EXPENSE TO THE OWNER.

18. INSTALL PUMP, CONTROLLER, AND RELAY SWITCH PER MFR. INSTRUCTIONS.

Reduced Pressure Backflow Assembly (RPBA)

13. ALL VALVE CONTROL WIRE SHALL BE MINIMUM NO. 14 AWG COPPER UL APPROVED FOR DIRECT
BURIAL IN GROUND. CONNECT WIRES AS DETAILED PER MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS. RUN
ONE (1) EXTRA CONTROL WIRE OF DIFFERENT COLOR THROUGH ALL VALVE LOCATIONS FROM EACH
CONTROLLER. EACH WIRE AT VALVES SHALL HAVE 24" EXCESS COILED LOOP. TAPE WIRES IN
BUNDLES EVERY TEN FEET (10').

6. LOCATION OF CONTROLLER TO BE DETERMINED AT JOBSITE BY OWNER AND CONTRACTOR (IF APPLICABLE).
CONNECT TO EXISTING 120 VOLT ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. USE THIN WALL METAL CONDUIT ABOVE GRADE. INSTALL
PER MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS. PROVIDE AND INSTALL RECHARGEABLE BATTERY BACK-UP FOR
CONTROLLERS. CONTROLLERS SHALL BE PROPERLY GROUNDED PER ARTICLE 250 OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE
AND CONFORM TO LOCAL REGULATIONS. INSTALL AS DETAILED. SEAL ALL CONDUIT HOLES WITH SILICONE OR
EQUAL. PROGRAM CONTROLLERS TO IRRIGATE SLOPES USING MULTIPLE REPEAT CYCLES OF SHORT DURATIONS.
CARE SHALL BE TAKEN TO PREVENT RUNOFF OF WATER AND SOIL EROSION DUE TO PROLONGED APPLICATIONS OF
WATER.

ONLY ONE RPBA IS REQUIRED TO SERVE THE WHOLE SYSTEM; CONTROL VALVES CAN BE LOCATED
DOWNSTREAM OF (AFTER) THE RPBA.
·
RPBAS MUST BE INSTALLED A MINIMUM OF 12" ABOVE GROUND LEVEL.
·
RPBAS MUST BE TESTED BY A STATE CERTIFIED BACKFLOW PREVENTER TESTER AT THE TIME OF
INSTALLATION, ANNUALLY, AND WHEN MOVED OR REPAIRED.
·
IN AN RPBA-EQUIPPED SYSTEM, FERTILIZER AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS MAY BE
INTRODUCED DOWNSTREAM OF (AFTER) THE RPBA (FOR IRRIGATION SYSTEMS ONLY).
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8. INSTALL ALL ELECTRIC VALVES, PRESSURE REGULATORS, BALL OR GATE VALVES, PIPING, BACKFLOW PREVENTION
DEVICES (IF APPLICABLE), CONTROLLERS PER MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS.

CONTERRA WORKSHOP

RPBA MAXIMUM DESIGN FLOW FOR RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS ON A ¾ INCH SERVICE AND METER SHOULD NOT
EXCEED 15 GALLONS PER MINUTE (GPM). HIGHER FLOWS CAN DAMAGE THE METER. ALL DEVICES SHOULD
BE INSTALLED IN A MANNER THAT ALLOWS ADEQUATE CLEARANCE FOR TESTING AND REPAIRS. BEFORE
INSTALLING A NEW SPRINKLER SYSTEM THAT WILL USE DOMESTIC WATER, THE OWNER OR OWNER'S
REPRESENTATIVE IS REQUIRED TO GET A BUILDING PERMIT FROM THE LOCAL BUILDING DEPARTMENT .

7. USE APPROPRIATE SOLVENT AND APPLICATOR, AND PRIMER IF REQUIRED, FOR PIPE SIZE AND TYPE
APPLICATIONS. APPLY PER MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

ALPINE BANK

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

1. VERIFY OPERATING PRESSURE AT POINT OF CONNECTION PRIOR TO INSTALLATION OF THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM.
NOTIFY PLAN PREPARER IF MEASURED PRESSURE IS MORE THAN 95 P.S.I. OR LESS THAN 60 P.S.I. THE SYSTEM IS
DESIGNED FOR AN OPERATING PRESSURE OF 60 P.S.I. AND A FLOW RATE AT INLET PIPE OF 12 GPM. VERIFY ALL FLOW
RATES ON-SITE PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.

No reproduction of this sheet in whole or part, for this or any other project, shall be done without authorization from Nvision Design Studio, Inc.
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INSTALL STD. 20A GFCI PLUG IN
WATER PROOF ENCLOSURE FOR
TRANSFORMER

ALL EXTERIOR ELECTRICAL OUTLETS AND LOW VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS TO BE INSTALLED 18" ABOVE FIN. GRADE.
ALL LINE VOLTAGE WIRE SHALL BE INSTALLED IN 3/4" SCH. 40 PVC ELECTRICAL CONDUIT AND SECURELY FASTENED
TO BUILDING WALLS WITH APPROPRIATE BRACKETS.
2. ALL PATH LIGHT FIXTURES SHALL BE INSTALLED VERTICALLY TRUE AND PLUMB.
3. LOW VOLTAGE WIRE SHALL BE BURIED NO DEEPER THAN 6". CABLE BURIED UNDER ROCK MULCH IS ACCEPTABLE AS
LONG AS ALL WIRE CONNECTIONS ARE WATER TIGHT AND CABLE IS STAKED TO MINIMIZE THE LOOSENING OF
CONNECTIONS.
4. THE SPECIFIED LIGHT FIXTURES ARE FOR USE ONLY WITH LOW VOLTAGE LANDSCAPE POWER UNITS THAT DO NOT
EXCEED 25 AMPS, 15 VOLT MAXIMUM.
5. LUMINAIRES SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE (NEC) AND LOCAL
CODES. FAILURE TO DO SO WILL VOID THE WARRANTY AND MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY AND/OR DAMAGE TO
THE LUMINAIRE.
6. SAFETY WARNING: LUMINAIRE CAN BECOME VERY HOT DEPENDING ON LAMP WATTAGE USED. LENS AND METAL
AROUND LAMP CAN BECOME HOT ENOUGH TO BLISTER HANDS. PARTICULAR CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TO
LOCATE LUMINAIRES WHERE SMALL CHILDREN CAN REACH THEM IF HIGH WATTAGE LAMPS ARE USED.
7. LUMINAIRES ARE NOT TO BE INSTALLED WITHIN 10 FT. (3.05M) OF A POOL OR SPA. SECONDARY CABLE IS NOT TO BE
BURIED MORE THAN 6”. WHEN USING MULTIPLE LUMINAIRES, LOAD IS NOT TO EXCEED THE TOTAL WATTS OF
TRANSFORMER RATING. DO NOT USE EXTENSION CORDS ON POWER UNITS. NOTE: ALWAYS USE UL RECOGNIZED
WIRE CONNECTORS FOR CONNECTIONS.
8. THE LUMINAIRES ON THIS PLAN IS UL LISTED FOR ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATION ONLY.
9. LUMINAIRE MOUNTING:
TO PREVENT ELECTRICAL SHOCK, DISCONNECT TRANSFORMER FROM ELECTRICAL SUPPLY BEFORE INSTALLATION
OR SERVICE. RUN WIRE PIGTAIL FROM LUMINAIRE THROUGH MOUNTING HOLE IN TOP OF GROUND STAKE. THREAD
LUMINAIRE INTO THREADED HOLE IN GROUND STAKE. PLACE STAKE IN DESIRED POSITION AND INSERT INTO
GROUND UNTIL FLANGE OF STAKE IS FLUSH TO GRADE. STRIP TWO LEADS FROM LUMINAIRE PIGTAIL. USING TWO
SILICONE FILLED SAFETY CONNECTORS (PROVIDED), CONNECT LEADS FROM LUMINAIRE TO MAIN SUPPLY CABLE
LEADS. NOTE: LUMINAIRES ARE SUPPLIED WITH 36” OF 18-2 CABLE PIGTAIL FOR SECURE CONNECTION TO MAIN
SUPPLY CABLE. WIRE IS TO BE PROTECTED BY ROUTING IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO LUMINAIRE. WIRING SHOULD BE
BURIED A MAXIMUM DEPTH OF 6 INCHES (15.2 CM) IN ORDER TO CONNECT TO MAIN SUPPLY CABLE. PROVIDE
POWER TO LUMINAIRE AND CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION.
10. ALL SITE LIGHTING MUST MEET TOWN OF RIDGWAY CODE SECTION 6-5.
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MAINLINE - REFER TO PLANS FOR SIZE
AND LOCATION OF PIPE.

ALL PIPING TO BE SNAKED IN TRENCHES
AS SHOWN. MAINLINE TO BE INSTALLED IN
CENTER OF TRENCH.

SCREENED SOIL BACK FILL
(FREE OF ROCKS LARGER
THAN 1")

RUN WIRING BENEATH
AND BESIDE MAINLINE.
TAPE AND BUNDLE AT
10-FOOT INTERVALS.

90^ TXT P.V.C. SCH. 80
FPTxFPT
P.V.C. SCH 80 NIPPLE 1" x 12"

BACKFILL TO BE APPROVED SCREENED
EXISTING NATIVE SOIL (FREE OF ROCKS
LARGER THAN 1").

TIE A 24-INCH LOOP IN
ALL WIRING AT CHANGES
OF DIRECTION OF 30°
OR GREATER. UNTIE
AFTER ALL CONNECTIONS
HAVE BEEN MADE.

NOTES:
1. SLEEVE BELOW ALL HARDSCAPE ELEMENTS WITH CLASS 200 PVC TWICE THE
DIAMETER OF THE PIPE OR WIRE BUNDLE WITHIN.
2. FOR PIPE AND WIRE BURIAL DEPTHS SEE SPECIFICATIONS.

(2) PVC STREET ELBOW MPTxFPT
(PVC SCH. 80).

1

ALL SOLVENT WELD
PLASTIC PIPING TO
BE SNAKED IN
TRENCH AS SHOWN.

MAIN LINE

2

NTS

1

SOLENOID VALVE AS INDICATED ON IRRIGATION
LEGEND (ONE VALVE PER BOX). 12" MIN.
VALVE DEPTH.

SLxFPT PVC COUPLING.

VALVE BOX EXTENSIONS AS NEEDED

INSTALL BALL VALVE IN VALVE BOX. (2"~ PIPE
AND ABOVE USE SCH. 80 BALL VALVES. ANY
PIPE SIZES UNDER 2"~ USE SCH. 40 BALL
VALVES.)

1" PVC SCH. 80 UNION.

CONTINUOUS DETECTABLE WARNING TAPE

3/4" PVC SCH. 40 FPTxINSERT
ADAPTER

MAIN LINE

3" MIN. CLEARANCE TO BOTTOM OF VALVE
BOX COVER

SCH. 80 PVC NIPPLE SIZED
SAME AS VALVE.

Spray Valve

OUTSIDE WALL

P.V.C. UNION

PVC SCH. 80 NIPPLES & 90° ELBOWS FPTxFPT

BOX VALVE EXTENSIONS AS NEEDED

3 EXTRA SETS OF CONTROL WIRES (SPARE
WIRING LOOP WITH 18" OF EXTRA CONTROL
WIRES INSIDE OF VALVE BOX)

2

1

1

PAVING

2

DITCH

3

SLEEVES

1

CARSON IND. INC.
VALVE BOX OR AN
APPROVED EQUAL

HYBRID CONTROLLER:
RAIN BIRD ESP SERIES
OUTDOOR WALL MOUNT

2

1.5-INCH PVC SCH 40 CONDUIT
AND FITTINGS

SPRAY IRRIGATION
VALVE

3

WIRES TO REMOTE CONTROL
VALVES

4

JUNCTION BOX

5

1-INCH PVC SCH 40 CONDUIT
TO POWER SUPPLY

P.V.C. UNION

MAINLINE

BALL VALVE (SIZE
VALVE TO MATCH
MAINLINE INTO VALVE
BOX.)

FLOW

CONTROL WIRES

4

PVC CAP
(TYPICAL)

9

10" DIAM. ROUND VALVE BOX
SET AT GRADE, CARSON IND.
INC. OR AN APPROVED EQUAL
WITH BOLT DOWN LID LABELED
"IRRIGATION" (BURN 'F' INTO LID)

5. PLACE EMITTERS FOR EQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF WATER.

3

PLAN VIEW

6" DEEP MINIMUM BED OF 3/8"
WASHED PEA GRAVEL

(PROVIDE BOLTS AND SECURE
PER MANUFACTURER'S
RECOMMENDATIONS).

24" MIN. TO

4

3

MAINLINE

Manifold Detail

10

NTS
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Dual Program Controller

L1.01
L1.02
L1.03
L2.01
L2.02
L2.03
L3.01
L3.02
L4.01

Rainbird ESP Series-Wall Mount

1/4" VINYL FLEXIBLE DISTRIBUTION TUBING: RAIN BIRD
DT-025
PVC DRIP LINE. PROVIDE
ENOUGH SLACK SO END CAN
BE AIMED OUTSIDE OF BOX 3/4" FLEXIBLE ALGAE
RESISTANT TUBING

NOTE: MAXIMUM WIRE SIZES PER CONNECTOR ARE 3 - #14'S OR
2 - #12'S.

1/4" TUBING STAKE: RAIN BIRD TS-025
FINISH GRADE

STEP 1: STRIP WIRES 1/2" FROM ENDS.

4" MIN.
1'-6" MAX.

FINISH GRADE
STEP 2: APPLY SCOTCHLOK Y SPRING CONNECTOR IN A
CLOCKWISE DIRECTION.

5 GAL PLANT
MATERIAL OR
SMALLER

LATERAL 3/4" FLEXIBLE
ALGAE RESISTANT TUBING

18" MIN.
24" MAX.

NOTES:
1. ALL PVC IRRIGATION SLEEVES TO BE CLASS 200 PIPE.
2. ALL JOINTS TO BE SOLVENT WELDED AND WATERTIGHT.
3. WHERE THERE IS MORE THAN ONE SLEEVE, EXTEND THE SMALLER SLEEVE
TO 24-INCHES MINIMUM ABOVE FINISH GRADE.
4. MECHANICALLY TAMP TO 95% PROCTOR.

11

Sleeving
NTS

3/16" DITRIBUTION
TUBING, TYP.

EMITTER AT 0.5 OR 1
GPH EA. GPH AS
SPECIFIED BELOW

4

EMITTER AT 1 GPH EA.

REDUCING TEE
15 GAL. PLANT MATERIAL
OR LARGER

12

4"-6" MIN.

1

PLAN

1 GALLON
5 GALLON
15 GALLON
24" BOX/2" CAL

-

Emitter Layout

(2) 0.5 GPH
(2) 1 GPH
(3) 1 GPH
(4) 1 GPH

2. ALL DRAIN ROCK IN VALVE BOXES TO
BE 3/8" CLEAN WASHED PEA GRAVEL

13

NTS

WASHED 3/8" DRAIN ROCK 6"
DEEP

NOTES:
1. ALL VALVE BOXES TO BE CARSON
INDUSTRIES INC. OR AN APPROVED EQUAL

Flushing End Plug
NTS

MASTER LANDSCAPE PLAN
NORTH PLANTING PLAN
SOUTH PLANTING PLAN
IRRIGATION ZONE PLAN
NORTH IRRIGATION PLAN
SOUTH IRRIGATION PLAN
NORTH LANDSCAPE LIGHTING PLAN
SOUTH LANDSCAPE LIGHTING PLAN
IRRIGATION DETAILS

SINGLE-OUTLET DRIP EMITTER:
RAINBIRD PRESSURE-COMPENSATING
MODULE (GALLONAGE AS SPECIFIED)

MFV (OR EQUAL)

4. DO NOT PLACE EMITTERS AGAINST PLANT STEM OR TREE TRUNK.

18" MIN.

PVC UNION SCH.
80 UNION.

FLUSHING END PLUG PEPCO 700

3. DO NOT WRAP DISTRIBUTION TUBING AROUND PLANT STEM OR TREE TRUNK.

4

4" MIN CLEARANCE
ABOVE PEA GRAVEL

NTS

2. ALL PLANTS LOCATED ON SLOPES SHALL HAVE EMITTERS PLACED UP HILL
FROM PLANT.

2

5

Drip Valve

NOTE:
1. STAKE TUBING IN PLACE AT SURFACE OF EACH EMITTER.

1

DRIP IRRIGATION
VALVE

1"x 12" PVC NIPPLE SCH. 80

3/4" PLY DRIP TUBING TO BE
INSTALLED.

8

NTS

NTS

FINISH GRADE
INSTALL FPTxFPT BALL VALVE IN VALVE BOX.
(2"~ PIPE AND ABOVE USE SCH. 80 BALL
VALVES. ANY PIPE SIZES UNDER 2"~ PIPE SCH.
40 BALL VALVES.)
CONTINUOUS DETECTABLE WARNING TAPE

WYE STRAINER W/ DRAIN VALVE
AND MANUAL FLUSH VALVE

6" DEEP MINIMUM BED OF 3/8"
WASHED PEA GRAVEL

4" MIN. CLEARANCE

PVC SCHEDULE 80 T.O.E.
NIPPLE (LENGTH AS
REQUIRED)(TYP)

QUICK COUPLER VALVE

DRIP PRESSURE REGULATOR

4" MIN CLEARANCE ABOVE PEA
GRAVEL

INSTALL DRAIN
ROCK 2" MIN.
BEYOND PERIMETER
OF VALVE BOX

Gate Valve

6

NTS

NOTE: REFER TO
IRRIGATION PLANS FOR
VALVE LOCATIONS

SOLENOID VALVE AS INDICATED ON IRRIGATION
LEGEND (ONE VALVE PER BOX). 12" MIN. VALVE
DEPTH.

CONCRETE BRICKS SHALL BE
LOCATED AT ALL CORNERS OF
VALVE BOXES.

CONTROL WIRES.

7

DRAIN ROCK
12" MIN. DEPTH

Controller Wire

5

NTS

1" CLEAR AROUND NIPPLE (TYP)

3 EXTRA SETS OF CONTROL WIRES (SPARE WIRING
LOOP WITH 18" OF CONTROL WIRES INSIDE OF
VALVE BOX).

CONCRETE BRICKS SHALL BE
LOCATED AT ALL CORNERS OF
VALVE BOXES.

4

NTS

1" PVC SCH. 80 NIPPLE.

PVC SCH. 80 NIPPLES & 90° ELBOW
FPTxFPT

SCH. 40 PVC LATERAL LINE

TWIST OR TIE A SURPLUS 18" LOOP IN ALL WIRING
AT CHANGES OF DIRECTION GREATER THAN 30°.
UNTWIST OR UNTIE ALL LOOPS AFTER ALL
CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE.

CONTROL WIRING TO BE BURIED UNDER
AND TAPED WITH P.V.C. TAPE TO MAIN
LINE AT 10' O.C. - WIRE SHALL BE
LOOPED 18" AT ALL DIRECTIONAL
CHANGES ON MAINLINE. LOCATE WIRE
AWAY FROM CONCRETE THRUST BLOCK.

Trench Wall Section

PROVIDE 3' OF EXTRA COILED WIRE IN EACH BOX.

FINISH GRADE

1" CLEAR AROUND NIPPLE (TYP.)

Trench Sect. Wire

CARSON IND. INC. OR AN APPROVED EQUAL VALVE
BOX WITH BOLT DOWN LID LABELED "IRRIGATION"
(PROVIDE BOLTS AND SECURE PER MANUFACTURER'S
RECOMMENDATIONS). BOX TO BE FLUSH & LEVEL WITH
FINISHED GRADE.

3" MIN. CLEARANCE TO BOTTOM OF VALVE
BOX COVER

SCH. 80 PVC NIPPLE.

BED MAINLINE IN IMPORTED TYPE A
BEDDING SAND.

IRRIGATION SUPPLYLINE (TYP)

NTS

PROVIDE 3' OF EXTRA COILED WIRE IN EACH BOX.

BRONZE GATE
VALVE
PVC SCHEDULE
80 SLIP
COUPLING
(TYP)

MAINLINE - REFER TO PLANS FOR SIZE
AND LOCATION OF PIPE

1'-6" MIN

Trenching

CARSON IND. INC. OR AN APPROVED EQUAL VALVE
BOX WITH BOLT DOWN LID LABELED "IRRIGATION"
(PROVIDE BOLTS AND SECURE PER MANUFACTURER'S
RECOMMENDATIONS). BOX TO BE LEVEL AND FLUSH
W/ FINISH GRADE.

6" MIN.

(970) 626-4471
PO BOX 401
RIDGWAY, CO
81432

PVC SCH 80 NIPPLE 1" x 12"

1 " MIN.

LATERAL LINE TO BE INSTALLED ON ONE
SIDE OF TRENCH.

SAND BED

CONCRETE BRICKS SHALL BE
LOCATED ON 2 SIDES OF THE
VALVE BOX

6" DIA. PVC
CLASS 160 PIPE
(LENGTH AS
REQUIRED)

LATERAL LINE TO BE 18" DEEP MINIMUM.
3" (MIN) OF NATIVE SOIL (FREE OF
ROCKS LARGER THAN 1") ON ALL SIDES
OF PIPE.

conterraworkshop.com

3/8" WASHED PEA GRAVEL
6" DEEP (MIN)

CONTINUOUS DETECTABLE WARNING TAPE
TO BE PLACED 12" ABOVE MAINLINE,
AND CONTROL WIRES.

0-1"

STEP 3: INSERT SPLICE TO BOTTOM
OF GEL-FILLED TUBE. CHECK
TO MAKE SURE CONNECTOR
HAS BEEN PUSHED PAST LOCKING
FINGERS AND IS SEATED AT
BOTTOM OF TUBE.

2 MIN. CONCRETE BRICK
SUPPORT.

" FLEXIBLE DRIP TUBING
INSERT BARB

NOTE:
1. USE RAIN BIRD BUG GUN MODEL EMA-BG TO INSERT EMITTER DIRECTLY INTO DRIP
TUBING.

STEP 4: POSITION WIRES IN WIRE CHANNELS
AND CLOSE INSULATOR TUBE
COVER.

14

Wire Connection
NTS

2. PLACE EMITTERS SO OUTER EDGE OF ROOTBALL AND SOIL OUTSIDE OF ROOTBALL WILL
RECEIVE WATER. DO NOT PLACE EMITTER AT TRUNK OR STEM OF PLANTS.

15

Emitter Staking
NTS

RIDGWAY CoHOUSING, LLC
2490 CR 17
OURAY COUNTY
81432

WIRE W/O CONDUIT

SPECIFIED MULCH
-SEE PLANTING
PLANS

ALPENGLOW CO-HOUSING

PLAN VIEW

IRRIGATION MAINLINE

BACKFILL TO BE APPROVED SCREENED
EXISTING NATIVE SOIL (FREE OF ROCKS
LARGER THAN 1").

CONTERRA WORKSHOP

CONTINUOUS DETECTABLE WARNING TAPE
TO BE PLACED 12" ABOVE MAINLINE AND
CONTROL WIRES.

NOTE: SET TOP OF BOX EVEN WITH FINISH GRADE IN TURF AREAS.
10" ROUND PLASTIC
VALVE BOX AND LID
FINISH GRADE

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

TYPE 'A'
BEDDING
SAND.

QUICK COUPLING VALVE
CENTERED IN BOX.

NATIVE SOIL TO BE WATERED DOWN,
ROCK FREE MATERIAL, COMPACTED TO
90% MDD, RELATIVE COMPACTION AND
GRADED FLUSH W/ FINISH GRADE.

9"

CONTROL WIRING (TAPE AND BUNDLE
WIRING AT 10' O.C. INTERVALS).

24" MIN. DEPTH ALL
CONDUIT

FINISH GRADE

Quick Coupler

FINISH GRADE

SAND BED

WIRING IN
CONDUIT

1 " MIN

1" MIN
CLEAR

10" DIAM. ROUND VALVE BOX SET AT GRADE
CARSON IND. INC. OR APPROVED EQUAL WITH BOLT
DOWN LID LABELED "IRRIGATION". (BURN "Q" INTO
LID) (PROVIDE BOLTS AND SECURE PER
MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS)

PLAN VIEW

LATERAL
PIPE

2

#5 REBAR 16" LONG CLAMPED. TO
QUICK COUPLER WITH STAINLESS
STEEL CLAMP.

MAINLINE
PIPE

1'-6"

MAINLINE, LATERAL,
AND WIRING IN
THE SAME TRENCH

2

SECTION VIEW

1" ACTUAL

IF THE ABOVE DIMENSION DOES
NOT MEASURE ONE INCH (1")
EXACTLY, THIS DRAWING WILL HAVE
BEEN ENLARGED OR REDUCED,
AFFECTING ALL LABELED SCALES.

REVISION

DATE

Date:

05.10.2019

Scale:

AS NOTED

Drawn:

RAB

Job:

ALPENGLOW

Sheet

16

Micro Spray on Riser
NTS

17

Pop-Up Sprinkler with Swing Joint
NTS

North
COPYRIGHT NOTICE: This drawing is an instrument of service and is the property of Nvision Design Studio, Inc.
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Agenda Item 3

STAFF REPORT
Request:
Legal:
Address:
Parcel #:
Zone:
Applicant:
Owners:
Initiated By:
Date:

Preliminary Plat
S: 16 T: 45 R: 8 614 AC IN N1/2SW1/4
TBD
430516300005
Historic Business
Ridgway Cohousing, LLC
Ridgway Cohousing, LLC
Shay Coburn, Planner
May 20, 2019

BACKGROUND
Applicant is submitting a preliminary plat for a
proposed subdivision. This development is planned for
the Warlick or Railroad property located at the
southeast corner of Sherman/Hwy 62 and South
Railroad Street. The property is 4.47 acres total.
The development plan includes 26 residential units/lots
in 10 duplex buildings and 6 units above garages, plus a
common house, future workshop, future gazebo, and
parking facilities. This cohousing development would
encompass approximately 4 acres – inclusive of all
shared spaces (garages, carports, storage areas, open
spaces, shared building, etc.) this averages to about
6,701 sq. ft. of property per dwelling unit, or 6.5
dwelling units per acre. The remainder of the property
will include a 0.12-acre street and a 0.35-acre lot on the
north side of the subject, along Sherman Street, that
would not be developed as part of this proposal.

Subject
property

The units will include 6 garage loft units at 728 sq. ft., 6 units at 913 sq. ft., 6 units at 1,207 sq. ft., 4 units
at 1,388 sq. ft., and 4 units at 1,629 sq. ft. The development also includes a mix of single-car garages, car
ports, open parking space, a 3,000 sq. ft. common house, and an 800 sq. ft. workshop.
This development has had the following public meetings and outcomes:
• Informal discussion with the Planning Commission August 29th, 2017 – well received
• Sketch Plan hearing with the Planning Commission September 26, 2017 – Approved
• Sketch Plan hearing with the Planning Commission March 27, 2018 – Approved
• Sketch Plan hearing with the Planning Commission October 30, 2018 – Approved
The Applicant have already worked with Town staff on one round of reviews to the preliminary plat.
Submitted with this public hearing application are the following:
• Hearing Application
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Request Letter
Updated Narrative
Mineral Rights Certification
SMPA Will-Serve Letter
School District Bus Stop Location Letter
Site Access and Safety Exhibits
HOA Declarations and CCRs
Draft Flood Plain Development Permit
Geotech Engineering Study and Addendum
Updated Drainage Report
Preliminary Plat Map
Landscaping, Irrigation, and Lighting Plans
Civil Plans

The property has been noticed and posted in accordance with the Ridgway Municipal Code (RMC).

CODE REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
RMC 7-4-5(B) Preliminary Plat
(1) – (4) Submittal Requirements
Substantially conforming.
(5) The preliminary plat shall contain at a minimum the following:
(a) The name of the subdivision, date of the preparation of the map, name and address of the engineer
or surveyor preparing the plat, and total area of the subdivision.
Substantially conforming.
(b) The scale used and direction of true north.
Substantially conforming.
(c) The location and dimensions of all existing and proposed streets, alleys and easements, street
lights, street signs and other improvements.
• The Applicant have been in discussion with the Town regarding realigning South Railroad Street
to match the location of North Railroad Street. This would have a positive impact on the traffic
flow in this area. After a Town Council workshop, the Town and Applicant agreed upon a layout
that could work for both parties. The Town is investigating the options for this realignment while
this development is moving forward with development plans and approvals. This potential
realignment would impact Parcel A and would join right in with the proposed road between
Parcel A and the cohousing property.
• This plan proposes a street, a 40’ right-of-way, that will run east west connecting South Railroad
to the existing alley south of Alpine Bank. This will be one of the development’s main access
points and was discussed in some detail at one of the Sketch Plan Hearings. See red area on map
below.
• This plan proposes a 10’ drainage easement for the east side of Parcel A, the parcel in which no
development is being proposed along Sherman Street. See blue area on map below.
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• This plan proposes a triangular shaped sidewalk easement on the NW corner of Parcel A so that
when the sidewalk is built on Parcel A, there can be some space for it to work with the
established intersection.
• This plan proposes stops sign at all exits from the development and one on Hyde for vehicles
traveling east.
• On the plat map, east of Lot 6 there are dimension of 129.29 and 129.39’. To what lines do
those calls belong?
• The garages and carports need dimensions on the plat map so one can locate them on the
ground.
• Dimensions are needed on the plat map to find where the easement starts along CR23, S
Railroad, and the new street.
• The south line may need to be called out as a section line.
• Once the details of the storm drainage system are finalized, it will be important to ensure proper
dedication language on the plat map, likely to be dedicated to the owner’s association. A plat
note may be need to address if the owner’s association fails to preform proper maintenance,
that the Town can do so and assess it back to the HOA.
• If there is a blanket utility and drainage easement over the common areas, this should be in the
dedication language on the plat map.
• Once the utility plan is finalized, the Applicant should check that all easements are adequate.
Public Access
Easement
Drainage
Easement

Utility Easement
Street

Easements and Roads Highlighted
(d) The location of water courses, including lakes, swamps, ditches, flood prone areas; the location of
existing utility lines, pipes, poles, towers, culverts, drains, and drainage ways.
Received.
(e) The location, size and dimension of all lots and blocks, and the location of properties and
easements to be reserved for particular uses or to be dedicated to the Town.
• The Applicant is proposing a utility easement through about the center of the property for utility
providers, including the Town, to access and maintain the utilities in that area. See green area on
map above.
• At a previous Sketch Plan hearing the Planning Commission asked if the Application would
provide a 10’ public access easement at the south end of their lot. This 10’ area is already a utility
easement. The Applicant has provided for such easement. See yellow area on map above.
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• It seems like owners will not want a public path on their property and that the paths should be
shown as a general common element on the plat if for no other reason than to put buyers and
owners on notice. Town strongly recommends moving the shared pathway off of individual
properties.
(f) Five foot elevation contours at a minimum.
Received proposed contours on the plat map. The map only needs to have existing contours on it.
(g) Any building setback lines, height restrictions, or other building or use restrictions.
Need building setback line in the legend.
(h) A vicinity sketch map.
Received.
(i) An indication of the total area of streets and alleys, area of lots and area of any property dedicated
to public or other uses.
• A 40’ right-of-way will be dedicated to the Town. The area of this street is 0.12 acres or 5,332
square feet.
• A 10’ public access easement, as described above, will be dedicated to the Town.
(6) Accompanying the preliminary plat or included upon it shall be plans, drawings or information for the
following:
(a) Plans for any proposed sanitary sewer system showing location, grade, pipe sizes and invert
elevations.
The Applicant is proposing to build a new sewer main that will run through the middle of the
development and connecting to the Town’s system on Liddell Street via the alley. The sewer main is
to be dedicated to the Town while the service lines will be the responsibility of the Applicant. The
dedication of the sewer main needs to be added to the dedication language on page 1 of the plat.
Concerns/comments on the proposed sewer system:
• The sewer line going down Liddell appears to only be about 1’ from the alley right-of-way line.
This does not give town the access needed to maintain the line. The minimum distance from
the right-of-way line is about 4 feet. The Applicant and staff will need to coordinate this with
the concrete alley that is in place today.
• The Town Engineer needs to further review the sewer system.
(b) Plans for the water system and fire protection system showing locations, pipe sizes, valves, storage
tanks and fire hydrants.
The Applicant is proposing to build a new water main starting at Chipeta and CR 23 then going
through the middle of the property north then looping west on Hyde Street. The water main is to
be dedicated to the Town while the service lines will be the responsibility of the Applicant. The
dedication of the water main needs to be added to the dedication language on page 1 of the plat.
The Town Engineer needs to further review the water system.
Page C108 was provided to show a 250’ radius from the one existing fire hydrant on CR 23 and the
proposed hydrant on South Railroad. The Town’s Standard Specs say “Fire hydrants shall be placed
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at the intervals recommended by the State Insurance Services office, generally, at 500 foot
intervals.” The two hydrants on the plans appear to be about 765’ apart. A new hydrant needs to
be added to address the gap.
(c) Plans for the storm drainage system showing location, pipe sizes, drains, surface drainage ways
and discharge points.
The development and association will own and maintain this private stormwater system that is
mostly raingardens that then connect with the Town’s system on Sherman street. The Town
Engineer needs to further review the storm drainage plan. As proposed, there is not an inlet where
the storm drain would tie in which would require cutting the highway. Town would like to discuss
alternate locations to see if there is one with less impact to the new street, curb, gutter, and
sidewalk.
(d) Plans for proposed streets, alleys, sidewalks, curbs and gutters, lighting, bikepaths and walkways
showing the grade and cross section, and plans for any other proposed public improvements. (Ord
12-2008)
• The Applicant is including sidewalks along all of the cohousing property, along South Railroad,
Hyde, and CR 23 as required by 7-4-6(A)(10).
• Staff has discussed options for sidewalk along Parcel A. Pursuant to 7-4-6(A)(10), sidewalks must
be constructed along all property unless proper grade cannot be determined, in which case the
Planning Commission and Town Council can make this determination and then make an
agreement for future construction. Since Parcel A is not being proposed for development at this
time, and South Railroad is not paved, this may make sense to delay this portion of sidewalk. This
could be included in the Subdivision Improvements Agreement for construction at a later date as
long as this is approved by the Town Council. It would be helpful for the Commission to discuss
this item.
• Exterior lighting plan – Applicant provided town with an explanation of how the lighting
interfaces with the utility plan and easements. This information should be added to the
engineering plans.
• The Town Engineer needs to further review these items.
(e) The subdivider shall send a notice, at least 30 days prior to the Planning Commission’s hearing or
consideration, to mineral estate owners, by certified mail, return receipt requested, or a nationally
recognized overnight courier, in accordance with the requirements of CRS 24-65.5-103(1). A copy of
the notice shall be given to the Town along with the subdividers certification of compliance with
said notification requirements. Provided this notice is not required if notice was previously sent and
such certification previously provided with respect to the same surface development, or the
application is only for platting an additional single lot, unless a mineral estate owner has requested
notice pursuant to CRS 24-6-402(7). (Ord 4-2009)
Substantially met. We need a title commitment that is dated near the date of this preliminary plat
submission.
(f) Any proposed covenants, condominium declaration or articles of incorporation and by-laws for any
homeowners' association, or contracts for maintenance of improvements.
An owner’s association will be established with a final plat for the cohousing property. This will not
include Parcel A. Staff has the following comments on the CCRs:
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• Consider inserting additional language in 2.4.2 or 2.4.3 to recognize the utility easement being
dedicated to the Town, which will affect the common areas.
• 2.12 – may be good to note the Town’s short-term rental regulations which supersede the CCRs.
• 3.4 – May want to look at explicit language regarding emergency vehicles – See 38-33.3-106.5
• 3.6 – May want to further define animals as domestic animals (dogs – cats)
• 3.8 is a violation of CCIOA – See 38-33.3-106.5
• Please submit exhibits for review.
(g) A soils report prepared by a geologist or licensed qualified engineer which addresses building
foundation design requirements shall be submitted where geologic hazards and considerations
dictate the need for such analysis.
An addendum to the report was submitted and needs to be reviewed by the Town Engineer.
(h) Written approval or access permit from the State Department of Highways for any access to
highways under its jurisdiction, directly from any lot and for any new street serving the subdivision
which intersects with a State highway.
Town has worked with the Applicant to get an access permit from CDOT for this development and
for the realignment of South Railroad Street. If South Railroad Street is not realigned, Town will
need to work with the Applicant to determine if another CDOT access permit needs to be
submitted. Staff is unsure what the implications may be if South Railroad Street is not realigned – it
may trigger CDOT to limit the access in and out of South Railroad Street to right-in and right-out
only. Staff will continue to work with the Applicant and CDOT as the feasibility of realigning South
Railroad is determined.
(i) Estimated water consumption and sewage generation.
To be reviewed by the Town Engineer.
(j) Description of any geologic hazards.
To be reviewed by the Town Engineer.
(k) Landscape plans and, as appropriate, irrigation plans. (Ord 12-2008)
The Historic Business district has minimal landscaping requirements. The proposed plan will
preserve maybe about half of the exiting trees. The landscaping plans propose a mix of types, and a
number of trees and bushes. The proposal also shows a small lawn area with mostly low grasses
and native flowers. Most of the landscaping plan seems to be based on accommodating and
managing storm drainage.
The Applicant needs to remove trees that are shown to be located on top of utility lines. If the
other improvements (i.e.: bridges, rain gardens, retaining walls) remain in the utility easement,
please add a plat note stating, “Any landscaping or improvements located within any public utility
easement shall not be the responsibility of the Town of Ridgway. Additionally, the cost of any
removal and replacement of such landscaping or improvements will be assessed to the Owner’s
Association in the event of needed utility repairs, maintenance, replacement, etc.”.
The irrigation plan shows only common areas being irrigated. This is beneficial in that each
property owner can decided what they want to do with their yard like xeriscape or have a flower
garden; however, there is landscaping proposed on private yards that will then not be irrigated by
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the owner’s association. This seems to occur on the rear lots where most lots have one tree but
not all. For example, lot 26 has two trees and lot 7 has none. Also, will each home/lot have access
to an outside water hook up so they can add an irrigation system or water as needed? This is not a
requirement, just something for the Applicant to think through. The Applicant should also note that
if the backflow prevention devise is not blown out each winter, it will break.
Town Engineer needs to further review these items.
(l) A list of proposed uses for each lot consistent with Town Zoning Regulations. (Ord 12-2008)
In the Historic Business district, residential uses are a use by right. The majority of this proposed
subdivision will be residential. Parcel A will remain undeveloped at this time and the zoning will
remain Historic Business.
(7) Repealed by Ord 4-2009
(8) The Planning Commission may approve, conditionally approve or disapprove the preliminary plat. It
may continue its consideration of the plat to another meeting when additional time is needed, or to
allow the subdivider time to revise or supplement the plan to bring it into compliance with these
regulations or proposed conditions of approval. The reason for continuance, disapproval, or any
conditions of approval, shall be included in the minutes of the Planning Commission's proceedings and
provided to the subdivider in writing upon request. Consideration of the matter may also be continued
upon the subdividers request. The plat may be disapproved if it or the proposed improvements and
required submittals are inadequate or do not comply with the requirements of these Regulations. (Ord
12-2008)
(9) The Planning Commission's decision shall be submitted to the Town Council as a recommendation
along with the plat for review at its next regular meeting. The Town Council shall issue its decision
approving, conditionally approving or disapproving the plat, based upon compliance with the
provisions of these regulations. The Town Council may continue its consideration of the preliminary
plat until such time as proposed conditions for approval, are met by the subdivider. (Ord 12-2008)
(10) Except as otherwise expressly provided by the Town Council, all conditions of approval shall be met
within 90 days of such approval or the plat shall be deemed disapproved.

RMC 7-4-6 Required Improvements
There are a number of improvements that are required with subdivision in this section. Staff is
highlighting only a portion of these requirements here:
Subsection (A)(6) Streets within and adjacent to the subdivision as necessary to provide access to each
lot. Existing streets maintained by the Town for public use shall be improved by the subdivider to the
extent necessary to provide access to abutting lots and to provide proper drainage, grade and sidewalk
grade. Streets shall be paved in circumstances where required by Town street specifications. Streets shall
be dedicated to the Town.
One of the required improvements when doing a subdivision includes providing streets to access the
development or making improvements to existing streets. Besides just providing adequate access to the
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property, the improvements are to provide proper drainage and grades. As stated above, the Applicant is
proposing to dedicate a 40’ right-of-way to the Town that will connect the existing alley off of Liddell
Street to South Railroad Street. The Applicant has also been asked by the Planning Commission to build
the roughly 70’ long portion of alley to connect the proposed street to the existing alley. This new street
will be one of the development’s main access locations with 14 garages and trash access located just off
of this new street. This access cannot be an alley because 7-4-7(C)(2) requires that all lots shall have
access to a street connected to the public street system.
Subsection (B) Subdivision Improvements Agreement (SIA)
In part, this section reads as follows in Sections (1) and (2):
(1) No final plat shall be approved or recorded until the subdivider has properly completed, and the Town
has approved, the street base, lights and traffic control devices, and water, sewer, electricity, gas,
telephone, and drainage system as adequate to serve each lot, and has submitted, and the Town Council
has approved, a Subdivision Improvements Agreement guaranteeing construction of all other required
improvements and as-builts therefore, which have not previously been completed and approved by the
Town. The Subdivision Improvements Agreement shall list the improvements to be made and as builts
required, estimated costs, and completion dates.
(2) All improvements shall be completed and accepted within 2 years following approval of the final plat
by the Town, unless a longer interval is provided for in the Subdivision Improvements Agreement.
The Applicant has told staff that they will want to do an SIA. They are currently working on a list of items
that they expect to be part of this SIA. This list will be helpful to agree upon before the final plat, when
the SIA would be finalized, as to avoid any delays. The Applicant should note the language of (B)(1) above
as some items are not eligible for an SIA.
RMC 7-4-7 Design Standards
There are a number of standards required in this section. Staff is highlighting only a portion of these
Standards here:
Subsection (B) All subdivisions shall be developed in accordance with the Town’s Master Plans, Zoning
Regulations, Flood Plain Regulations, and other applicable Town ordinances, regulations and
specifications.
All private lots and structures are outside of the floodplain; however, the Applicant has submitted a draft
Flood Plain Development Permit for site work. The Applicant is working on a USACOE Nationwide 404
Permit which will include off-site wetlands mitigation, stream improvements for the stream crossing,
stream widening, and slope stabilization. This USACOE permit is needed to finalize the Town’s Flood Plain
Development Permit. This can be a condition of approval; however, it should be noted that the Applicant
has requested more than the 90 days the code allows for to meet all conditions of preliminary plat
approval. While the Applicant noted that they would hope to have this completed sooner, they are
requesting up to two years to meet this condition. It should be noted that no matter how long the
Applicant has to meet this condition, no work can commence in the floodplain until this is addressed. In
addition, the design of the elements in the floodplain will need to be reviewed by the Town Engineer.
Subsection (J) Plat Notes
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This section addresses plat notes required by the Town. Additional edits to the Plat Map are included in
this section.
1. If the Applicant wants to ask permission from the Commission and Council to build the sidewalk
on Parcel A at a later date, and the Applicant doesn’t want to add the sidewalk to the SIA, the
Applicant will have to add a plat note that addresses the creation of a district for improvements
so that the Town can, at a later date, create an improvement district to pay for the sidewalk.
2. Note 5b – add that this includes but is not limited to pipes, inlets, manholes, detention facilities.
3. Note 7 – there is no “Ridgway County Clerk and Recorder” change to Ouray County.
4. Note 8 – should include a description and further definition of a party wall under the CCRs, and
the plat can then reference the same.
RMC 7-3 Zoning Regulations
RMC 7-3-10 Dimensional & Off-Site Parking Requirements
•
•
•
•

•

Parcel A is 0.35 acres and about 108’ wide on Sherman Street.
Structure height – limited to 35’ in the HB district.
Minimum or maximum lot coverage or size – none in this district.
Lot width – 25’ minimum in the HB district. Lot width varies within the development: 18’ for the 6
garage apartments, about 46’ for the duplex unit in front, and about 18’-19’ of public area frontage for
the rear duplexes but at is largest point averages about 65’ wide. Each lot does not have street frontage
along a public street so it is not possible to measure as our code describes; however, this development
proposal shows individual lots to be created internal to the subdivision. This variation requires variances
for lots 1-6 and possibly the rear duplex lots depending on how the Commission would like to measure
them. When measuring street frontage for the full cohousing property along South Railroad, Hyde and
CR 23 the total is about 940’. When that is divided by the 26 lots created you end up with just over 36’
of lot width at a public street per lot.
Setbacks
• Rear setback minimum is 8’ unless it is along an alley then it can be 2’. The setback from the
proposed gravel street is 2’, the setback along the east property line ranges from 6’ to 10’, while
the setbacks from the west property line range from 8’-12’. However, when considering individual
lot lines, lots 1-6 have a 4’ or 10’ setbacks depending which is the rear side of the lot. The
remaining duplex lots appear to have 8’ to 0’ rear setbacks. If we consider the rear of lots 1-6 to
have a 10’ rear setback, and the rear duplex units to all have an 8’ setbacks (except possibly lot 13
and 15) then this application needs to include a variance request for all front duplex lots and lots
13 and 15.
• Front and side setbacks can range from 8’-4’-0’ depending on design and drainage. Lots 1-6 have a
4’ front setbacks and meets the criteria in the code to have a 4’ front setback. The side setbacks on
lot 1-6 are 0’. The middle unit meets the criteria to have a 0’ side setback but it is unclear without
building plans that the end units will. This will be a variance request for side setback. The duplex
lots show front and side setbacks ranging from 0’ to 5’. Where the units are connected, the 0’
setback criteria will be met and it is likely that the criteria for a 4’ min. setback is also met. Where
front and side setbacks are 0’, and are not connected to another building, a variance will be
required.
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When the Commission is considering a variance request per RMC 7-3-16 the Applicant must prove
practical difficulty or unnecessary hardships in the way of carrying out the strict letter of the Zoning
Ordinance and that the spirit of the ordinance will be observed, the public health, safety and welfare
secured and substantial justice done by granting the variance. The request for lot width, rear setback,
and front and side setback variances seems due to the nature of building a cohousing development. The
Applicant could have built a standard single-family home subdivision but rather chose to develop a
different housing type that doesn’t fit perfectly into our code. When considering the full property being
developed, the Applicant can show that lot width and most all setbacks meet the minimum
requirements. In addition, the Applicant could have gone through the PUD process, but is able to meet
almost all of the Town’s regulations except the ones noted above.
Parking – Under RMC 7-3-10(A), 2 parking spaces are required for residences greater than a studio size of
600 sf. All 26 units are above 600 sq. ft. thus requiring a minimum of 52 spaces, which are provided in a
combination of surface parking, garages, and carports. There will also be 4 guest parking spaces. In
addition, the Applicant is proposing to improve the public right-of-way along CR 23 which will contribute
to extra residential parking and visitor parking.
Misc. Comments and Edits
RMC 6-4 Fence, Hedge and Wall Restrictions
The Applicant is proposing quite a few retaining walls around the development. These retaining walls
average about 2-3’ tall. In addition, private yards are planned to be fenced by the owners. The fences will
be 4’ tall between units and 6’ tall on the edge of the property (rear and sides) where desired for privacy.
Garage apartment units may have a 4’ fence at front yards. These items are addressed in the HOA CCRs.
RMC 7-3-13(I) Short Term Rental Regulations
Per the HOA documents, all rentals must be 32 days or more. This means that no short-term rentals will
be allowed.
Commercial Design Guidelines
These apply to Historic Business properties; however, this is a residential development so many of the
guidelines are not applicable. For example, we do not have architectural plans so looking at the
architectural design and materials is not possible. Also, the sign planning guidelines do not really work or
apply to a residential development. The one section of the Commercial Design Guidelines that apples is
the screening and buffers section. Staff asked the Applicant about how the development will look from
public rights-of-way given it appears that the backs of garages is all that will be visible. The Applicant said
that the design team is working on this and that they are looking at incorporating a variety of exterior
building materials and landscaping to add to the visual appeal of this development and minimize the
massing of the garages.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Given the complexity of a larger project like this, it is extremely important to discuss the details of this
plan and address a number of edits needed prior to any approval of a preliminary plat. While the Town
Engineer needs to finish review of this preliminary plat, it appears as if most of the large requirements
have been met and that staff can work with the Applicant to finalize all of the engineering and related
documents. As such, staff recommends that the Commission recommends approval of this preliminary
plat to Town Council with the condition that all updates and modifications described in this report,
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including working with staff to incorporate engineering comments, are addressed before the Town
Council hearing.
Staff also recommends approval of the variance requests for lot width, rear setbacks, front setbacks, and
side setbacks given the criteria have been met.
This is a significant development review for which a number of modifications and decisions are needed.
While we have done our best to insure a complete and accurate report, this is complex and there may be
some omissions or oversights here that will need addressed in future reviews.

From Hwy 62/Sherman looking south
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From CR 23 looking north east

From Hyde looking south
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From South Railroad Street looking east
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